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PREFACE', 

'As an approach to the better understanding of China's indus
trialization in recent years, the ,Nankai University Committee on Social' 
and Economic Research has deemed it advisable to undertake a sample 
survey of the major industries in Tientsin, the largest ,industrial, and. 
comm~rcial centre in North China. This survey, in respect of the intensive' 
treatment for each industry, may be considered the first of its kind in 
China. It covers five industries in Tientsin, namely, cotton spinning, flour 
milling, carpet weaving, rayon and cotton weaving and hosiery knitting., 
Except carpet weaving, the results of which have been, summed up 
in my provious report on the "Tientsin Carpet Industry", the field 
investigation on other industries' was commenced in June, 1929, 
and has now been largely completed. The present report on the "Rayon 
and Cotton Weaving in Tientsin" will soon be followed by another one 
on the "Hosiery Knitting in Tientsin", which ,is already in press. The 
results on the other two industries, namely, cotton spinning and flour 
milling, are being analyzed, but will not be published until the coming year. 

I wish to take this opportunity of acknowledging the financial 
assistance to this, survey rendered by' the Institute of Pacific 
Relations. Dr. Franklin L. Ho, Director of the Committee, has taken a 
large part in promoting as well as in planning for the survey, and has 
given valuable suggestions in almost every phase, of it. For the present 
report, the field investigation was undertakel\ by' Mr. Y. Y. Chuan, and 
the, statistical computation by Messrs. T.Y. Lee and C. T, Lin. 

, Ii. D. Fong 

Nankai University Committee on Social and Economic Research 
November. 1930. 



Chapter I .. History and localization 
The process of Weaving consists in interlacing, at right angles, two 

or more series of flexible materials, of which the longitudinal are called 
warp and the transverse weft.·· Weaving, therefore, embraces only . one 
section of the textile industry, for· felted, plaited, tietted, hosiery and lace 
Iabries lie outside this definition. On the other hand, it has been applied 
10 different kinds of raw materials, either separately or conjointly, in 
order to satisfy the growing demand for variety. From the animal 
kingdom, wool, hair, fur, feathers, silk and the pinna fibre have long been 
procured. From the vegatable kingdom, cotton, flax, hemp,"j ute, ranlic 
and a host of other less known materials are derived: . Amongst minerals 
there are gold, silver, copper, ·brass, ·iron, glass and asbestos. In addition, 
strips of paper, or skin, .in the plain, gilt, silvered and painted conditions 
are available. Finally, artificial fibres are used, especially artificial silk, 

. which has come into very extended use in recent years.' In China, silk 
has long been the celebrated fibre for weaving, but is· now threatened· by· 
the .three-fold competition of cotton, rayon, and silk produced abroad; The 
decline in the quality of Chinese silk, the substitution of silk by rayon, 
and the cheapness of cotton, all these combine to overthrow the silk 
Industry ill China, and give great prominence to the cotton and raYOll 
industry. 

Cotton and rayon weaving in Chh;a 

In China "'eaving is generally of the handloom type, no mechanical 
power being applied except in cotton. The handloom employed, meantime,. 
is of several varieties,. Whether plilin .or figured, wooden or iron, old
fashioned or improved. The old-fashioned wooden loom, which·· one: 
finds oilly in museums in America or Europe, is still the commonest type 
in China, especially in rural districts. In urban communities, the im
proved hand loom made of iron, or of iron and wood, was first introduced 
from Japan, and has now found favor with many establishments. The 
old figured loom of Chinese origin is being replaced by the Jacquard loom, 
the famous French inventiOll, Here and there in port cities, one meets 
with machine shops producing thest' different types of looms. But they 
must be semi-modern in the eyes of western observers, as no attempt to 
apply power to these looms has yet been made. 

In the old classics we find cotton mentioned as having been used in 
the manufacture of cloth and given as tribute to the Middle Kingdom as 
early as between 2197 and 2205 B. C. It has been manufactured into cloth 
ever since that time and has always been widely used in the fifth century.' 
The spinning wheel supplied the yal"D for the loom, and cotton 
fabrics were produced by the farmers' families after harvest seasons. 
1. Efl-CJlclopxr.rdia H'''tnnlt:iccr. 14th edition, 1929, Vol. 28, p. 466 et seq. 
a. Fung. O. K.: Cotton Cultm·('. in Ckilt('s(! So,.ial and Politu-nl Scic?u:(l Rt'v-iew •. 

pp. 97·8. October, 1916. 
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RAYON AND GOT1fJK WEAVING IN TIENTSIN 

Whatever cotton fablies -woven, however, satisfied only the Fequirements 
of the household, for without regular /lupply of Ylirn from the market, 
the space of the spinning wheel measured tpe outPllt of the 100m, f[owever, 
the opening up of China to foreign comj'llerce, lifter the first Opjum War 
in 1840, introduced the machine SPlin yarn in large quantities from 
England and other Eur.opean nations, which, aside from replacing the} 
hand spun yarn, must have given a considerable impetus to the cottonl 
weaving industry throughout China, This growth is told, partly if not 
wholly, in the history of- China's import of cotton yarn and thread, from 
1867 to 1928, covering a period of over sixty years, 

Tahle 1. Net import of cotton yarn and thread' into China, 
1867·1928 

Year Piculs Hk, Tk Year Piculs Hk. Tis. 
1867 33,507 l,615,7R6 1898 1,962,537 39,294,900 
1868 54.212 1,780,277 1899 2,748,644 54,940,581 
1869 131,525 1,766,195 1900 1,490,732 30,187,372 
1870 52,083 2,144,710 1901 2,271,101 49,012,006 
1871 69.815 2,091,1:]9 1902 2,543,128 54,826,880 
1872 49,809 1,528,032 1903 2,744,401 67,425,650 
1873 67,833 3,486,959 1904 2,294,078 59,665.00a 
1874 68,819 1,969,344 1905 2,570,012 67,396,896 
1875 91,403 2,746,605 1906 2,551,137 66,140,767 
1876 112,908 2,838,833 1907 2,281,705 57,514,731 
1877 116,166 2,841,216 -1908 1,831,636 46,173,328 
1878 108,360 2,520,514 1909 2,419,415 62,464,160 
1879 137,8RP 3,190,517 1910 2,298,018 62,830,514 
1880 151,519 3,648,112 1911 1,877,961 51,071,798 
1881 112,48~ 4,227,685 1912 2,312,604 62,668,699 
1882 184,940 4,050,391 1913 2,702,276 72,636,779 
1883 228,006 5,241,994 1914 2,729,892 71,366,517 
1884 -261,458 5,584,138 1915 2,700,595 68,415,105 
1885 387,820 7,871,212 1916 2,491,616 63,975,840 
1886 384,581 7,868,560 1917 2,102,345 65,501,139 
1887 593,72R 12,590,580 1918 1,152,886 55,572,759 
1888 684,959 13,495.132 1919 1,432,560 77,400,350 
1889 679,727 13,019,876 1920 1.344,995 80,924,654 
1890 1,083,405 19,391,696 1921 1,296,645 70,396,622 
1891 1,212,922 20,983,539 1922 1,242,040 69,796,071 
1892 1,305,572 ~2,152.6!;4 192.~ 787,678 43,553,7,1!! 
1893 983.399 17,862.552 1924 587.050 86,261,388 
1894 1,161,694 21,397,29a 1920 647,123 36,198,613 
189. 1,134,110 21,208,775 1926 449,282 28,249,920 
1896 1,624,806 32,010,00-1 1927 295·3:18 17,734,218 
1897 1,573.116 34,430,117 1928 284,945 16,670,616 

3. The quantity fOI" "cotton thread on spools" during the period 1902 to 1924 is given 
in gro~s. not in picul. In order to reduce the gross to the picu1, the following 
method is adopted. "Cotton thr~ad in balls", the quantity of which is given in 
picul, is assumed to be of the same value as "cotton thread on spools", Divide 
the value of "cotton thread in balls" by its quantity, and get its price per picuL 
This price is then used as the denominator for the value of ('cotton thread on 
spools", in order to get its quantity in picul. 
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OHAPTER,J. HISTORY AND LOCALIZATION 

In Table l' it may be seen that the quantity of cotton yarn and 
thread imported into China increased from the small figure of 33,507 
piculs in 1867 to the huge total of 2,748,644 piculs in 1899, an increase, 
of eighty-two times in the course of thirty-three years. This total, 
meantime, is the highest ever attained throughout the whole period, for 
after 1899 the amount of cotton yarn and thread imported remained 
stationary, and since 1914 i1as shown a considerable decline. In 1914 
the amount imported reached 2,729,892 piculs, but in 1928' it fell to the 
small total of 284,945 piculs, approximately one tenth of the total for 
1914. The decline in the quantity of cotton yarn and thread imported, 
however, does not indicate a similar decline in their consumption, but 
helps to explain the rapid growth in China's cotton spinning industry. 
About ten years before China reached the, highest total, in her import 
of cotton yarn and thread, that is, in 1890, the new industry of cotton 
spinning by power machinery was introduced. In that year, Viceroy, Li 
:». ung-chang first established a cotton mill in Shanghai, with 65,000 
spindles and 600 looms. Since then, the cotton spinning industry has 
grown rapidly, especially after the outbreak of the World War which 
made it impossible to meet the Chinese demand for cotton yarn by means 
of foreign supply. The stoppage of foreign supply, and conseql,lently of 
foreign competition in Chinese cotton industry, opened up a lucrative 
field 'fol' profit-making to Chinese spinners. A new era of unparalleled 
development was quickly ushered in, in China as well. as in other, Oriental 
countries, and cotton mills were no sooner promoted than invested in 
order to beat the race for satisfying an urgent need. This period of 
rapid growth in cotton 'industry extended over ten years, from 1915 
to 1924, and witnessed the establi8hment of eighty-one of one hundred 
and twenty mills existing in 1928, with a total spindleage of 8,850,016 
diAtributed throughout the twelve provinces of China as. follows.' 
Tllble 2. Provlncilll dlRtribution of apindles in thinese cotton industry, 1928 

Name of Province 
Kiangsu 
Shantung 
Hupeh 
Chihli (Now Hopei) 
Fl'ngtien (Now Li8onin~) 

HOMD 
athOl' (Chekiang, Hunan, Kiang8i1 

No. Mills 
78 
10 
6 
9 
4 
4 

Spindles 
No. 

2,540,176 
329,780 
290.162 
289,766 
125,544 
l07.280 

66.0 
8.0 

,7,5 
7.5 

'3.0 
3.0 

Shansi, Anhwei. Shenoi) ~ 173.328 5.0 
Total ' , "120 8,850.016 100.0 

•• The statisti •• for the period 1867 to 1901 are taken from Part I of the Retd"" 
01 T"ade, namely. R('port OR tlw T'f'ttdl' of China, and A.bstract of Strltistic8; 
tho •• for the period 1902 to 1917 are tak.n from Part III, Vol. I of the Retu,.,... 
namely, AKGlll¥t'. of Forei'l'n TJ"ftde: J."lporr.. .. and those for the period 1918 tQ 
19~8 are taken from Part II. Vol. I of Fm'n,lI Trade of CII.1116, namely, Anolllm: 
Import •. 

5. Ho and Fong, ~b·tl"tl~ and F.:,tJeds of htduBt"illlirRlio,t itl Clt.itta, Tientain, 1929, 
pp. 18-4. 
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RAYON AND COTTON WEA ViNG iN TIENTSiN 

I 
In the same year 1928 China produced a total of 2,202,966 bales of 
yarn of 300 piculs each, amounting to 6,608,898 piculs. Deducting from 
this total the amount exported to foreign' countries, namely, 349,780 
piculs, there is still ~~se _ Qf 6,259,118 piculs ~vailable .:f!2Ll!ome 
consumption, chiefly for weaving. It is, therefore, not to be surprized 
that in that year, China's import of cotton ~arn and thread should have 
been reduced ·to the small total of 284,945 piculs, as compared with the 
huge one of 2,702,876 piculs in 1913, the last pre-war year, or with that 
of 2,748,644 piculs in 1899, the year of greatest import. This rapid 
increase in the consumption of machine spun yarn, whether imported 
or home produced, from 33,507 piculs in 1867 to 1,083,405 piculs in 
1890, the year during which the first cotton spinning mill was established, 
and from this total of 1,083,405 piculs in 1890 to one of 6,544,063 piculs 
in 1928 (6,259,118 piculs produced at home plus 284,945 piculs imported), 
cannot be explained by the substitution of hand spun by machine SPUD 

yarn alone, but more so by the expansion in China's cotton weaving 
industry. 

Next to the consumption of machine spun yarn, whether im
. ported or home produced, the import of cotton piece goods furnishes 
another index for the growth of China's cotton weaving industry. 
As shown in Table 3', the quantity of cotton piece goods imported increased 
from 4,250,324 pieces in 1867 to the highest total of 35,320,762 pieces 
in 1905, an increase of 8.3 times. Since then, however, the quantity of 
cotton piece goods imported has become more or less stationary, inter
rupted by occasional decreases or increases. In 1928 the quantity of 
cotton piece gooQs imported amounted to 27. 048,569 pieces, which was 
equivalent to eight tenths of that in 1905. This discrepancy in. the rate 
of increase during these two periods, 8.3 times between 1867 and 1905, 
and 0.8 between 1905 and 1928, can only be explained by the growth of 
cotton weaving industry in China, on the assumption that the demand 
for cotton piece goods should have grown according to a normal trend. 

A third index of the growth in China's cotton weaving industry 
is the export of Chinese cotton piece goods to foreign countries, especially 
shirtings and sheetings, nankeens, drills· and jeans. The statistics on 
such export were first recorded by the Customs for the year 1912, and 
since then have been published annually in its reports. According to the 
latter, the total value of cotton piece goods exported from China amounted 
to 2,826,229 Haikwan taels in 1912, but increased to Hk. Tis. 14,706,261 

'9 The statistics are taken from Part I of the Retu., ..... oj Trade and Trade RepO'jO'. 
0867·1919) and of FOl·.ign Trade of China (1919-1928). 
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OilAl'l'llIR 1. H]B'l'QRY AND ,"OOAIJZA'l'IOY 

Tabl¢ 3. !'I,t imllOi1 ut cottcm P.i~. 1I'0000s into China, 166'1-1!1I18 
Y_ Pieces" Hk. TIs. Year Pi .... 1 Hk. Tis. 
1~~' 4,~60,824 \.2,162,'101 18&8 16,523,8&0 a'1,6aT,5a~ 
,86~ a,3~9,403 19,68B,~36 1899 19,4111,560 47,345,107 
1869 lQ,323,300 ~,1~6,6~~ 190P 15,963,638 43,173,nl 
181P 9,7P9,105 19,743,256 1901 16,708,700 49,06~,268 
Isn 13,978,599 27,481,879 1902 22,957,552 70,411,619 
1872 ll,Ri5.9q, 23,616,q38 1908 18,999,870 59,552,6511 
lag3 11,608.581 U,672,395 1904 18,874.'89 62,926,064 
1874 9,(;20,277 16,10~,735 1905 35,320,762 11B,P65,7tl 
1876 10.460,093 17,065,48-1 1906 ~9,1.7.582 85.29(;.176 
1876 11,583,622 17,105,343 1907 15,917,243 58,392,433 
1877 10,495,069 15,740,034 1908 16,932,858 63,485,809 
1878 8,869,421 13,183,070 1909 21,375,456 72.651,1011 
1879 12,255,480 19,016,50S 1910 17,146,744 63,865,382 
1880 !2,98&,776 1&,~a8,100' 1911 28,123,(;64 87,913,404 
1881 14,137,619 20,997.048 1912 21,128,103 75,577,6411 
1882 11,938,066 17,657,8111 1913 28,445,700 101,732,770 
1883 11,290,577 16,210,674 1914 28,442,315 106,732.423 
1884 10,640,022 15,321,489 1915 22,313,453 79.161,630 
1885 15,047,938 21,815,055 1916 19,919,007 69,616.132 
1886 18,V19,467 20,709,167 1917 24,437,401 90,400,7lH 
18S7 16,024,675 23,943,294 1918 19,348.824 92,900,737 
1888 18,879,648 80,192,652 1919 25,947,572 l:n,100,455 
1889 14,277,654 22,381,817 1920 25,911,216 161,504,578 
1890 16,561,460 24,888,347 1921 19,434,669 134,780,553 
1891 17,601,24a 81,477,483 1922 23,923,059 146,016,683 
1892 16,358,790 29,507.801 1923 20,037,470 125,212,779 
1893 12,498,431 25,494,251 1924 21,568,410 147,872,761 
1894 13,795,884 30,063,211 1925 23,531,959 149,501,679 
1895 13,469.205 31,211,264 1926 26,944,314 167,589,667 
1896 18,919.377 45,714,292 1927 21,636,451 128,512,233 
1897 16,913.887 43,038,140 1928 27,048,569 163,329,509 

in 1928, an increase of 5,2 times in the course of seventeen years. Its 
IjUIIIltity, ~eantime, f!lSe from fj09,896 pi tQ 2,749,6911 pi <luring the 

TRill!!., Jj;"lltIrt pf CIlUon rjecl! Goo!IIj from C"iqa .to Foreigq 

•• 

Year 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1016 
lQI7 
1918 
1919 
1920 

Pieceslf 

609,896 
578.675 
484,852 
76U44 
796,287 

I,U86,734 
1,040,936 
1,010,985 

857,(148 

Cllun~ri~. 1912-l928 
Hk, Tis. Yesr Pieces. 

2,826,229 ~P21 1,092,37g 
2,577,579 1922 1,072,279 
1,966,149 1923 1,597,870 
2,956,048 1924 2,041,542 
3,667,528 l~a6 UOS,476 
4,465.041i 1926 1,992.056 
4,384,842 19~7 3,085,098 
4,962,446 1928 2,749,698 
4,P49,734 

H~. Tl$. 
5,872,617 
5,756,869 
9,156,556 

12,OSI,IP8 
lO,964,951 
1~.062,884 
16,094,858 
14,706,261 , . 

Although 'mo~t ot. the. cotton piece goods' are l'eported in pieces, yet a few ot 
t.bem also app ... ~ "l PICQ\s Qr yard.. i'or the sake 01 uniformity, ~ch ploul ill 
opuyert.,q ,intq lU 111"fe~, Iml .... n Y1Ird in~o vall pi .... 

a. ~ankeen ~ given In plC~ur. For the sake of uniformity. one pieul is converted 
IOto 10 pIece •• 
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RAYON AND COTTON WEA ViNCi IN Ti1.'Jo."TSll.· 

same period, an increase of 4.5 ' times. This increase in the 'value 
and quantity of cotton piece goods exported from China to foreign 
countries, as shown in Table 4, coincides -closely with the period 
of unparalleled development in China's cotton spinning and' weaving 
industry which took place after the War. In cotton weaving, 
such development was accompanied by the introduction of power looms, 
which in 1928 extended to nine provinces" namely; Kiangsu, Shantung, 
Hupei, Hopei, Liaoning, Chekiang, Honan, Kiangsi and Hunan. In these 
nine provinces, there were altogether 29,579 power looms in 1928, of 
which 25,818 looms were operating during that year, producing a total 
of 15,254,153 pi of cotton piece goods. In Table 5, the provincial distri
bution of these looms and their output is shown.· 

Province 

Kiangsu 
Shantung 
Hupei 
Hopei 
Liaoning 
Chekiang 
Honan 
Kiangsi 
Hunan 

Total 

Table 5. Statistics on Cotton Power Loom Weaving in 

China. 1928 

Amount of cloth' produced 
No. No. Looms (in pi) 
mills Operating Newly in· Total Reported Estimated Total 

stalled 
32 18.291 2,785 21,076 9,967,303 1,264,740 11,222,043 

2 1,710 26 1,736 1,366,000 1,366,000 
6 3,178 3,178 1,166,200 147,760 1,303,960 
4 1,610 250 1,860 964,304 964,304 
2 704 704 303,121 303,121 
1 125 100 225 73,875 73.876 
1 200 200 30,860 30,860 
1 300· 300 
1 300 300 

50 25,818 3,761 29,679 13,767,788 1,486,365 15,254,153 

ClNot operating. 

The provincial distribution of power looms and their output corresponds 
closely with the port distribution of cotton piece goods originally 
exported. In Table 6 it may be seen that in order of importance 
Shanghai occupies the first place, followed by Kiaochow, 'Hankow and 
Tientsin. In other words, the province that has the greatest number of 
power looms or greatest output of cotton piece goods possesses the port 
that has the greatest amount of cotton piece goods originally exported, 
namely, Shanghai in the province of Kiangsu. Similarly, Shantung posses
ses Kiaochow, Hupei Hankow, and Hopei Tientsin. It also indicates that 
the cotton piece goods exported originally from these ports are produced 
chiefly by power looms. whereas those produced by handlooms are also 
exported, only to the slightest extent .. In 1928 only one sixth, or Hk. TIs. 
11,895,656, of the cotton piece goods originally exported from Chinese 
ports include what may be considered the output of handlooms,na1De1y. 
9. Nankai Weekly Statistical Service, Vol. III, No. 27, July 7, 1980. 
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Table 6. Original Export of Cotton Piece Goods from 

Chinese Ports, 1914·1928 

(in Hk. TIs.) 

Year Tientain Kiachow Hankow Shanghai Swatow Canton Kowloon Sam9hui Other Ail portS 
Q 

~ 
'1l 

1912 5,963 297,483. 7,055,313 1,018,834 274,013 119,273 656,283 9,843,611 ;J 
1913 235,360 1,156 641,382 7.230,702 137,031 276,792 152,954 646,666. 9,722,609 :>J 

10,113,926 . 
!"< 

1914 286,840 667· 486,838 7,751,446 169,501 193,626 83,784 835,511l ~ 306,7U 

339,722 12,730,067 
~ 

191. 801,G85 452,396 9,882,095 -143,379 155,100 693,077 262,613 &; 

I 1916 1,029,632 422 486,118 11,396,133 551,287 967,971 126,243 830,633 270,23916,648,678 6 
>:l 

..:t 1911 909,109 . 10,977 _ 403,038 13:622,993 666,096 590,914 418,988 772,00~ ·;'770,783 18,163,906 ~ - :.. I 1918 604,183 5,403 518,182 16,791,222 163,437 340,708 570,470 5G6,84~ 1,255,488 -20,816,937 " 

~ 1919 ,354,993 ' 6,295 891,186 19,890,889 121,606 37Q,807 510,515 559,433- j,997,90S . 24,703,582 _ 
t< -1920 207,460 9,979 1,373,626 22,286,296 491,888 875,515 757,653 619,87G ,-786,476 -27,,408,768 , C 

"1.634,204· 30,254,217 
c 

:1921 241,626 28,430 1,444,229' 24,566,742 358,798 768,932 654,091 568,285 l>-
t< 

2,OI/l,427 32,020,545 
... 

1922 118,363 71,700 1,895,950 25,092,294 462,510 811,705 678,084 876,612 ~ . -

1923 125,349 50,083 2,704,474 32,981,367 1,085,897 2,244,635 347,460 299,851 ),,741,555 41,680,67.1 ... 
..::: c 

1924 161,816 _ 500,941 2,645,516 36,668,374 1,154,417 1,~77,336 402,199 291,768 ;\:210,260 '44,407,627 !<: 
1925 229,688 2,486,992 5,424,475 40,088,621 935,066 1,069,078 399,416 136,039 1,02/l,464 51,695,689 

1926 814,340 2,674,557 5,046,749 44,556,468 1,896,999 1,693,598 96,814 83,305 1,254,072 _57,616,902 

1927 425,887 3,599,473 4,611,789 45,436,872 723,024 647,467 184,834- 67,683 784,937 . 56,480,916 

1928 1,113,296 4,278,675 2,893,060 62,580,667 272,761l ,'1,182,691; -; lIil~,621 26,096 906,220 ,-63,532,8a1l 



R4YON .'!NII 0021TON WEAVING IN TIBNTSIN 

Nankeens (Hk. TIs. 10,652,742), yarn-dyed native cloth (Hk. TIs. 1,002,203), 
1I1ltiye clot~ dye~ in th!l piece (~. TIs. 206,6Q5), alld fl4ncy native cloth 
(:jIl(, Till. 34,106). Tjte j:hillf lIortll of orjgill/1ol ~xpl!rt for l1andloom output, 
1\11 SROWl! ill T~blll 7, .are, ill order of ~mllQrtllnce, &l1a"gh~i (Hk. TIs. 8,003, 
446); Hankow, Yochow, Shasi and Ichang (Hk. TIs. 1,802,098);' Canton, 
Jo'Vlool! and Samshui (HI!:. Tls. l,500,850); Swatow (JUl:. Tis. 233,837) ; 
'fie'ltsil! (lJk· TIl!. 233,~75); inll Killochow (Ilk. TIs. :11,528). 

Table 7. Original export of native cotton piece goods 

froll' ~hipese P!lrtS, 192& 

(in lilt, TIs.) 

Cloth,' Na- Cloth, NIl- Cloth, Na-
fort Nankeens tive, Yarll- tive, Dyed tive, Fancy Total 

. dyeli in the piece 
'fim>~in 26.650 1.654 205,3.71 233,675 
Kiaochow 30,540 988 31,528 :-
Ichang 230,683 230,683 . 
IIhaai. 445,168 445,168 
yocqow 48,608 48,608 
:paol<ow l,060,9~8 16,65195 1,071,639 
Ilhanghlli -7,0~9,341 941,198 32,912 8,0Q:l,446 
Swatow 199,573 33,R90 374 233,237 
Canton 1,145,969 no 1,146,099 
j{owlooq . 330,621 330,621 
Samshui !!4,130 24,130 -
Other 60,466 8.785 151 820 9Q,222 
All ports 10.652,742 1.002,203 206.605 34.106 11.895,656 

So lPUCh Ilboutthe CQttoq weavjng indu~try in China. Turning 
nOW to th!! silk weaving in!lustry, tpe most striking feature is of course 
its early origin in Cpinese history: The old tradition assigns the origjp 
of silk weaving to the Age of Huang-ti. 2697-2596 B.C .• but silk weaving 
actu/llly bllg&I) with the Chow lIyqasty, U22-220 B.C., when the first 
tYPtl of sille fabric. called Cpu~n (*"i), was made. Chinese silk, it may be 
recalled, contributed al> one of the chief factors to the discovery of 
America, as the desire for its direct import led to the search for a new 
routtl tp til!! i:ast. However, the export of Cpinese silk goods on a large 
scale did not COmmence until the coming of the nineteenth century, when 
China was opened up to foreign commerce by treaty after treaty. Thus, 
according to the Customs returns, the quantity of silk piece goods exported 
from Cililla il)creased rapidly from 4,OQ8 pic11Is in 1867 to 20,401 piculs 
In 1897, all inc:rellse of five timeS in the course of thirty years. After 1897, 
however, the export remained rather stationary, interrupted by abrupt 
increases only from 1909 to 1915. As shown in Table 8'·, 
the quantity of silk piece goods exported remained almost un-
1Ipallgea fro'll l89T t'l 190B, naIf\ely. 20,401 pi~uls in the former 
10. Th".tatistlc8 here ... taken from Part lof the He""· ... of Trade. (1867-1919) 

and of the Foreign Trade of China. (1920-1928). 
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aDd 22,824 piculs in the latter year. But in 1909 the quantity exported 
rose to 28,406 piculs, from whence it increased to 34,500 piculs in 1913. 
and to 41,158 piculs in 1915. Since 1915 the quantity exported has shown 

Table 8. Export of silk piece goods** from China, i867·1928 , 
Year Piculs Hk. Tis. .. Year Piculs Hk. Tis. 

1867 4,008 2,172,370, 1898 19,319 10,044,578 
1868 ' 3,568 1,947.258 1899 '18,088 9,892.525 
1869 3,383 1,695,259 1900 18,297 9,028,051 
1870 8,791 1,896.294 1901 20,695 10,226,778 
1871 4,490 2,352,781 1902 20,628 9,651,708 
1872 5,302 2,607,052 1903 20.207 13,784.910' 
1878 5,149 2,203,342 1904 21,567 11,763,368 
1874 5,778 2,874,854 1905 15,727 9,988.750 
1875 6,468 4,022,538 1906 15.497 9,758,854 
1876 5,889 3,986,038 1907 20,496 12,926.152 
1877 6,460 4,432.121 1908 22.824 13,727,341 
1878 7,440 4,507,047 1909 28.406 17,891,709 
1879 6,920 4,498,992 19.10 29,996 17,998,679 
1880 8,390 5,421,721 1911 28,078 17,050,871 
1881 7,188 4,612,278 1912 28,539 16,103,787 
1882 6,598. 3,896.874 1913 34,500 20,873,778 
1883 7,781 4,022,749 1914 26,721 15,562,386 
1884 8,808 4,426,973 1915 41,158 21,558,073 
1885 10.279 4,556,470 1916 39,121 20,019,966 
1886 12,495 6,754,708 1917 30,209 17,229,766 
1887 14,184 6,728,149· 1918 34,559 18,911,247 
1888 16,036 7,898,987 1919 89,484 23,260,228 
1889 14,682 7,170,038 1920 37,453 24,317,477 
1890 11,140 5,320.810 1921 42,824 30,274.652 
1891 18,166 6,464,689 1922 . 30,946 23,631,294 
1892 15,868 7.371,850 1923 28;495 24,548.608 
1893 17.135 8,258.087 1924 27.~22 22,300.873 
1894 19.081 8,415,549 '. 1920 31,295 23,202,322 
1895 23,122 1l,330.697 1026 38,711 :lO,857,G82 
1896 20,85,0 9,728,313 1927 32,821 25,170,934 
1897 20,401 10,094,747' 1928 33.1~5 23,903,778 

•• Including pongees (1886·1928) 

a decline, interrupted by occasional increases. In 1928, the last year for 
which customs statistics are yet available, the quantity of silk piece goods 
~xported decreased from 41,158 piculs in 1915 to 33,125 piculs. 

The decline in the expOl1; of Chinese silk piece goods since 1897, 
as has been said above, is due to three factors, namely, the competition 
of foreign silk, the cheapness of eotton fabrics and the rise of rayon 
industry. Of these thl'ee factors, the last is probably the most important, 
for the simple reason that rayon is not only as cheap as cotton, but also 
possesses the artistic beauty of natural silk. In this connection, it is 
particularly interesting to note that the decline in the export o~ Chinese 
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silk piece goods began almost at the same period as the deve. 
ment of rayon industry, which started in 1895 in France,' and 
thence spread to other countries in Europe, America and Asia. 
In 1896, as shown in Table 9", the world output of rayon amounted only 

Table 9. World output of artificial silk 
(in million kilos.) 

1896 .~_ ••••• a ••• ,0.6 1913 . ........... 11.0 
1900 ........... . 1.0 1914 ............ 12.0 
1901 ........... . 1.6 1915 ............ 13.5 
1902 ........... . 2.5 1916 ............ 15.0 
1903 ........... . 3.0 1917 ............ 15.5 
1904 ............ 4.0 1918 . ........... 16.0 
1905 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0 1919 ............ 20.0 
1906 ............ 6.0 1920 . ........... 26.0 
1907 ........... . 6.5 1921 ............ 30.0 
1908 ............ 7.0 1922 . .......... . 36.0 
1909 ............ 7.5 1923 . ........... 47.5 
1910 ............ 8.0 1924 . ........... 64.0 
1911 ........... . 8.5 1926 ............ 84.5 
1912 ........... . 9.0 

. to 600,000 kilos, but during the last pre-war year it had already risen to 
the huge figure of 11,000,000 kilos. Since the outbreak of the war, the 
development has proceeded by leaps and bounds, increasing from 11,000,000 
kilos in 1913 to 84,500,000 kilos in 1925. This striking development may 
be attributed not only to its artistic quality and cheapness, as mentioned 
above, but also to the relative stability of its price and the improvement 
in it~ quality. Indeed, as a recent report of the League of Nations remarks, 
"even when the abnormal circumstances which were the outcome of the 
war became less marked, when the transient conditions favorable to the 
development of the industry disappeared, the use of artificial silk, far 
from diminishing, as might at first have been expected, continued to 
increase more and more rapidly".'" 

The rayon industry, which was partly responsible for the decline 
in China's silk weaving industry, did not spread to China until its rapid 
development after the war. In 1914 the Customs returns for the first 
time recorded the quantity and value of artificial silk piece goods imported 
into China, which amounted to 747,558 yards and 283,805 Haikwan taels. 
Since then there had been no appreciable increase' until 1923, although 
fluctuations around the 1914 returns, whether upward or downward, were 
not uncommon. In 1923 not only artificial silk piece goods, but also 
artificial silk mixtures (cotton or wool), were recorded. Consequently, the 
qaantity 1'08e from 747,558 yards in 1914 to 1,767,976 yards in 1928, and 
, 
11. League of Nations, Economic and Financial Section, The A.,·tijicial Silk IndIf8',rJ/, 

Geneva, 1927, p. 12. . 
12. ]1,id, p. 11. 
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the value rose from 283,805 Haikwan taels to 814,594 Haikwan ,taeIa 
during the same period. 'In Table 10 the import of artificial silk yarn 'and 
piece goods into China, from 1914 to 1928, is shown. 

Table 10. Net import of aJ'tifieial silk yam and piece goods 
from foreign eountries Into China, 1914·1928 

Piece goods Yarn Total 
Yd.. Hk. Tis. Picul. . ~k. Tis. Hk. TI •. 

1914 7·17,568 283,806 283,806 
1916 553,484 210,731 210,781 
1916 520,180 176,772 175,772 
1917 870,270 335,367 335,367 ' 
1918 1,251,468 485,921 485,921 
1919 298,909 183,409 183,409 
1920 415,564 193,729 193,729 
1921 237,684 202,401 202,401 
1922 ' , 639,489 837,371 387,371 
1928 1,767,976, 814,594 8;327 2,337,151 3,161,745 
1924 2,883,203 1,598,102 13,059 2,604,402 4,202,604 
1925 3,488,761 1,890,387 27,233 4,875,697 6,766,034 
1926 6,183,783 8,466,329 42,781 6,838,560 8,804,889 
1927 6,220,789' 3,617,278 83,547 11,246,671 14,863,949 
1928 7,701,584 5,668,822 127,15() 16,723,753 22,387,075 " 

Beginning with 1923, the quantity and value of artificial silk floss 
and yarn imported was also recorded for the first time, which since 1926 
had been merged into one category with that of artificial woolen yarn, 

, entitled "Artificial silk floss and yarn and artificial woolen yarn". Since 
the quantity of artificial woolen yarn consumed is rather small, we' may 
employ the term "artificial silk floss and yarn" to cover the two kinds 
of products. Thus, in 1923 the import of artificial silk floss and yarn 
amounted only to 8,327 piculs or 2,337,151 Haikwan taels, but in 1928 
it increased to 127,150 piculs or 16,723,753 Haikwan taels,_n increa~e 
of fifteen times in term of quantity or of eight times in term of value. 
This rapid increase in the import of artificial silk floss and yarn from 1923 
to 1928, as compared with the slower increase in the import of artificial 
silk piece goods during the same period, is an evidence of China's attempt 
to manufacture rather than to import artificial silk piece goods, and ex: 
plains the rise of China's rayon weaving industry. 

An analysis of the net import of artificial silk floss and yarn by 
ports furnishes us. with a reliable index of the distribution of raYOII 
weaving industry in China, with \,he qualification that whatever amount 
of such material imported into each port is n9t necessarily consumed by 
that port alone, but also by its vicinity .. Thus, in Tientain, the artif\cial 
silk floss and yarn imported supplies the rayon weaving industry ,in 
Tientsin as well as that in Kiaoyang, a famous weaving district abo", 
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one hundred miles southwest of Tientsin. In Tables 11a and llb the 
import of artificial silk floss and yarn is distributed according to the port 
of import. 

Canton 
Shaughai 
Soochow 
Hankow 
Tientsin 
Kiaochow 
other 
All ports 

Table 11a. Net import of artificial silk loss alld 
yarn into Chinese ports, 1923~1928 

(in piculs) 
1928 1924 1925 1926 1927 

218 1,506 1,801 4,348 2,201 
6,329 8,559 19,844 22,764 49,525 

691 1,060 957 3,020 1,905 
102 203 982 778 405 

4,445 7,282 19,318 
56 258 638 1,674 . 2,830 

62 1,160 2,985 2,773 
7,396 11,648 29,827 42,851 78,957 

Table llb. Net import of artifical silk loss and 
yarn into Chinese ports, 1923·1928 

(in Hk. TIs.) 

1928 
2,635 

60,075 
4,520 
1,618 

34,253 
11,971 
8,688 

123,760 

1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 
Canton' 43,505 301,430 325,816 606,450 262,553 311,157 
Shanghai 1,787,075 1,698,659 3,545,402 2,767,597 6,653,200 7,875,440 
Soochow 191,279 207,279 169,296 414,951 233,496 605,560 
Hankow 30,793 50,604 186,756 118,013 52,741 207,652 
Tientsin 576,560 938,432 2,467,553 4,661,480 
Kiaochow 18,185 57,244 117,852 201,148 346,198 1,575,058 
Other 10,330 224,802 419,926 361,135 1,166,257 
All ports 2,070,837 2,325,546 5,146,484 5,466,427 10,376,876 16,402,604 

From the above table, it may be seen that in 1928 Shanghai was 
the most important port of import for artificial silk floss and yarn (60,075 
pieuls valued at Hk. Tis. 7,875,440), Tientsin second (34,253 piculs valued 
at Hk. Tis. 4,661,480), and Kiaochow third (11,971 piculs valued at Hk. 
Tis. 1,575,058). In term of the quantity imported, 49 percent went to 
Shanghai, 28 percent to Tientsin, 10 percent to Kiaochow, and 13 percent 
to other ports including Soochow, Canton, Hankow etc; in term of the 
value imported, 48 percent went to Shanghai, 28 percent to Tientsin, 10 
percent to Kiaochow, and 14 percent to other ports. From this review 
it may be inferred that Shanghai had the largest rayon weaving industry, 
as it imported the greatest amount of artificial silk yarn. If we are 
to trust the statement made by the China Journal in May, 1928, a journal 
of recognized standing in China, such' was actually the case. "In Shang
bai," says the Journal, "perhaps unknown to the general public, a very 
big industry in artificial silk and artificial woolen goods has arisen. In 
fact, fabrics of this nature is actually being manufactured in Shanghai 
oil a large scale and shipped to Europe or America; some of the stuff 
being of such quality and beautiful design as to compare more than 
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favorably with that of European manufacture"." In Kiaochow, we have 
no data available with regard to the existence of a rayon weaving industry, 
but that some development of this nature must have taken place is quite 
possible. In Tientsin, rayon weaving is the largest handicraft industry 
second only to carpet weaving, upon which the present report is chiefly 
written. 

Rayon and cotton weaving in Tientsin 

The weaving industry in Tientsin employs both rayon and cotton 
as raw materials. The application of rayon, however, did not begin on a 
large scale until 1925, before which only cotton and silk were employed. 
The type of loom used may be plain or figured, but figured loom is invari
ably operated by hand power, and is called handloom. Plain weaving, on 
the other hand, may be operated by hand or by power. It employs cotton 
as raw material when operated by power, but cotton and rayon, either 
separately or conjointly, when operated by hand. In figured weaving, 
cotton is seldom employed alone, but mixed with rayon, while rayon 
may be employed alone or mixed with cotton. 

In this report no treatment will be given to power weaving. Power 
weaving, it may be remarked in passing, is now carried on by two cotton 
mills in Tientsin, namely, Yu Yuan (~jf) and Heng Yuan (ij,iIfi). The 
latter started out as a cotton weaving mill by power in 1916, with 200 
looms; but in 1920 it also took over the spinning branch. The former, 
established in 1915 as a cotton spinning mill, added the weaving branch 
by power in 1922, with 500 looms. In the following year, another 500 
looms were installed, because of a slack in the yarn market. In 1928, the 
two mills produced altogether 870,000 pi of cotton cloth, of which 770,000 
pi, or 89 percent, were contributed by Yu Yuan. 

Plain weaving by. hand, which for centuries has been a house. 
)lOld industry all over China, must have developed in Tientsin quite early. 
Figured weaving, on the other hand, is a recent development. In Tientsin, 
figured weaving was first taught by a Japanese as a branch of the 
textile department in the Industrial Training Institute (Jf'MIl.I), or
ganized by Governor Yuan Shih-Kai in 1906. At the close-down of the 
Institute three years afterwards, hundreds of pupils trained in the craft 
of figured weaving joined hands in organizing small weaving establish
ments, of which Fu Chang· ( •• ) was the best noted. Gassed yarns 
were used as raw materials ; the fabrics woven were of the striped type, 
for which reason the establishments \\'ere generally known as stripe 
weaving socities (tiltKbit), sucli as Mei Su (~liJj). Ch'en Tung (tliJl(', 
Yah Yah (j!l!) , etc. Other establishments, including Hua Shih ( •• ) 
13. Ch,no JOIU"1IOt. VIn: No.6' p. 224t", 'M'ay~ 1928. It is, however, strange to note 

that in a recent work on Shunghat I"dustries published after an extensive field 
investigation of the subject b~' thf." Social Affairs Bureau of the Greater City of 
Shanghai, no mention was made of the rayon weaving industry. 
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and Hua Chang (~~), were .started later. Three years afterwards, the 
industry went through another expansion, when Hua Chang was enlarged 
into a limited company called Chang Chi Weaving and Dyeing Company 
( ~iir:fI~IIJH~pj), and undertook to produce fabrics .woven of mixed 
cotton and silk, at the price of $1.70 or $1.80 per ch'ih. (0.32 meter). 
That the industry prospered greatly was partly reflected in the high 
wages of thirty to forty dollars pel' month paid to the weavers. This 
prosperity continued a little before the end of the Great War, when the 
industry suffered a reverse on account of growing competition among 
small manufacturers as well as of deterioration in the quality of fabrics 
woven. Many of the unemployed weavers had to emigrate from Tientsin 
to Choutsun (Nil#), a silk weaving centre in, the province of Shantung, 
for a living. Meantime, enterprising manufacturers devised new patterns 
in order tp revive the business. The industry thus lingered on for many 
years, but showed no sign of a return to prosperity until the large scale 
introduction" of rayon as raw material by Yao Shih-chung (.,~m.) in 
1925. In May of that year, Mr. Yao established a weaving factory. by 
the name of Hua Ch'ang (~Il'.), producing many kinds of new fabrics 
woven of rayon or of mixed rayon and wool. A year after Yao's introduc
tion of rayon as raw material for figured weaving, Chen Ching-tang, 
proprietor of Ming Sheng (PJl~) factory, followed Yao's lead in devising 
anew fabric woven of rayon, namely, Ming Hua Ke (PJllI~ ).This fabric 
was sold by Ch'ingHua (!i~) factory, and took its name from the 
names of the two factories, Ming from Ming Sheng and Hua from Ch'ing 
Hua. It was sold at twenty-six dollars per pi during that year, returning 
a handsome profit to the inventor. The new fabric, however, was not 
patented, and ip the course of no more than a year'it had been so widely 
copied by other manufacturers, whether new or old, that its output 
increased greatly and its selling price was considerably reduced, from 
twenty-six dollars per pi to ten dollars per pi at the end of 1927. Mr. 
Chen. therefore, had to invent a new fabric called Mei Sheng Chi (~~f'f) 
in order to save his business. In this connection, the development of 
rayon weaving in Tientsin may be read in the light of ra,yon import. In 
1925 when rayon was first introduced by Yao as the raw material for 
weaving, its import into Tientsin amounted to Hk. TIs. 576,560, but 
increased to Hk. TIs. 938,342 in the following year. This increase, how
ever, was most rapid in 1927, during which Ji'ear the import of rayon 
amounted to Hk. '1'ls. 2,467,553, an increase of two and half times over 
that for 1926. Indirectly, it confirmed. the growth in rayon weaving 
14. Somewhere in 1917 Ch'ing Ho Kung (ll!~Qo) , a native firm, undertook to sell 

rayon yarn to weaving establishments at very high price, $240 p_er 20' Ibs., f~r 
the weaving of a rayon fabric called .... 111. This firm had the yarn imported 
by the manager of Teh Lung Hong ( II!liIlllff'), at $1,200 per box of 100 Ib .. each. 
A little lattel', however, the price was reduced to $800 per box. The new fabric, 
~q I was at first woven by two e,..;;;tablishments) namely, Yu Hua ( ... ) and 
Ch'ang Chi (*;18), 
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industry in Tientsin, one year after Chen's invention and two years after 
Yao's. In 1928, the last year for· which customs statistics are yet avail
able, the import of rayon into Tientsin amounted to Hk. Tis. 4,661,480, 
Since 1928, the industry has suffered a decline, partly due to the loss 
of market in Manehuria, an outcome of the Sino-Russian dispute over 
Chinese Eastern Railway, and partly due to the price increase in rayon, 

. a result· of the depreciation in silver exchange.· 

According to an investigation into the rayon and cotton weaving 
industry in Tientsin by this Committee, conducted from June, 1929 to 
February of this year, there were 328 establishments in the industry 
in 1929, employing altogether 4,805 looms. Of these establishments 207, 
employing 2,603 looms, were organized during the last five years, from 
1925 to 1929. This rapid increase in the number of establishments as 
well as of looms, as shown in Table 12, coincides closely with the growth 
of the industry caused by the use and import of rayon as raw material. 
In this table it may also be observed that although the number of 
establishments has increased from 40 in 1927 to 57 in 1928 or 58 in 1929, 
yet its average size, as measured by the number of looms per establish
ment, has decreased from 17.1 in 1927 to 11.9 in 1928, or 9.7 in 1929 .. 

Table 12. Tientsin weaving establishments in 1929 

classified by year of establishment 

Year of No. No. Looms Looms per 
establish- establish- establish-

ment menta Figured Plain Total ment 

Before 1912 11 68 95 168 14.8 
1912 6 74 51 125 20.8 
1918 8 98 74 172 21.5 
1914 7 94 30 124 17.7 
1915 2 18 16 34 17.0 
1916 6 94 58 152 25.8 
1917 8 124 185 259 82.4 
1918 8 48 57 105 18.1 
1919 9 34 14 98 11.0 
1920 4 48 75 128 30.8 
1921 12 83 216 299 25.0 
1922 9 124 48 167 18.6 
1928 18 81 54 185 10.4 
1924 18 153 93 246 13.7 
1925 18 248 40 288 16.0 
1926 84 329 62 891 11.5 
1927 40 501 174 683 17.1 
1928 57 488 195 678 11.9 
1929 68 888 175 683 9.7 
Total 328 3,148 1,657 4,806 14.6 
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In Tientsin the weaving establishments may employ rayon or 
cotton, or both, as raw material. Among these establishments, 328 in 
number, 163 (or 50 percent) employ rayon, 91 (or 27.7 percent) employ 
rayon and cotton, and 74 (or 22.3 percent) employ cotton as raw material. 
In term of value, 3,515,210 dollars' worth of rayon yarn (or 68.5 percent), 
1,253,211 dollars' worth of cotton yarn (or 24.4 percent) and 359,804 
dollars' worth of cotton thread (or 7.1 percent) were consumed by these 
establishments in 1929. Again, the weaving establishments may employ 
plain or figured looms, or both. . Of these, 159 employ figured looms 
(2,011),91 employ plain looms (980), and 78 employ both plain and figured 
looms (1,814). 
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,'Chapter ~ II. Industrial .organization '. 
, '.!~"I I ,,' '", ;.'" ~" , '. ::,,' . --.,.' '.';' f. . , .., 

. Before the ·coming of industrisl revolution, il). .western countries" 
especiallY,Englan4, handloom.weaving,·used to' be carried on under two 
~dustrial systems, namely" master'·:craftSrnaD' system and merchant em. 
ployer'system. : In lj:ngland, these, two, systems persisted ,long after the 

'industrial revolution, and did 1l0t.lOSEI its,predominant:position until aboUt 
1840'~.:. The reasons for. such persistence; are plain enougn, and account 
also for the prevalence of, ~hesetwo Bys,temsjn Tientsin weaving industry. 
In, the first,place. handloomweaving,unliI!:e pO:<Aler 100m weaving,. requires 
but little fixed capital. The loom: can.be cheaply. bought, oXt> the market; 
and requires no installation of power facilities, Any workman can become 
a small master if he is, able to manage several illh\dr~d dOilars to purchase 
a few looms and collect them together in 8PviOl"kshop, ivhereas II medium
sized capitalist may become a 11!~I\~ac~urer as well as a merchant em
ployer by letting out his orders to ~man weavers. Secondly, the flexibility 
of these two- 'systems is in itself an asset Illlder'changing economic cir
cumstances. In China the recurrence of war, and the instability in market 
conditions that it crestes, set a check to the pursuit of industry under 
factory system. Under this system\, the heavy investment in fixed capital 
call be profitable only by means of an assured market. But once war 
becomes a recurrent phjlllomenon, :itJnterrupts the, means of communica
tion aild thereby closes,up the inttiri!lr market. Tbe industry,consequent
ly, has to contract its scale of operation, or to suspend it entirely. 

'. 'Thus, because of the sma\( amount of c~pital required, . as well 
as of t)le adaptation to economic co,,4itions arisin~ . from political changes. 
the two systems of industrial organization, natP.ely, master craftsman 
system and merchan·t employer system, prevail in: the weaving industry 
in Tientsin. Factory system, however, also exists.,: especially in the plain 
weavirtg of cotton fabrics: so also', the transition forms between all t\1ese 
systems. In Tientsin industries, ¥ot only in weaving, but also in carpet 
making and hosiery knitting", the overlapping. of industrial· systems 
constitutes a notable feaiure of the ,transitionarystage of economic deve
lopment. In. the following paragraphs, this ,general analysis of the in
dustrial systems in ;r'ientsin ',weaving industry is substantiated by factual 
statements. ~i~h regard ,toe, ~~ital,rent, '~Ill, .labor, raw. materials ancl 
output.·. '. , . ' . .; d. . .' ., ; I (" _I, . 

'. Capital. rent .and loom 
, ' AccordiJig' to: theamounl of CapItal invested, Tientsin weavinr 

establlshlhents may be divided'into' three classes, namely,: small, 'mediunl 
and -large. . The small establishments' employ a capital of 1,000 dollars 

. " • • .' ,,', , •• , I • • . , ," ' [ 

15, Fong,' It, .D,: Triumph 0/ FileloJ'II SIIS!_ i .. England, Tientsin, 1930, Ch, I., 
16. Fong· H·: D.:- r; ... ·I.; .. Cat'iltt' hulUBIrlI .. Tientsin; 1929, CI>. fi.· .. 
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or, less each, the medium sized employ a capital at 5,000 dollars or less 
each, and the large ones employ' a capital of 5.001 to 100,080 dollars. 
Under this more or less arbitrary classification, 218 out of a total of 322 
t8tablishments that give returnS on the amount of capital invested belong 
to the small class, employing 107,980 dolla:1'8 out of a total capital aI 
&85,980' dollars. In other words, 67.7 percent of the weaving establish
ments employ only 15.8 percent of the total capital invested. Meantime, 
88 medium establishments, or 27.3 pe!eeBt, employ. eapita} of 221,00() 
dollars, or 82.1 percent; while 16 large establishments, or 5 percent, em
ploy a capital of 851,000 dollars, or 52.1 percent. In the following table, 
the detailed distribution of 322 weaving establishments in Tientsin by 
the amount of capital invested is given, 

Table, 13. ' Tientsin weaving, establishments dassifled . ' 
by amount of capital invested. 1929 

Capital 

,. eltabliahment 

1. 100 
1010 200 
201· 300 
301· 400 
401· 500 
601· 600 
601·, 700 

(in dollars) 

Establishmenta 

No. ."" 
24 'l.6 
81 9.6 
30 '.3 
11 304· 
66 '20.2 
3 0.9 

Capital 

Amount ~ 

2,080 0.3 
6,950 0.' 
8,800 1.3 
4,400 0.6 

32,450 4.8 
1,800 o.s 

701. 800 T 2.2 6,600 0.8 
801· ,900 1 0.3 900 Q.1 
901.' 1,000 48 14.8 46,000 II.T 

1,001- 1,500 24 '.6 86,000 5.2 
1,501- 2,000 31 11.6 81,000 9.0 
11,001- 3,000 19 6.9 66,000 11.2 
3,001" 4,000 a 0.9 12,000 1.'1 
4,001. 5,000 11 3.4 66,000 8.0 
5,001.10,000 11 U 92,00013.4 

Above 10,000 5 1.8 265,000 38., 
Total 822 100.0 1186,980 100.0 

That 67.7 percent of the small establishments employ only 15.8 
percent of the total capital and that. 5 percen.t of the large establi~ments 
employ 52.1 percent of the total capital reqUire a word of explanation. It 
must be noted that among the large establishments the amount of capital 
invested by each establishment variea a great'deal, from the lowest of 
G,OOO dollars to the highest of .100.000 dollars., Among the 16 large 
tsablishmenta 11 'employ a capital of 6,000 doll81'8 to 10,000 dolla1'B each. 
Pie total being 92,000 dollars; while the other five BStablishmenta emplo, 
15,000 dollars, 50,000 dollars, 1i0,OOJ dollars, 60,000 dollars, and ,100,000 
dollars respectiyely, the total being 265,000 dollar.. With the exceptioo 
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of ope canvas ",caviDg estalllisbmllDt thlt .. -otli!l!' t~ Qlf)ng .:th~.fQfll\efT 
clasa .lIr~ engaged .illo plain or (and) figured weaving of: tayon· or (and) ( 
(l()ttoD fsQrics. Among the Iattet eIass foul' Ilstablishments a~ Ilngageq; 
in ean1/1!.S weaving, and onll establiBhment,.employing $15,OOO.ln, dollri 
bag weaving. ,As canvas or flour bag weaving~ because ef. teclw.ie&l sim. ... 
p1icity, ean be profitably opetated on·a!a.rg4iHlealll,. i.t:.iiI plain' enough, 
that the !a.rgest establishments in Tientsin weaving industry should be' 
engaged in tWs ptocess,. and .opetated unelet .th.e..f.s.ctorysystem. 

The prevalence of small establishments, employing 'iii capital of I,OOOl 
dollars 01' less each,can be explained by the industrial systems, namely,' 
mastet craftsman system and merchant employer system. 'In thisclas9' 
of establishments, the master eraftsman iii the leading figure. . He l'eoJ 

quires little capital for his business, whether fixed or circUlating; His, 
workshop can be rented; his looms, varying hom a few to about a dozen, 
cost him but· a few hundred dollars'to install; . The l'aW materials, whe-
ther rayon or cotton yam, he can secUI'e from the st01'eS with a ·month's 
credit, while selling his fabrics for ready cssh.' It ··is true that he must 
provide room and board for his workers, as. "in 'Cluua' dotmitory· system' 
has become an established rule in small industries, . aild occssiol!ally in' 
!a.rge ones.' Such provision, however, is lIot costly, considering the fact 
that workshop is invariably converted into dormitory during night time. 
and· that meals ,(l()nstitute the barest· elements· of food..: Moreovet, he 
can easily reduce his working force during slack period, and enlarge it 
when prosperity returns. '. His family, including wife and children, assiets 
him in the preparatory processes of weaving, Buch as 'Winding, spooling, 
reeling, etc. Ita members live with him. and thus· help to reduce hie 
petsonal expenses and to eke out a living with. his petty earnings •. -This, 
in brief. is a picture of a great number of owners of amsll establishment .. 
"f those whom we designate as ,master craftsmen.:. Other owners, how~ 
ever, are only middlemen under the merchant. employer syatem. . Tbe,r. 
~ayprovide the workshop and looms. an!l organize'a small working force 
for weaving; but their raw materialll, whether cotton or rayon yarn. are 
Bupplied by other establishments largerthe.n their own.. In other. word, 
they do not weave on own account,. but on that of. othet establishmelltl. 
Such middl~an may undertake weaving ullder three arrangements com_ 
mon to the .industry. Under the first arrangement, the middleman buy~ 
the raw materials, from his merchant employer" that ,is. the m~um Of, 
large establisbment. a~ the market price, but Iloes not pay for them Until 
they are converted into finished . ..fabrics.',l'be. latter .heis bo\IDd, by 
contre.ct to sell to hiB merchant ep1ployer, al40 at nWj[et,prtce, but actually 
at, a price uiU~h lower than the market price. . t,Jnqerthe eecond arrange:-. 
~ent, the merchant emplOYer gj~s out &. ce~n quaD~ity of raW; ~aterisl 
~ the middleman, say~OO pounds of ..raYon fill'll, on eonditjontPst the 
\atter retut:n. .tll the fo~er fllrtf fri,;(If ,rs,yon fabnc.. '91': the, lIleayini.<4 
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which only 150 pounds of rayon yarn are actually needed. The other 50 
pounds of rayon yarn thus constitute the wage for the middleman. Under 
the third arrangement. the merehant employer gives out the raw material 
to the middleman. for the weaving of certain fabrics at a fixed wage. 
At present when the price for rayon fabrics has been considerably de
pressed by unfavorable market conditions. the first arrangement is pre
ferred. whiletlie"other two are resorted to only when such fabrics com
mand a remunerative price. The middleman. under whatever arrange
ment. must secure a third person to guarantee his credit in undertaking 
orders for the merchant employer .. Otherwise. the former may run away 
with the raw materials given him by the latter. and with whatever amount 
of credit that the latter may extend to the former in case of need. purely 
as a matter of accomodation. Despite the above distinction between a 
master craftsman and a middleman, it must not be assumed that a 
master craftsman cannot be a middleman at the same time. or vice versa. 
Among 218 small establishments mentioned above. 52. employing a total 
capital of $15.500. are owned by middlemen; while 35. employing a total 
capital of the SlIme amount. are owned by middlemen who are master 
craftsmen at the same time. 

The capital investment of these three classes of establishments. 
whether small. medium or large. may be further classified according to 
the type of business ol'ganization. whether individual proprietorship. 
partnership or limitedcorp.oratian. ...Among .. 218 small establishments 
there are 200 individual proprietorships and 18 partnerships. Among 
88 medium establishments there are 60 individual proprietorships. 25 
partnerships and 3 limited .corporations. Among 16 large establishments 
there are 8 individual proprietorships. 4 partnerships and 4 limited cor
porations. In other words. there are altogether 268 individual proprietor
ships. 47 partnerships, and 7 limited corporations. The' prevalent form 
of business organization. therefore. is the individual proprietorship. 

Among the fixed charges in a weaving. establishment rent constitutes 
the most important item.· Indeed. it exceeds the amount of capital invest
ed for some of the small establishments. Thus. for thirty-eight of them. 
the' amount of imnuill rent paid in 1929 reaches $12.298. whereas the 
total capital invested amounts only to $9.480. The rent, in other words. 
exceeds the capital by $2.818 for 38 small establishments. or by an average 
of 74 dollars each. In Table 14 the weaving establishments in 
Tientsin' are classified according' to the amount of rent paid in 1929. 
From this table it maybe' seen that of the 303 establishments. 
209,'or 68.9 percent. pay an annual rent of $400 or less each. The total 
amount 'paid by these establishments reaches $47.162. or 41.7 percent of 
the total which is $113.260. Meantime. 77 establishments. or 25.5 percent, 
pay an annual rent of $900 or less each and a total rent of $43.028, which 
is· 37.9 percent of all the rents paid; while 17 establishments. or 5.6 percent, 

• 
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Table 14. Tientsin weaving establishments classified by 
amount of rent paid, 1929 (in dollars) 

Rent per Establishments Rent 
establishment No. % Amount % 
100 01" below 18 5.9 1,438 1.3 
101 • 200 79 26.1 12,722 11.2 
201 • 300 71 23.4 18,224 16.1 
301 - 400 41 13.5 14,778 13.1 
401 - 500 36 11.9 16,321 14.4 
501 - 600 20 6.6 11,243 9.9 
601 - 700 9 3.0 6,124 5.4 
701 - 800 10 3.3 7,620 6.7 
801 - 900 2 0.7 1,720 1.5 
901 -1000 9 3.0 8,870 7.9 

Above 1000 8 2.6 14,200 12.5 
Total 30317 100.0 113,260 100.0 

pay an annual rent of $901 or more and a total rent of $23,070, which is 
20.4 percent of all the rents paid. In other words, 

209 establishments (68.9/[ ) pay a total rent of $47,162 (41.7;,~) 

77 " (25.5 /[) 
" " " 

$43,028 (37.9%) 
17 

" 
( 5.6%) 

" " " $23,070 (20.4% ) 
The number of looms employed by weaving establishments varies 

with the type of fabrics woven. As shown in Table 15, 159 figured weav
ing establishments employ 2,011 looms, or 12.7 looms each; 91 plain 
weaving establishments employ 980 looms, or 10.8 looms each; 78 plaill 
alld figured weaving establishments employ 1,814 looms, or 23.3 looms 
each. Thus plain and figured weaving establishment is the largest in 
size, figured weaving establishment the second, and plain weaving 
establishment the smallest. 

17. 

Table 15. Tientsin weaving establishments classified by 
type of fabrics woven, 1929 (in term of looms) 

No. Plain Figured Plain & Figured 
looms per 
establish· No. No. No. No. No. No. 

ment estab'ts looms estab'ts looms' estab'ts looms 
1- 5 28 112 20 78 2 8 
6-10 42 329 58 477 14 118 

11-15 9 115 36 470 19 256 
16-20 4 73 29 528 18 323 
21-25 3 70 6 137 5 110 
26-30 1 30 8 225 6 170 
31-35 1 31 2 67 
36-40 1 36 3 113 
41·45 1 44 
46-50 2 100 2 100 

Above 50 1 120 1 60 6 505 
Total 91 980 159 2,011 78 1,814 

The rent for 15 establishments is not given, 
with own premise!ll. 

so also that for 10 establishments 
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According to the above table, the weaving establishments in Tientsin, 
328 in number, employ a total of 4,805 looms, .of which 1,665 are plain 
and 3,140 figured. In other words, the figured looms occupy about 65 
percent of 'the total. Figured looms, it may be noted, are far more costly 
than plain looms. According to the Committee's investiga,tion, the cost 
of 3,140 figured looms reaches 251,281 dollars, which gives an average of 
eighty dollars per loom, while the cost of 1,665 plain looms amounts only 
to 42,113 dollars, which gives an average of 25.6 dollars per loom. Indeed, 
the looms in a weaving establishment constitute the major portion of 
the capital. 

In the following table the weaving establishments in Tientsin are 
further classified by the number of looms employed. From this table 
it may be seen that the commonest number of looms employed per 
establishment varies from six to ten. 115 establishments, or 35.1 percent 
of the total, belong to this class, employing 924 looms, or 19.2 percent of 
the total. Next to this size is eleven to fifteen looms per establishment. 
63 establishments, or 19.2 percent, belong to this class, employing 841 
looms, or 17.5 percent. 

Table 16. Tientsin weaving establishments classified by 
number of looms employed, 1929 

No. 
looms per Establishments Looms 
estsblisb· 

ment No. r·. ~o. t;.;, 

1· 5 50 15.2 198 4.1 
6·10 115 ~5.1 924 19.2 

11·15 63 19.2 841 17.6 
16·20 61 15.6 924 19.2 
21-25 14 4.3 317 6.6 
26-30 15 4.6 425 8.8 
31·86 3 0.9 98 2.1 
36-40 4 1.2 149 3.1 
41-45 1 0.3 44 0.9 
46-50 4 1.2 200 4.2 

Above 50 8 2.4 685 14.3 

Total 328 100.0 4,805 100.0 

Labor, raw materials and output 
As shown in Table -17, the number of workers per weav

ing establishment is generally small. The two classes of establishments 
employing the fewest workers, namely 1-10 and 11·20, is the largest 
in number, 191. The class of estabiishments employing twenty-one to 
thirty workers each is the next largest in number, 53. In other words, 
244 establishments, or 74.7 percent, do not employ more than thirty 
workers each, employing altogether 3,:540 workers, or 44.9 percent. The 
other 83 establishments, or 25.3 percc~t, employ more than thirty workers 
each, having altogether 4,333 workers, or 55.1 percent.. . . 
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Table 17. Tientsin weaving establishments classified 

. by number of workers, 1929 

Workers per . Establhhmenta Workers 
establish-

ment No. '% No. % 
1 - 10 82 25.1 552 7.0 

11 - 20 109 33.4 l,S38 20.8 
21 - 30 53 16.2 1.350 17.1 
81 - 40 44 18.5 1.528 19.3 
41 - 50 17 6.2 792 10.1 
51 - SO 6 1.8 S44 4.4 
Sl - 70 7 2.1 4S6 5.9 
71 - 80 
81 - 90 1 0.3 90 1.2 
91 -100 1 0.3 100 1.8 

Above 100 7 2.1 1.018 12.9 
Total 327 100.0 7.873 100.0 

The workers employed by weaving establishments· are composed l 
chiefly of apprentices, but partly of adult workers. Of the total number 
of workers, 7.873, about two thirds, namely, 5,117, are apprentices. only 
the other 2,756 being adult workers. This resort to apprentice labor; 

. which is also true with other Tientsin industrIes'inCliiding caXpet weaving 
and hosiery knitting, is commoner with smaller than with larger establish
ments. As shown inanotlier table 'below, the apprentice labor occupieit 
as high as 75.4 percent of the total working force in estab!lshmentjiwith 
ten .or fewer workers each. As the size of establishments increases, the 

Table 18. Percentage distribution of adult workers and apprentices 

in different classes of Tientsin weaving 

establishments, 1929 

Workers per Adult workers Apprentices Total workers 
establish· 

ment No. % No. % No. 0/. 
1 - 10 136 24.6 416 .76.4 662 100 

11 - 20 481 26.3 1,207 . 73.7 1,638 100 
21..; 80' 468 . 84.8 887 66.7-' 1,850 100 
31·40 639 36.4 984- 84.6 1.523 100 
41 - 50 343 48.8 449 6S.7 792 100 
51 - 60 142 41.8 202 58.7 844 100' 

Sl - 70 166 86.4 301 64.6 466 100" 
71 • 80 
81 • 90 40 44.4 60 65.6 90 100 
91 ·100 60 60.0 50 50.0 100 100 

Above 100 447 (B.g 571 5S.1 1.018 100 
Total 2.758 85.0 5.111 ' . 86.0 7,878 100 
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percentag!! !>t apprentice labor also decreases: 73.7 percent in establish
ments with 11 to 20 w9r~s,Iil;i,7 perl!~~.in ~tablishments with 21 to 30 
workers, 64.6 percent in establishments with 31 to 40 workers, and 56.7 
percent in establishments with 41 to 50 workers. In some of .the establish
ments, indeed, the apprentice labor occupies f,ully one hundred percent, 
including 29 establishments employing ten or fewer workers each, 20 
establishments employing eleven to twenty workers each, 2 establishments 
employing twenty-one to thirty workers each, and 4 establishments em; 
ploying more than thirty workers each. These 55 establishments, or 17 
percent, employ altogether 717 apprentices, or 9 percent. 

When both workers and apprentices are employed, the workers in 
large or medium establishments are chiefly weavers, but sometimes 
foremen or instructors to the apprentices. In some establishments where 
the processes of perforating cards, sizing yarns, dyeing or calendering 
f/lobrics are also performed along with weaving, the workers are assigned 
to each of these processes, witl! tM assistance of apprentices. On the 
o~er hand, the apprentices in large or medium establishments, especially 
f;he np~l:es, perform the preliminary processes of weaving, such as wind
~, "pooling, reeling, warping, and drawing-in, and have to run arran"· 
b!!sides. Among these different processes winding is occasionally done 
b!' adult females on the premise, or at home. In small establishments 
little attempt at specialization is possible, and workers are employed only 
• instruct or to supervise the apprentices. The latter are trained to 

_weave as well as to engage in other processes preliminary to weaving. 
The perforation of cards, the sizing of yarns, and the dyeing or calendering 
of fabrics, all these are delegated to independent establishments engaged 

jn these processes. 

The raw materials consumed by the weaving establishments in 
Tientsin are composed of three kinds, namely, rayon yarn, cotton yam 

,and cotton thread. Rayon yarn is chiefly imported from Italy, France, 
GermIlllY, Great Britain, Netherlands, etc., and is of no. 120 and -no. 150 
type. The importer, generally a foreign firm, sells it to the native firm 
which again deals it out in small er large lots to the weaving establish
mentsr Rayon yarn is packed in boxes of two hundred pOiplds each, 
the price being quoted at about $1.50 per pound. The term of sale may 
be credit or cash, the credit price being higher than the cash price in 
order 'to make allowance for interest charges. The cotton yam used is 
gener4Qy of 16 counts, although for canvas or flour bag weaving lower 
coun~ auch as 10. may be used. The ootton thread used ill of 32, 42, or 60 
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counts. or these two types of" raw materials; most of the former' and a 
part of the latter '~re<!prod~~edl bY the $\11 cott()If'mi11s' tn Tientsin; the 

rest have to, be imported from abroad, ,chiefly frol'\1 Japan., Cotton yarn 

01' thread, whether imported or home produced, is ,sold to the weaving 
e,stablishments through native firms, but imported' yarn 01' thread must 
go through the hands pf importers first., It is, quoted by pound, by 
small parcel" or by large bale. ,One large ,bale, whether, of yarn or of 
thread, is composed of forty small parcels" one small parcel containing a 
quantity of ten pounds. 

In Tientsin the weavingestablishnient may employ rayon yarn 
alone to produce rayon fabrics; ot else, it 'may employ both rayon yarn 
and cotton tlll-ead tQ produce rayon mixtures. In bot!) types of establish
ments, cotton' yarn may be added for the weaving of ,cottonl fabrics. On 
the other hand,' cotton yarn and cotton thread may be employed together 
or independently of each other, for the production of cotton fabrics of 
various grades. In,' the' following' table the weaving esta~lishments in 
Tientsin are classified according to, the kind of raw materials used. 

, ' 
Table 19. Tientsin weaving establishments classified by 

kiriciof raw materials used: 1929 
, , 

Rayon yarn 163 Cotton yarn 

, 60 Cotton thread' ' , 
6~ 

10 Rayon yarn +cotton' thread 

Rayon yarn +eotton yam 26 Cotton thread +cotton yam 2 

Rayon yam +eotton yarn fcotton thread 6' Total 32S 
\.' 

According to the above table, there are' 254 weaving' establishments 
employing rayon yarn as raw material, 95 weaving 'establishments em
ploying cotton~ yarn, ,and 77 weaving es~blishmen~ e~loYing cotton 
thread. These, establishments consumed altogether 2,241,902 pounds of 
rayon yarn valued at $3,515,210; 5,006 bales of cotton yarn valued at 

$1,253,211; and 945 bales of coiton threac1 valued at $359,804. In the 
following three'tables. the weaving establishments in Tientsin are classified . ~. . . 
according to -:the quantity of rayon yarn,ootton yarn, Q1' e~tton thread 

consumed in 1929. ",' 
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Table 20. Tientsin weaving establishments classified by amount 

of rayon yarn consumed, 1929 (in pounds) 

Rayon yani Establishments Total ftlon yam 

cODSDmed per conaume4 ' 
establishment No. % Amount % 

1,000 or below 18 7.1 9,360 0.4 

1,001 - 2,000 20 Y.9 28,820 1.3 

2,001 - 3,000 18 7.1 48,830 2.2 

11,001 - 4,000 24 9.5 88,200 S.9 

4,001 - 6,000 30 11.8 136,920 6.1 

. 6,001 - 6,000 15 5.9 85,300 3.8 

6,001 - 7,000 13 6.1 88,240 3.9 
7,001 - 8,000 20 7.9 152,780 6.8 

8,001 - 9,000 8 3.2 68,060 3.1 

9,001 -10,000 21 iI.3 204,440 9.1 

10,001 -15,000. 37 14.6 448,362 ·20.0 

15,001 -20,000 15 5.9 261,900 12.a 

20,001 -30,OOG- 8 3.2 210,200 9.4 

30,001 -40,000 2 0.8 72,500 3.2 
40,001 -50,000 2 0.8 92,000 4.1 

Above 60,000 II 0.9 240,000 10.7 

Total 264 100.0 2,241,902 100.0 

Table 21 •. Tientsin, weaving establishments dassified by amount 

of cotton yarn consumed, 1929 (in bales) 

Cotton ,.... Establishments Total eottoa J8U 
consumed per consumed 

establishment No. t'1t' .Amount. % 
1 - 10 24 26.3 141.60 2.8 

11 ·20 83 34.7 519.90 10.6 

21 - 80 9 9.6 233.50 4.7 
81 - 40 8 8.4 292.00 &.8 

41 - 60 & 1i.3 229.00 4.8 
l;i - 60 2 U 110.00 2.11 
61 • 'lQ ~"':" ' . 

71·80 8 2.1 160.00 U. 
81 - 90 
91 -100 a '2.1 189.0(/ 3.8 

Above 100 10 1!l.6 8,181.00 ri.G 
Total 9& 100.0 6,006.00 100.0 
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Table 22. Tientsin weaving <establishments i:lassified by amount 
Gf eottOI! thread consumed, 1929 (in bales) 

'Cotton tbraad Establishmenta Total cottoll thread 
A!onaumed per consumed 
establishment No. % Amount % 

Below 1 10 13.0 6.12 0.6 
1 - 5 31 40.2 78.26 8.3 
6 -10 12 16.6 97.96 10.4 

1}-20 10 18.0 163.00 17.3 
21 -80 6 7.8 168.00 16.7 
31 -40 2 2.6 71.00 '1.6 

Above 40 6 7.8 370.63 39.2 
Total '17 100.0 946.00 100.0 

For the 328 w~aving establishments referred to in the abGve tables, 
the value of raw' materials consumed including rayon yarn, cotton yam 
and cotton thread amounts to $5,128,225, or an average $15,6:!5· per 
establishment. In the following table these establishments are classified 
according to the value of raw materials consumed, 

Table 23. Tientsin weaving establishments classified by 
of raw materiaIsconsumed, 1929 (in dollars).' , . , 

Raw materials 
consumed per 
. establishment " 
1,000 " below 
1,001 - 2,000 
2,001 - 3,000 
3,001 - 4,000' 
4,001 - 6,000' 
6,001 - 6,000 . 
6,001 - '1.000. 
7,001 - 8,000 
8,001 - 9,000 
9,001 -10,000 

10,001 -11,000 
11,001 -12,000 

. 12,001. -13,000 " 
13,001 -14,000 , 
14,001 -16,000 
15,001 -16,000 . 
16,001 -17,000 
17,001 -18,000 
18,001 -19,000 
19.001 -20,000. 
20,001 -80,000 
80,001 -40,000 , . 
40,001 -60,000 . 
Above 60,000 

'rota! 

Establishments 

No. 
17 
8' 

12 
20 
18. 
112 
11, 
24 
Ii 

6 
1~ 
16 
n 
16, 
14 
10 

5 
13 ., 
a 

29· 
n 
,'l , 
14 " 

828 

% 
6.2 
2.4 
U· 
6.1 
5,5. 
6.1 
5.2 
7.3 
6.6 
1.8 
5.D 
4.9 
4.0 
1.8 
4.8 
8.0 
1Ji 
4.0 
2.1 
0,9, 
S.& 
8.0&" 
2.1 . 
4.8. 

100.0 

-I'l-

Total raw materials 
consumed 

'value % 
· 9,613 0.2 

12,960 0.3 
29,986 0.6. 
70,264 1.4 

. 80,856 . '. 1.6 
. 122,506· 2.4 
'110,149 2.1 . 
180,939 3.5 

, l56,860 3.1 
07,144 1.1 

190,474 S.7. 
186,428 . 3.6 

· 168,294 3.2 
.80,840 1.6 
206,362 4.0 
157,420 3.1 , 
·83,097 1.6 

227,688 4.4 
130,017 .' 2.5 
67,960 " 1.1 

· 927,699 14.2 . 
" 884,029 7.6 , 

811,897 6.2 
l,384.28i . 27.8' 
5,128,226 100.0 

value: 
. :1 
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An examination of the above table shows that less than olie tenth 
of the total number of establishments, or 9.8 percent, consumed more 
than four tenths of raw materials, o~ 40.7 percent. On the other hand, 
more than two thirds of the establishments, or 69.9 percent, consumed 
less than one third of the raw materials, or 32.4 percent. The unequal 
consumption of raw materials is another index of the variation in the 
sizes of wea"ing establishments. This inequality, however, is not so 
great &8 that shown in the distribution of the amount of capital invested. 
In capital distribution, less than one tenth of the establishments, or 9.3 
percent, employed more than six tenths of the total capital, or 61.8 
percent. On the other hand, more thaI! two thirds of the establishments, 
or 67.7 percent, employed less than one sixth of the total capital, or 15.8 

,~ percent. A comparison of capital investmeut and raw material consump
tion, therefore, reveals the paradox that the smaller the establishments 
in capital investment, the greater the amount of raW materials consumed 
per unit of capital invested. For the smallest establishment in respect 
of capital investment, that employing one hundred or fewer dollars, the 
raw materials consumed for every dollar of capltal invested amounts to 
$54.10. The ratio decreases in favor of capital investment as the size 
of establishments, in term of capital investment, increases: 29.64 for 
$101-$200 establishment, 12.32 for $901-$1,000 establishment, 6,45 

Table 24. A comparison of capital investment and raw material 
consumption in Tientsin weaving establishments, 1929 

(in dollars) 

Capital per Establishments Total capital Total l'aW materials Ratio of raw 
consumed materials to 

establishment No. % Amount % Amount % capital 
1 - 100 24 7.5 2,080 0.3 112,532 2.2 54.10 

101 - 200 31 9.6 6,950 0.9 176,371 3.5 29.64 
201 - 300 30 9.3 8,800 1.3 258,737 5.2 29.40 
SOl - 400 11 S.4 4,400 0.6 92,186 1.9 20.95 
401 - 500 65 20.2 32,450 4.8 681,053 13.7 20.99 
501 - 600 3 0,9 1,800 0.3 43,737 0.9 24.30 
601 - 700 
701 - 800 7 2.2 6,600 0.8 72,470. 1.4 12.94 
801 - 900 1 0.3 900 0.1 13,020 0.3 14.47 
901 - 1,000 46 14.3 46,000 6.7 566,892 11.4 12.32 

1,001 - 1,500 24 7.5 36,000 5.2 321,909 6.5 8.94 
1,501 - 2,000 31 9.6 62,000 9.0 862,411 17.3 13.91 
2,001 - 3,000 19 5.9 56,000 8.2 395,782 7.9 7.07 
3.001 - 4.000 3 0.9 12,000 1.7 105,227 2.1 8.77 
4,001 - 5,000 11 3.4 55,000 8.0 364,940 7.1 6.45 
5,001 -10,000 11 3.4 92,000 13.4 428,788 8.6 4.66 
Above 10,000 5 1.6 266,000 . 88.7 496,280 10.0 1.87 

Total 322 100.0 681>,980 100.0 4,982,33618 100.0 7.26 
18. Six establishments that gave no returns on capital consumed $145,890 worth of 

raw materials. : 
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for $4,\l0~,$~.()90 esta,~li~~llWllt, 4.66 fpr $5,o01-$1Q,.o00, eS~l1lishment, 
ami f\1H11!y" olliy 1,~7. fqr eS!l\l1li~l\ments, a,bo.ve $lQJlOO •.. This; J)lI.rll,dox, 
wl1iel) is sh()'oV11 in. d~l\iL in .. T,abl,e, 24, can be explained by sey~ral 
reasons. In the first place,' mo.st ,,~ tl\~. small est&l:Ilishments are sim'ply 
miqdl~I)w.n f(g~ tlw lar~~r e~t!\ll!ishmel1ts, apd needs pl"qyide. only work
shops and IQ~~,.}\!1d ast:yf, o.f worki!1g force. in,o.rder to wo.r~; tm the 
rl\W m!'!,,\'ia]s ,given tl\fnl, by tl!~ larger estab1i~hments. Th~ ~~()visjon 
for. ,·.\W. mate,ial, whi~.h or4in{lrily CO~umes the I~gest. P9rti<1,n of the 
cal<itjll,. is therjlf()reno(a fa,c.tQ~ iu capitsLinvestmllllt for, sm@ estJlblish
me.nta. $ecQ-lldly, the 1I1rger establish,nellt, has to. provjde, n\\t o.I\li raw 
material fo.r its ow II workmen on thepr~ise,. but; al$o. for. thqs~In,iuna:l!er. 
establishments. Besides, such, establishment is, engll,l[e<j ill, P\ll"clJ~sin~ 
f/l.lWic.s, ill' a!l!iiti,ltll, to. prOq\l~lllL tll~, It., !juy}' fal:l~ f~lY:' th!l,. stl\~l 
establishlll!llltS., til!'t, wefl,y.e o.nOWIl~ount. SucA.purch!\ll&, at, tinles..mlloY. 

'(a"llt 2~ •. 'l';i!tl11!iin welIfying ~tal!iji;ll"'!lllts, ~1je4, 
by vll.lp.~ 0'. outJ!~t,. 1929 (in· d9!1lH"1')' 

Value of outt>ut Establishmen.ts Total valu,e of output 
ller establishmeAl.:;. N,q. rJr, Alltount % 

1,1100,& below 4. ~1.2 2;664 Q.1 
1,~Ol . 2,OOQ.~ 6 1:8 ~,72~, 0.1 
2,001 - 3,000 9 2.8 2~,502 0.3 
3,001 - 4,000 11 3.4 38,8.92 0.6 
4,001 - 6,(01) 21 6 •. 4 96,674 1.4 
~9Ql - 6,0011 12, 3~ 61,41;(l, 1.0 
6,OQ1, -, 7,00Q, 15 4.6.· 1qo,18~, 1,4 
7,001 - 8,000 11(, 4'~f 1l~.229. 1.7 
8,001 - 9,000 19 5.8 Ij1Z,37~ 2.3 
9;~1' - 1-0,000 14 4.3 134,248 1:9 

' .... ,001 - 11,000 12 3,7 126,0'1'2 1.8 
1.t;1\Q1I - .l2,0\lY: 14 4·3 168,279, 2.3 , . 
11lollPt - ~l~,0i!9., 11\ 4,;t ~72,954 2.5 
l,il,qUI - .l~,OQV 8 2'~i' UO.09~ 1.6 
1,4,001: - ~&,~ 29 6.1 29.0,1J3 4.1 
1-5;00], - 16,00() 6 1.8 93,022 1.3 
16;001, - IJ,OOO. 9 2.8; 149,158 2;1 
1.7.llil'1.- • .. 18,000, 11: 3,4 194,825, 2.8 
l!I.~P1 - ,19JO()Q, 6· 1.a, 111,608, 1.~ ., 

i.( 111,.0~~ -_2g,oqg 6, 117,138 1,7 
2J).OO~ -. 2!i,()OQ 23 .7.0 lillM77. 7.2 
~5,00t - ao;O()0 is 5.0: 5jlM90 7.3 
au,ool - 40,O()O 20 6.1 67Q,306 9.7 
4jMl9~., - ,6U,OOO 7 ~.l.i 300,296 4.3 
GQ,QQI; -. 6!!l9oo' 7, 2.1. :j1I2,115, &.5 
6PI~ol. -.. 70,qoQ 4, (f 262,030. 8,S, . 

70,pp)." -. 8.MQP, !!, 0.9 ~2R,19_0. 8,2 
SP,OQl, - \19,000" 2 0:6 167.(190 2.,4 
90,00~· -WP,ooo, 1 0.3,· 98,7BO 1..a 
i\,bq~e, HIl/i!lflO 10, 3.0 1,588,100, 22:7. 

'l'W~, l\:!!i; l/lQ,o., ~'~~h:t°3 l,Q~,O 
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even exceed its own output, and the establishment bec~me~ more a 
wholesaler. than a manufacturer. For these two reasons, therefore, the 
ratio ·of raw material consumption to capital investment is more favorable 
to small than to large establishments. 

I As is commonly· . expected, the distribution of w,eaving establish
,ments in Tientsin by the value of raw materials consumed coincides closely 
. with that by the value of output. As is shown in the above table, 10.2 
percent of large ·estabIishrrients produced 43.2 percent of the total output 
in 1929, while 67.6 percent of small establishments produced 29.3 percent: 
This distribution of output coincides with the distribution ·of raw ·materials; 
and may be cleady shown as follows: . 
For large establishments: . 
9.8 percent of establishrriEmts consumed 40.7 percent of raw mat.erials, 

10.2 percent of establishments produced 43.2 percent of output. 
For small establishments: 
69.9 percent of est'ablishmentsconsumed ;l2.4 percent bf raw materials, 
67.6 pel'cent of establishments pr~uced29.3 percent of output . 

. , 

Weavers' and Dyers' Association· 
The Weavers'and Dyers' Association, organized in 1914, was not 

approved and registered' with the former Ministry of Agriculture and 
Commerce until 1918,,' Its members were chiefly employers in plain and 
figured weaving. as well as in dyeing. With the advance of the Nation
alist army towards the North, in the fall of 1928, this Association ceased 
to function, and many of ·the member establishments were closed down 
because of failure in business. In the following year, the employers in 
the industry, confronted with the loss of market. in Manchuria and the 
union's attempt to prevent them from reducing the labor force, realized 
again the common need for united action, and organized the Native Cloth 
Manufacturers' Associatio'n. The latter, unfortunately, was soon dissolved 
by the the Social Affairs Bureau, because of the alleged conspiracy against 
the workers, at the request of thr,l General Labor Union of Tientsin. At 
this juncture, .the Commel1cial Association Code was promulgated by the 
Nationalist Government. The weavers and dyers, like other manufactarers, 
were urged by the Social Affairs Bureau to re-organize 'undel' the new 
code. TwentY-eight employers, including leading elements in the industry, 
pulled together to resuscitate the dying organization, and elected eight 
of them as members of the Re-organization Committee. In February of 
the following year a new constitution was drafted and approved by the 
municipal government.·' An election meeting was accordingly called on 
the 81st of March, alid15·lrtembers were elected, who again elected among 
themselves 5 members a~ the permanent offi.cers. Before thi~ re-organiza
tion the Association .claimed a total of 148 member establishments, but 
44 of them had closed down and another 22· had suspended operation in 
the course of the re-organization, leaving only a total of 82 in the end. 
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The new Association, therefore, had to take steps to requit new members, 
,towards which end five recruiting groups were organized, with the result 
that 67 new establishments joined' the Association ,before' the end of, 

'August, 1930. ' 
, The constitution of the Association, aS'referred to above, is ,com

posed of ten articles; of which the more important' are as follows. The ., 
9bjects of the Association shwlbe to promote the 'industry by co-operative' 
study and free exchange of information, as well as bY' joint reform of 
business abuses. Any manufacturel" in the weaving or dyeing industry' 
in Tientsin may join the Association; provided 'he pay, for each of the 
two seasons, his membership ,due according to the amount' of capital in-" 
'Vested: ,4 for special class, $2 ,for 'first class; ,i'for second class and' 
fifty cents for third class. The members shall have the tight to elect 15' 
members of the Executive Committee, who shall elect am~ng ,themselves 
five permanent officers, with one of them as the chairman:, The meetings 
for the members shall be of tW() kinds, namely, semi-annual and special. 
Semi-annual meetings shall be held in June and December, with ;15 days" 
notice by the executive committee, whlle special meetings maybe sanction; 
ed by the executive committee if it deems necessary, or at the request of 
one tenth of the members. The executive' committee meets twice, per 
month, the meeting to be dalled by the permanent officers. The permanent 
<lffieers meet once per week, the meeting to be called by the chait'ml,!n. 'If 
any member shall violate the constitution of the Association' or the eight)i. 
article of the Commercial and Industrial Association Code, he shall, at the 
dscisi(jn of the executive eommittee, be dismissed from the Association. . , ~. 
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Chapter III. Weaving and Jnarketing 

.. ~trictly speaking, weaving consists in interlacing, at right angles, 
two or more series of flexible materials, of which the longitudinal are called 
wal1l· and the transverae weft. In a broad sense, weaving includes not 
only the preparatory processes that precede it, but also the finishing pro
eesse~ that follow it. Of these the former, including winding, spooling, 
reeling, sizing, warping and drawing-in, are generally performed in the 
weaving establishment itself, while the latter, including dyeing and calen
dering, are delegated to the independent establishment. Except sizing the 
preparatory processes \1\ill be described in connection with weaving, liS 

,they, are carried on under the. same roof, while the finishing proceses$ 
and sizing will be given a separate treatment, under subsidiary processes. 
The latter, it may be noted, include not only sizing, dyeing and calendering, 
but also card perforating and loom making. 

Weaving 

, ,The chief problem that precedes weaving is the pr.eparation of warp 
and ·weft, the warp being stronger in tensile strength than the weft, in 
order to stand the strain of weaving. The yarn, as it comes directly from 
the, spinning mill or the yarn merchant, is wound in small bundles. First 
of aU, it must be re-wound on an old-fashioned spinning wheel, from which, 
with the aid of another worker, the yarn is formed into spools. A square 
frame, with an area of about five feet square, is filled with rows of nails, 
'likein an abacus, upon each of which the spools, 160 in number, are fixed. 
The frame is then placed in an inclined position, while the warps from 
the spools are led through the lease rods and wound upon a large spinning 
wheel in the form of a bundle. Ten or more bundles of this kind may 
then be wound on the take-up roller, the number of bundles being depend
ent upon the number of warps in the fabric. The warps on the take-up 
roller are then sized by means of glue and other chemicals, so as so give 
them the tensile strength necessary for weaving. After sizing the warps 
are drawn into the healds, and ready to be put on the loom for use. The 
wefts, meantime, are reeled by another worker, to be fit into the shuttle. 
With the warps and wefts all prepared, the process of weaving commences. 

Generally speaking, a loom for weaving warps and wefts into fabric 
must provide for the following: (1) Shedding, i.e., raising and lowering 
the warp threads in a pre-determined sequence so as to form two lines 
between which the weft may be passed. (2), :picking, or placing lines of 
weft between the divided warp. (3) Beating-up, or striking each weft 
thread into its appointed position in the fabric. (4) Letting-off, or holding 
the warp tense and delivering it as weaving proceeds. (5) Taking-up, or 
drawing away the cloth as manufactured. (6) Temples, for stretching 
the fabric widthwise in order to prevent the edge threads of a warp from 
injuring the reed, and from breaking. Fig. 1 illustrates these operations. 
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Shedding is generally done by controlling the warp threads by eyed healds, 
which are lifted or lowered to form the shed. The weft is inserted by the 
shuttle after the shed has been formed, and beating-up is done· by the 
reed' which is moved forward by the slay or batten. Intermittently driven: 
rollers take up the cloth, and a frictional drag, applied to the warp beam 
by a weighted rope or chain, regulates the let-off and warp tension. l • In 
Tientsin weaving industry, no power has yet been applied to weaving, and 
consequently, human power is applied to the treadles in order to raise 
or lower the shedding, to pick the weft by means of the shuttle, and to 
beat it up into its appointed position in the fabric. For figured weaving, 
however, picking is performed by means of a right hand, in pulling 
the string attached to the shuttle but hung upon a pulley in front of the 
weaver. 

The differnece between plain and figured weaving lies chiefly in 
the employment of a Jacquard for the latter, the loom being essentially 
similar in principle as well as in structure. Jacquard machine, indeed, is 
one of the most important inventions in the world of weaving. It is, 
however, not the work of one man, but represents the efforts of several 
inventors whose labor extended over three-quarters of a century. This 
apparatus has taken the places of the simple, the loops, the pulleys and 
the draw-boy of the older shedding motion, but other parts of the harness 
remain unchanged. In 1725 Basile Bouchon substituted for the bunches 
of looped string an endless band of perforated paper by which the simples 
for any shed could be selected. In 1728 M. Falcon constructed the machine 
since known as the Jacquard and· operated it through the medium of 

19. E""lIciol'".dia Bn!!"fti.", 14th ed., 1929, Vol. 23, p. 469. 
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perforated cards, but it was attached to the simple cords and required 
a draw-boy to manipulate it. In 1746 Jacques de Vaucanson united in 
one machine Bouchon's band of paper and the mechanism of Falcon. He 
placed this machine where the pulley box previously stood and invented 
mechanism for operating it from one centre.. But it was not until the 
end of 18th century that another inventor, Joseph Marie Jacquard (1752-
1834), carried the contrivance to such perfection that, although many 
slight improvements have since been made to it, it remains to-day practi
cally the same as when it was introduced in 1801, and this notwithstanding 
the astonishing development of textile machinery during the 19th century 
and the universal adoption of the machine both for hand and power loom 
weaving. 

The essential featui'e of a Jacquard machine is the combination of 
perforated paper or card with needles or pegs in such a way that the 
blank (or, it may be, the perforation) in the card causes the· harness 
carrying a certain thread, or set of threads, to rise as required. In short, 
the process can be brietli described as follows. In a Jacquard machine, 
as shown in Fig. 2, the warp threads are raised by rows of upright wires 
called hooks. These are bent at both extremities and are normally sup
ported upon a bottom board which is perforated to permit the neck cords 
from. the harness beneath to be attached to the hooks. Each of a: series 
of horizontal needles-'--one of which is shown enlarged and detached at 
the foot of Fig. 2-is provided with a loom and a crank; the former to 
permit of a to-and-fro· movement, the latter to receive a hook. The 
straight ends of the needles protrude about one-quarter of an inch through 
a perforated needle board, but the looped ends rest upon bars placed in 
tiers. A wire passed through all the loops of the needles which form one 
vertical line limits the extent of their lateral movement, and small helical 
springs i~pinge upon the loops of the 'needles with sufficient force to 
press them and their hooks forward. A frame called a griff, is made to . 
rise and fall vertically by a treadle which the weaver actuates with one 
foot. This frame contains a blade for ,each line of hooks, and when the 
blades are in their lowest position the hooks are free and vertical with 
their heads immediately over the blades, hence an upward movement 
given to the griff would lift all the hooks and thereby all the warp threads. 
Only certain hooks, however. must be lifted with the griff, and the selec
tion is made by a quadrangular block of wood, called a cylinder, and cards 
which are placed upon it. Each face' of the cylinder has a perforation 
opposite each needle, ·so that if the cylinder be pressed close to the needle 
board the needle points will enter the holes in the cylinder and remain 
undisturbed. But if a card, which is not perforated in every possible 
place, is interposed between the cylinder and the needles, the unpunctured 
parts of the card close up some of the holes in the cylinder and prevent 
eorresponding needles from entering them. Each needle so arrested is 
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thrust back by the advancing card; Its spiral spring is contracted and its 
hook is tilted. If at this instant the griff ascends, its blades will engage 
the heads of all vertical hooks and lift them, but those that are tilted 
will remain unlifted. So soon as the pressing force of a card is removed 
from the needles the springs restore both needles and hooks to their 
normal positions. Cards are perforated by special machinery from a 
painted design, after which they are laced into a chain and passed over 
conical pegs upon the cylinder; the number required to weave any pattern 
equals the number of weft threads in that pattern. The cylinder is gen
erally drawn out and turned by each upward movement, so that each 
face in succession is presented to the needles, and each rotatory move
ment brings forward a fresh card. As the griff rises with vertical hooks 
a shed is formed, and a thread of weft is passed across the warp. The griff 
then descends and the operation is repeated but with a new combination 
of lifted threads for each card. A Jacquard may contain from 100 to 1,200 
hooks and needles, and two or more machines may be mounted upon the 
same loom. In Tientsin, only one Jacquard is mounted upon each loom, 
with 400 to 1,300 hooks and needles. 

Subsidiary processes 

., The processes that are subsidiary to weaving include loom making, 
card perforating, sizing, dyeing, and calendering. In Tientsin, there are 
altogether .86 establishments engaged in these processes, employing 971 
workers (including 214 staff members, 323 workers and 434 apprentices) 
and a total capital of $118,950. In Tables 26 and 27, these 86 establish
ments are classified by the amount of capital invested as well as by the 
number of workers employed. 

Loom making. In loom making there were fifteen ~stablish
ments in Tientsin in 1929. With the exception of one establish
ment the other fourteen were formed after 1913: 1 in 1901, 1914, 1926 
respectively, and 2 in 1919, 1921, 1922, 1925, 1927 and 1928 respectively. 
Of these 15 establishments seven employ a total capital of $54,000, or 96 
percent: 2 with $1,000, 1 with $2,000, 2 with $5,000, and 1 with $10,000 
and $30,000 respectively. The other eight establishments employ only 
$2,050: 1 with $50, 2 with $100, 1 with $200, 2 with $300, and 2 with 
$500, Two establishments, employing a capital of $300 and $5,000 re
spectively, are organized as partnership, while thirteen others are owned 
by individual proprietors. The fixed capital is composed of lathes and 
drills. The former, owned only by large establishments, are imported 
from Japan or Europe, or produced at home. European lathes are most 
expensive, costing about one thousand dollars each, while Japanese and 
Chinese ones can be purchased for several hundred dollars a piece. The 
drills of European make cost about one hundred dollars each, and those 
of Chinese make, about twenty to thirty dollars. In eight of these 
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-
Capital per 

establiabment 

100 or. below I 
jot - 200 
201 - 300 
301 - 400 
401 - 500 
501 -1,000 

Aboye 1,000 

~ 
Total 

Workers per 

eltabJiahment 

1~ 5 
6 ;- 10 11 _ 15 

16 ~ 20 
21 - 25 
26-30 
Ahoye 30 

Total - - - . 

Table 26. Establishments in subsidiary industriell of weaving 

in Tientsin classified by' amount of capital 

invested, 1929 (in dollars) 

I Card perforating Sizing-' " r --

I Loom making Dyeing Calendering. Total 

No. I Amount I No. I Amount I No. I Amount I No. I Amount I No. I Amonnt I No. I Amount 

3 250 4 350 3 250 I 2 200 6 
1 200 1 120 5 950 

I 
5 950 2 

2 600 5 1,500 2 600 2 
1 400 2 "00 

2 1,000 1 500 

I 
1 500 

I 
7 3,500 

Z 2,000 1 600 7 6,800 
5 52,000 14 43,500 

15 56050 6 970 I 16 4,200 I 39 56350 I 10 .. " 

Table 21. Establishments in sl,lbsidi!lfY industries of weaving 

in Tientsin classified by number of workers, 1929 

- -

430 
350 
600 

1380 

r Loom Card perforating Sizing Dyeing Calendering making 

-
18 1,480 
14 2,570 
11 3,300 
3 1,200 

11 5,500 
10 9,400 
19 95,500 
86 118950 

I Total 

Elltabtt.1 Workenl I E~t.btts I Workers I Hltab'ts I Worker,,· (J:!stab't.1 Worker. I Elltab'ts I Workers I Estab't!i I Workers 

3 10 5 10 7 25 9 35 3 13 27 93 
5 37 1 8 5 40 9 73 5 38 25 196 
1 14' 4 4.\ 9 119 2 26 16 204 
2 39 6 106 8 145 
1 21 5 112 6 133 a 54 2 54 
1 110, 1 36 2 146 

IS 285 6 18 16 110 39 481 10 77 86 971 

~ 
~ 
:ll 

~ • 

~ :.;; 

::! 
~ 
>

'!<: 
1:1 

~ 
~ 
~ 
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establishments electric power is employed, varying frcm -3 to 8 horse 
power. The workshops are rented from outside proprietors, and al'e 
located in one of the following three sections: Hsien To (11Lj l!lli), San 
Tao Shih Ta Chieh (=.~;o;k1lj), vicinity of the city. These sections, it 
may be noted, are centres for weaving and. machine making industries. 
In these 15 establishments there are altogether 285 workers, including 
21 staff members, 35 workers and 229 apprentices. ChOll Hsin (91. II! ), 
the largest establishment, employs 110 workers, including 4 staff mem
bers, 26 workers and 80 apprentices. For the other 14 establishments the 
size distribution is as follows: 8 with 10 or fewer persons, 8 with 11-20 
persons and 3 with 21-30 persons. 

The loom making establishments used to manufacture looms alone, 
whether plain or figured or both. But with the decline in weaving 
industry, especially after the Dragon festival in 1929, there was a slack 
in the market for looms. Consequently, some of these establishments 
began to produce other articles in order to dovetail the business. In 
1929 these establishments produced varying quantity of Jecquard looms, 
plain looms, perforators, perforating frames, and miscellaneous articles 
including gins, printing press, noodle cutters, safes, as shown in Table 
28. According to the type of output, these establishments may be divided 

Table 28. Output of loom making establishments in 
Tientsin, 1929 

Name of output 

Jacquard, 400 needles 
" 600 JI 

" 900 tJ 

" 1,200 " 
" 1,300 " 

Jacquard loom 
Plain loom 
Plain loom, iron at-

Output 
Quan- Cost per 

tity 
1,936 

641 
306 
212 
105 
225 
262 

unit 
(in dollars) 

22-27 
26-40 

, 37-50 
44-60 
55-70 
20-30 
24-28 

Sale 
Quan- Price per 

tit:\' 
1,379 

404 
201 
180 
83 

225 
260 

unit 
(in dollars) 

26-40 
35-46 
42-65 
50-75 
65-85 
20-35 
29-35 

tachment 136 12-16 80 18 
Perforator 1,030 24 1,030 25-26 
Perforating frame 67 40-65 49 47-75 
Gin 86 60-70 86 65-80 
l'rinting pre.. 3 30 _ 3 36 

. Noodle cutter 100 32 85 35 
Safe 285 10-13 285 12-14 

On stock 

(quantity) 
-557. 
237 
105 
32 
22 

2 

65 

8 

15 

Total 5,383 4,360 1,033 

into four classes, namely, Jacquard loom, plain loom, Jacquard and plain 
loom, plain loom and miscellaneous. 'fhe Jacquard loom establishment 
produces not only Jacquard and loom, but also perforator and perforating 
frame. Among the 15 establishments in Tientsin, there are 9 in the first 
class,_ 2 in the second, tjn the third and 3 in the_ fo.l!rlh. _ 
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When weaving industry was at the peak of its de,'e\opment, during 
1927 and 1928, the loom makil:g establishment' simply received orders 
from its clients, and had very little on stock for ready. sale. In 1929, 
however, when the industry showed a considerable decline, the loom 
making establishment, because of accumulation in stock, had to send its 

· own runners to weaving establishments for sale. Even so, the local 
market was quite unfavorable, and many of the establishments had to 
look for customers elsewhere, especiaiiy in Xaoyang, Choutsun, Lungshan 
and Peiping. Of these four places, KaoY2ng, for long time the weaving' 
·-center of Hopei province, consumed the largest number of looms. In 
marketing the looms therp., the Tientsin establishment may follow one 

-of the three methods. According to the first method, it may seII the 
looms through its own branch office, or through some agency on commis
.sion basis. According to the second, the looms are sold through cor
respondence, especially to customers who have already had sufficient 
(iealings with the establi3hment. The last method is for the customer to 
-come to Tientsin for the purchase of looms, and to have them transported 
to its own district by some express company. Under all these methods, 
the transaction may be carried out in term of cash or of credit. For small 
loom making establishments cash sale is preferred because of lack of 

.eirculating capital; so also for any establishment, whether l1irge or small, 
in Ciealing with new customers. When the transaction is carried out 
in term of credit, the account is settled on the first or fifteenth of the 
month, or during one of the three. festivals. Under this an'angement, 
the customer must pay a deposit for his order and another sum when the 
loom is received, only the rest being charged to the credit account. The 
loom, if bought by customers from districts beyond Tientsin, is packed 
with a wooden box, and entrusted to an express company for transport, 
for which the rate charged varies according to distance: $1.50 per picul 
from Tientsin to Tsinan, f5 per picul to Changchiakow, $7 per picul to 
Harbin, Shansi or Honan. These companies also take care of tax payment 
-on behalf of the customers. 

Card perforating. For every Jacquard a set of about one thousand 
--cards are needed each time a new pattern is put on the cylinder, to 
produce one pi of rayon fabrics or mixtures with a length of 52 ch'ih. 
The facility to change cards, which has made Jacquard one of the greatest. 

· jnventions to mankind, necessarily entails heavy outlay .to the weaving 
~stablishment •. A set of one thousand cards, which may cost from five 
to fifteen dollars, can last for one year or so if continuously used and 
repaired. The pattern which it produces, however, is dependent upon 
the fancy of the consuming public.. and oftentimes has a shorter life ot; 
existence than the cards themselves. Sometimes the change of pattern 

· takes place so frequently that thet'e arises a demand for independent 
-establishments to make cards. It is true that in some weaving establish~ 
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ments, especially in large ones, cards are made on the premise, in charge
of an ihdependent department. In other establishments they are purchased. 
frObr 'Workshops whose chief business is to produce cards with own 
patterns or with those given by the customers. 

In Tientsin, there were altogether six card perforating shops in, 
1929, of 'which four were formed in that year, one in 1925 and' one in' 
1928. These shops are owned by individual proprietors, and operated on 
a very small scale. The total capital invested amounts to $970, of which 
o,!e shop alone claims $500, the other $470 being distributed' among fiVe 
sllops as follows: one with $50 and $120 respectively, and three with 
$100 each. In each shop the proprietor is himself the artist designer ancf 
mandger, formerlY' under the employ of some weaving establishment. HEi 
draws Up tlie design, but delegates the perforation process to his workers; 
In these shops there are altogether" 18 workers including' 9 apprentices. 
The largest employs eight workers, while the other five employ' ten 
workers: three shops with two workers eacll, one shop with one worker'; 
and another one with three workers.' The fixed capital, is composed ot 
One or two perforators and' frames; and a' set of' ink and paint brush,; 
while the cards are generany supplied by the weaving establishmen~ 
the employer. The pattern is often' prepared by liim also, but may' li~ 
furnished by the shop at a smaU'cost. Very seldoni is the pattern colored: 
with originality, but in nine' out Of ten cases it' is copied from oiFierli 
frequently found' in the silk satins produced' in. Soochow ot Hangchow;' 
the two centres long noted for silk weaving, The graph or' ruled paper; 
upon which the pattern is draughted; used to be imported from Japan~ 
at 25 sheets per donar'; but recently chinese imitations can also be found 
on the market, at 40 sheets per dollar. The cards perforated by these 
shops in 1929 amounted to 557;400' sheets: one shop perforated 16"(),OOO;' 
one'shop', 140,OO()';one shOp, 96,00'0; one sho~, 92,400; one shop, 48,006~ 
and one shOP. 21,000'.' The price for these' caris' varies according to the
number of needles:' the greater the" number of needles; the: higher the 
price. 

Sizi'ni( the 'yarlt. In ot-derto stren'gtl'ienthe warp for weaving pur
pose, it must' be si~ed: in order to produce a: fabric of mixed col()r; the' 
war}l must be' dyed before it is sized. The warp, whether rayon IJr cotton: 
must go throligh these processes, but cotton watp, generally cotton thread 
of; 4:!' or 60: counts, reqn[reS' a furiher process,' namely, mercerizing, to' 
giVe it the desired lustre. An:; one or mori! of these processes may bel 
petiorm-ed by the weaving !stablisl\tnentitself, or b:\" the sizing estabIishl 
memo 11'1.1 'Tientsin, only large weaving' establ'islitnents execute these pro:.: 
cesses 011 own premise, while srnaUer OI'les,whfch etinstitute the ma:jority~ 
d'elegate them to sizinge8tablishments~ . 

lit 1929- there were, altogether sixteen sizing establishments iIi 
TIentsin, mlliitly organized in recent years: one m 1909, 1916, 1922,' and, 
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1924 respectively:, two in 1926. three in.1927; one in 1928 ~nd ~ in 1929.. 
Like the card. perfQrators; these establish.ments, are· .chiefly owned by. 
individual proprietors,' only. four being organized < all partnSfshjp. The; 
total capital invested reaches $4,200, .. of :Which but .. three. estsblishment,s, 
have a capital investment of, ,400. $500 and $600 I'esp~tively •.. The fixed. 
capitai.in these. establishments is composed of boilers and dyeing .. tanks, 
which can be bought at small cost. On the . average, the price,for thlll 
boiler is ten dollars each, and that for the tank, four to five dollar~ each. 
For everY establishment the instalation. of one boiler requires from three 
to four tanks. The sixteen establishments 'employ' altogether 110 workers~ 
including 14 staff members, 62. workers and 34 app,rentices. . With. the 
exception of. three establishments. employing eleven workers and one' 
establishment employing 12 workers the other 12 do not have more than ten 
workers each. The ,raw ~aterials c<?nsumed hi 1929 included 5,720 catties' 
of dyes at $2.00 or ,2.50 per catty,of $12,870; 13,740 catties of glues at 
,0.42 per catty, or $5,770.80; and $572.'04 worth of other materials including: 
wax, soda, sulphuric acid, fish oil, flour etc.: The amount of yarn sized, 
dyed or mercerized ipcluded the following : sizing and dyeing 32,700 parcels' 
(of ten pounds) of rayon yarn at one dollar per parcel,or $32,700; sizing 
and dyeing' 48, 740 parcels of cotton thread, at fifty cents per parcel, or 
$24,370; sizing 8,200 parcels of rayon yarn, at forty-five cents per parcel,' 
or $1,440; and mercerizing 200 parcels of cotton thread, at $1.20 per parcel, 
or $240. The gross income from sizing, therefore; amounts toa total 
of $58,750, which is about three times the cost of raw materials consumed. 
namely, $19,212.84; . ' . . 

Dyeing the fabric. As many kinds' of rayori and cotton fabrics are 
woven in the grey state, they have to be dyed afterwards. Dyeing, indeed; 
is the largest Bubsidiaryindustry, 'next to'which bfloom making. Of the 
total amount of capital employed in the subsidiary 'industries in 1929, 
namely, $118,950, about one half, or $56,350; belonged to the dyeing 
industry. 

According to' the nature of work performed, dyeworks may be 
. divided into three classes, The first dass of dyeworks dye figured fabrics 
of cotton or rayon make. as well as silk fabrics Sold by piece goods stores'; 
To them the dyeing of plain fabrics as well as the dyeing and sizing of 
rayon· or. cotton yarn constitutes only a by-employment. The second. claS8 
of dyeworks, which is the most numerous,. dye imported as well as native 
fabrics of plain design. chiefly of cotton. make. The dyeing of imported 
fabics, however, forms their principal business,while very little of native 
fabrics 'is being dyed. The third class ofdyeworkl are operated Oil a 
much. smaller seale. and specialize in the dyeing of clothings' and miscel, 
laneous fabrics. In front of .these dyeworks are also attached their offices. 
SO as to deal directly with the clients. Of these three cJassea of dyeworks. 
the Committee has investigated only those that dye rayon or cotton fabrics 
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- TieD.siB mUl!\39 in all ,Auwllg theee ~irly-Qine. aa ar& tl!:clllsivety 
engaged iII tl\e dyeBtif of oott01t 01' rayOl! fabrWs, while the oillei' 16 dye 
fabrics' as 'ftIf as. oiler ariitelie8l. ',Th&' vaM disbibutwlI of tle busine8& 
qf tbese thirty-Dine dY'M'O~ inierm 01}lreeentages, _,.. be el(pre8l!ed 
..,. follews: dYeing fabricS; n3 }iereeM.; dyeiDg' cotton Urread; 8.3 peFCeDt, 
_'ling fabric8',"1.5J!e'l\!ent; :dy>eiDlfeiollhmtr and' misNnueoos' bories, 
(til> pen:etlt;lltM, ,1.4 penem.", " 

, . .,' ..~, ' ..'. . 

" Of these 39, d'y~warl:s;. ~O', ,oJ; 'one half. were established during; 
the last five years: '1 W 192$, '4 in'1926. T in 1927. 3in 1928 and 5 in 1929., 
The o.theJ: 19 were establi~ed 'hi th fonowing years: Qlle in 1895, 1899, 
1913,' 1919, 1920 anel 19l14 respectively; two in 1916, 1918, 19~1 and 1922 
:respectively; and fivldn ,19~' 'These dyeworkll,emplol1' a' total capital ot 
"'~O. of which $49,50(1. or. 88 percent,' are colitributedby 20 dyeworks 
whose cal'italjnvestment vari~,from,the smaUestof one thousand to 
the largest of six ~ho~d dQllars,1\venW·eight of the dyeworkS art: or· 
~ed as individual proprietorship,' ten Ij.S partnership, and one, employing 
• capital of $3,,000, as limited eorporation.; In respect of the fiXed capital 
~mpIoyed,. .t"es.e ,d'yeworks may again be divided into t\l(O <:lasses, namely, 
woderll anq ~rimith'e. :rhe~odern dyeworks. 22 in numbeli', employ respec
tively a steani boil~ ancla£alen4erer~()perat~d by elecuie pQwer. The cost 
for thecllJeadereJ: variea ftom 800 1<Q 1,000 dollars. whilll that for lhe 
.team bQiJer frOIJ;l. ,30I).JQ. 4QQ dQu&ra.lS, Of th~.se 20 model' .. dyeworks. 
~ ,.capi~,~ One ~ov.sand ,dQl\al'll ,or Ulor~ only four having II. 

capital below that amount. On the other hand, the naii~ dyeworks, 1 'Z 
in numbel'. ~oy, hQil~s. dyejng ,tll,nk:,;,and. £alend~ng IltOll4)S as fixed 
Cl\P~tal.Some.of them ha~~J;I\l, stolle at ~ a.s. they are engaged purely 
iu, dyeing. Thl!\ prQPO~qn. ~i Qoileriil tG tWa. is ~enel'ally one tothr~ 
011 four. but ellcepti~, .v~. Jlot., jnuequent, ,In modern dyewGrks the 
1I1\D1ber of workers per dyewor~ ia. all!C! greater thau that in primitive 
ones. In 22 of the former. 310 workers are employed, or 14 per dyework; 
While, in 17 01, t.h~ 1l\~ter,wI¥.l'll~e~mploYe4,.or 1.0 per qyework. In 
botb classes of dyewOI'u tbetow, SlUmber ¢' workers employed reaches, 
.8l,. inc\udingl'l'6 staff memh!trs. 1,88 workers and 117 aPlUentices., 

" .. The raw materials 'consumed by' the ayeworks included dyes of 
diiferent 'colors' and others. 'The quantity of different dyes consumed, 
in term of catties, is as follows:, black.' 18,()70; blue, 11,830; indigo, 5,898: 
flNY', 4,193: neI, 1,210; gree.,.! 1,171; yellOW,! 3-15: and violet, 60. The 
last two colfml eater chietly tot.he Mongolians ud Tibetans for religiolls 
oollStumes~ In '192'. the ,amOllnt,~Gfrll:JOD and cotton' fabrics dyed in
eluded th&followillg! MiJlA'Hua Ke • .:}95,200pi;ShlUllJ ,Shih Ke, 55,200 
pi;' Hsien Chun. '28&pi-: plain"eottoos; '13,000 pi.; Besides, these 
dyeworJai dyed "16,500 'pi' ofsilll satins, aDd 'pongees; 28,100 parcels 
tlf cotton thead. and 900 patNls oftaybn yarnl'tlized 'l7O parcels of rayon 
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.yam; _erized 300; pU'eeis; of cottoo tluead; ad, calendered b.)r b~ 
)IJOCeM 2,500 pi U fab~s. 1 • 

. CaleDdering by hand process. After the fabri~' is -.roven, it has to 
be callendered·· fordhe Recess&l'Y' lustre. At preseRt' calendering is all 
periOl"lned either by hanet Gr ilY' machine.' Machine ealenderillg, applied 
ehiefly to figured fabrics; is carried on in modern dyeworks, whereas hand 
·calendering, applied chiefly tG plaiu fabrics; is carried on as a by-employ~ 
ment m pri,mittvedyeworks,.or as all indepeftdent business fm what is' 
ailed calendering shP"s 011 J;J)..: • 'In 1929 there Wel'e altogetBeIl ten' 
.~lendering shops' employingallotal capltal of $1,380, of which the two 
largest shops' empl~d 'three hundred dollars each.··. The calendering 
stone {xJr?i);of the syeee shape, is the ooly fixed capita) used, which 
·costs from ien to twenty. dollars a piece; In 1929the...e were 4!t sfune& 
ill the whole industry, nine of which l>eionged to the: largest shop and 
three to the smallest .. The Durnberof' workeN per sbopdid 'hot exceed 
14, the smallest Bavinlt only four workers.' The totallmmber'of workenJ 
employed reached 77, including 3 staff members, 29 workers and 45 
apprentices ... The lind' flffabrics calendered can be divided into two 
classes, namely, importeQ and.na,tive. fabrics, . JS:ative fabrics may be 
either figured or plain, but the latter occupies by far the largest quantity. 
Hand calendering applies only to those figured fabrics wo-rerrof dyed 
warp, such as Paris Satilt, Mei Sung Chi, ,'Tientsin Hsien Chun, etc. It is 
applied to all kinds of plain fabrics except checks and stripes that require 
machine ealenderiDg in order to give them greater lustre. Amoll&' the 
imported' fabrics 0IIly. sheetings and Mexicans are calendered by hand 
process. ' In 1929 th& amount of fabrics so calendered included the follow
ing: 184,800 pi of plain fabrics~ of which 123,800 pi were cOttoIl and 
11,000 pi rayon; 500 pi of figured fabrics; and 60,000 pi of 'imported 
fabrics. Tl:\e price foJ," calendering different fabrics varies; so also the 
unit of c'urrency with whic~ it is quoted.. For the firms dealing in im
ported fabrics, the price is quoted in term of taels: T\~.' 0.07, per, pi fOf 
Mexicans, and Tis. 0.14 PIlt: pi f9r sheetin~. For the ~~works, the priCII 
is quoted in term of cash: 6Q cash per pi for Mexicl\Ils, 120 cash per pi 
for sheetings.' For the weaving fstablishments, the, price is quoted i~ 
temi of dollar cents. for Meicicans the price for indigo color is five cent~ 
per pi, that for, blue, 'grer, or light red is ten cents per -pi; fo~ stri~es ',~ 
~hecks the price ~ five C!!llts Pet: pi if the length 1~ 1'i2 fh'i/t, but' eigM 
cents per pi if the length is 7\1 ch'ih .. . for figured, fabrics such a~ !\lei SI\~ 
Ch'i and Paris sathi tile price is tj!n cents per pi: , Cash or ~er: however, 
is convertible into, dollar ~ent at a fixed rate of'exchan&,e, every ~oll~ 
~eing equivale~t to; !l-69taejs or ~,2<N ~ash, '" " :,....: 
, ..... ,.,. ,OassiIiClltWI! 9f QU'PUt. j ,.. ., , .' i 

1,',' Tb!! OUiput,. flfweaviBC est.bUsbments. ift TitllltsiJl DHIYM 
-classified according to the ra .. : IIIl1teriaia usedQt'. tbe. design em. 
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ployed. The fabrics may be woven of rayon.. cotton or both, but 
may be plain or figured for any kind of raw materials used. In 
early years when cotton alone was employed, both plain and figured 
fabrics were woven of it. Recently, however, with the introduction of 
rayon, figured fabrics are seldom woven of cotton, but of rayon' or of 
rayon and cotton together. The cotton fabrics are chiefly plain, but· 
may be figured if desired. In 1929 the total output for 328 weaving 
establishments amounted to $6,991,103, or $21,314 per establishment. Of 
this total $4.831,775. or more than two thirds (69.1 percent), were fabrics 
woven of rayon or of rayon and cotton together. Of the cotton fabrics, 
amounting to a total of $2.159.328, canvas cloth occupied 42.1 percent 
($909,630) and flour bag cloth occupied 8.9 percent ($192,088) ,-a total 
of 51 percent ($1.101,718). The other 49 percent of cotton fabrics were 
composed of plain cottons including sheetings, Mexicans and patriots, 
figured cottons, checks, stripes, crapes, serges, etc. In the following' 
table the detailed distribution of these fabrics is shown. 

Table 29. Output of cotton fabrics by Tientsin 

weaving establishments, 1929 

Name of Value 
PerC'2nt 

Name of Value 
Pel'c'.ent fabric (in dol1ars) fabric (in dollars) 

Canvas 909,630 42.1 Stripes 321,143 14.9 
Flour bag 192,088 8.9 Checks 86,624 4.0 
Plain Crapes 66,364 3,1 

Mexicans 193,498 9.0 Serges 64,060 3.0 
Patriots 83,080 3,8 Other 32,720 l.O 
Sheetings 66,521 3.1 

Figured 143,600 0.6 Total 2,159,328 100.0 

Of the rayon fabrics or mixtures amounting to a total of $4,831,775" 
about one fifth are mixtures, the rest being fabrics woven of rayon only. 
These fabrics are chiefly figured, but may also be plain, striped or checked. 
Generally speaking, they can be classified into three categories, namely, 
pongees, satins and ke. Of these the last group occupies the largest 
portion, or ninety percent, while the first and second occupy eight and' 
two percent respectively. Ke, of which the most noted variety goes under 
the popular name Ming Rua Ke, is chiefly woven of rayon. but occasionally 
of rayon and cotton together such as Shang Shih Ke. Pongees are woven 
of rayon only, while satins. such as Paris Satin, are often rayon and cotton 
mixtures. Again, ke and satins are frequently figured, while pongees 
are plain, checked, striped, or printed. In respect of thickness. 
ke is most varied of all, and can be divided into three classes. namely,. 
thin, medium and thick. Thin ke may be thinner than pongees. designed 
for summer wear; while thick kii may be thicker than satins, designed 
for winter wear, such as Shang Shih Ke. 
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Among the different kinds of ke, Ming Hua Ke, next to Phoenix-eyed 
Satin Ollllllllt), is the first rayon fabric ever produced in Tientsin, and for 
that reason enjoys also the widest market, occupying about eighty percent 
of the total output of ke. The length per pi is invariably 52 ch'ih, while the 
width may vary from 2, 2.1 to 2.2 ch'ih, 2.1 ch'ih being the commonest. 
The weight fluctuates from 2 5/8 catties, 2 3/4 catties, 2 7/8 catties to 
three catties,of which the commonest is 2 3;4 catties per pi; while the 
number of wa'llS is always 3,200. As dyeing is delayed until after 
weaving, Ming Hua Ke is often sold in the grey state, leaving the selection 
of colors to the large ·factories or piece goods merchants. The standard 
colors employed are white, violet, red, orange, yellow, grey, blue, indigo, 
green and black, of which red, indigo, blue. grey and black are most 
preferred in winter and white in summer. Shades of these colors are 
also used, rather infrequently. The price reached twenty-six dollars 
per pi when Ming Hua Ke was /irst invented and put on the market, but 
within a year's time it was reduced considerably to ten dollars per pi, 
chiefly due to the redundancy in output brought about by the absence 
of patent protection to the inventor. At present, even when the price 
is further reduced to six or seven dollars per pi, the market for Ming 
Hua Ke still shows little sign of improvement. 

Mei Sun Chi, another well-known variety of ke, was designed by 
the same inventor as that of Ming Hua Ke, Mr. Chen Ching-tang. The 
latter claimed to have produced this new fabric for a revival of the trade 
after the redundant output of Ming Hua Ke. The chief difference between 
the new fabric and the old lies in the use of dyed instead of undyed yarn 
for weaving, as well as in the employment of finer design. The color 
for the warp, furthermore, is different from that of the weft, so that on 
every piece of Mei Sun Chi, unlike on that of Ming Hua Ke. two colors 
may appear at the same time. This adds new charm to the fabric, and 
gives it a higher market value. The work. however, is more complicated; 
the cost becomes greater. The price per pi reaches nine or ten dollars, 
and may run well above the last figure for unique design or color scheme. 
Paris satin, an imitation of Mei Sun Chi, is sold at about the same price. 
Both Mei Sun Chi and Paris satin, however, are not produced on a large 
scale, for they cater neither to the rich nor to the poor. For the former 
it is not fine enough, for the latter it is a little too expensive. 

Marketing methods: 
The methods of marketing rayon and cotton fabrics varies. 

with the extent of market covered, whether local or otherwise. 
Generally speaking, these fabrics depend more upon other provinces' 
or districts rather than Tientsin for consumption. These provinces may 
be classified into two groups, namely, eastern and western. The eastern 
pnwinces ine1ude Manchuria; the western provinces include Shansi, Shensi 
and Kansu. In marketing Tientsin fabrics in these provinces, two methods 
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are adopted. According ,to' the first method, the piece goods merchants 
'(M-~) from these provinces, who are known as eastern CJli:~) or western 

I (i!!i~) merchants according to their geographical origin, may come to 
Tientsin and establish their temporary headquarters in native hotels for 

rthepurchase of these . fabrics., The'. practice is generaolly for the 
I weaving establishments to dispatch their- own runners with samples of 
different fabrics, to these merchants at their respective hotels, for selec
tion and purchase. The transaction is carried on in term of credit, rarely 
in cash, to be settled at the middle or the end of the month, or during 
one of the three festivals, namely, the Dragon Festival, the Moon Festival
and the Year-end. According to the second method, the weaving establish
ment may start a sales office in some of these provinces, ·in order to market 
the fabrics at, the place of consumption, such as Taiyuan or Harbin. In 
these places. the office- deais with the local' piece goods merchants at 
wholesale. But this method is not resorted to recently because of adverse 
market conditions for the· fabrics.. When the fabrics. are not marketed 
in other provinces, but in Tientsin itself,- two methods are also employed. 
According to the first, ·the weaving· establishment may send its own 
runner with samples of different fabrics, to piece goods firms, department 
stores or bazaars, for selection and purchase. The client may give an 
order for a certain quantity o~ certain kind of fabric, say 20 pi of Ming 
Hua Ke, but it ,is. not obliged to purchase all .of ~hemunless actually sold. 
Here the transaction is also carried on in tel'JD of credit, but occasionally 
in cash, the credit sales to be settled in the same way as that for eastern 

\ or western merchants.. A, second method, _ resorted to by the small 
. establishments, is for the peddlers (Il-fj/l& ), whether rural or urban, to 

purchase the fabrics directly at these· establishments, on cash terms. 
Credit, however, may be granted,. provided that the peddler secure some 
reputable person to serve' as his guarantor. In such case the peddler 
must clear his account each time he JP,akes a new purchase. These ped
dlers deal in cotton and rayon fabrics, as well as in cotton piece goods 
imported from abroad, whether white .or· printed. In busy seasons the 
rural peddlers have to come to and fro several times per month between 
Tientsin and their own territory, and establish temporary offices in small 
native hotels. 

Taxation. 

r Generally speaking, any :native product designed for consumption 
I elsewhere than the place of production;has to pay one or all of the three 
t taxes, namely, export duty, coast trade duty and likin which goes under 

, I various names such as Tung-shui (M:lJt) or Lo-j;i.-shui (~J&"). For inst-
l... ance, if a native factory is established in Szechuen or Hunan, and its pro
duct, say grasscloth, is to be consumed elsewhere. According to the custo
mary practice, at the starting point of transportation the factory must pay 
likin or Tung-shui once, say at five percent ad valorem . . When the product 
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reaches Hankow to be shipped by river steamer for Shanghai. the full 
export duty. which is five percent ad valorem under the Anglo-Chinese 
Treaty of 1842. plus a coast trade duty which is on~ half of the export· 
duty. or two and half percent ad 'valorem. must bE! paid. . On the other 
hand. when the product i'eaches Hankow to be transported to the interior 
of Hupei. whether by boat or by cart. it. has to pay another likin or Lo-ti'
shui. in reaching the destination. . However. with the rise of native in
dustry around the nineties. there arose a demand for the abolition of 
these taxes in order to reduce its burden; Accordingly. any native pro- J 

-duct. if it be an imitation of foreign machine-made goods (lI!IS'l~~). i. e.1 
'priveleged factory product'. pays only an export duty of five percent i 
ad valorem· when exported from one port to another port. to the Maritime! 
Customs. If exported to foreign countries. it is even exempted fromj 
this export duty. This, exemption. however. is a recent development 
after the World War. when Chinese government realizes the growing 
volume of native, factory products exported abroad •. chiefly for the con
sumption of Chinese emigrants. 

In Tientsin. cotton fabrics produced by the weaving establishments 
did not obtain the privelege of paying only one tax. namely. the export 
duty of five percent ad valorem. until granted by the former Ministry 
of Agriculture and, Commerce on Dee. 18. 1915. at the request· of one 
leading. manufacturer by the' name of Sung Tsai-chou 01;;JlIJ ~). The 
rayon fabrics. or rayon and cotton mixtures. however. were not given 
this privelege. as they did not come into existence until many years after 
the grant. As a' result. rayon fabrics today have to pay not only an 
export duty of five percent ad valorem. 'but also an export surtax of two 
and half percent since the first of February. 1929. as a result of 
the increase in the import tariff. In addition. they have to pay a 
coast trade . duty of' two and half percent when imported into 
another port such as Hankow or Shanghai.' as well as a coast 
trade surtax of 1.25 'percent.' Inother words. rayon fabric has 
to pay a tax of 7.5 percent when exported abroad. but one of 11.25 

. percent when· exported to another port. But if it is exported to the 
interior, it has to pay either a native customs duty or a parcel post duty in 
Tientsin. depending upon whether the fabric is sent through the Chinese 
postal service or through the native customs by means of rail. boat qr 
cart. The rate of duty. whether for the native customs or for the postal 
service. is fixed at twenty cents per pi. or $1.20 per parcel of 6 pi, for 
rayon fabric. but for rayon and cotton mixture. it is raised to thirty cents 
per pi or $1.80 per parcel. Calculating on the average of six dollars per pi 
for the rayon fabric. a tax of twenty cents, per pi means 3.7 percent 
ad t'alorem. When sent by the parcel post. the fabric is subject to likin 
if it passes through an octroi after having been delivered to its destination. 
Similarly. when sent by rail. boat or cart through the native customs. it 
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is subject to likin for each octroi that it passes through. To send by 
means of parcel post, therefore, eltempts the fabric from likin at any 
octroi covered by the postal route. It is only under exceptional circl1'm
stances when postal service is not yet installed, such as in certain psrts of 
Kansu and Shensi, that the fabric has to be sent by means of boat or cart, 
and be subject to the psyment of likin at each octroi. A parcel, however, 
must not exceed 16% catties in weight,. o~ 22 pounds, before it can be 
accepted by the postal service for mailing .. 

• • • _. I 

That the burden of taltation is Unusually nigh for rayon fabric may 
be seen from the above review of different taxes. It becomes extortionate' 
when we examine the situation· a little further. 'At,the maritime customs; 
the rayon fabric is valued, for the assessment of exPort duty, at Hk. Tis. 230 
per picul, while the rayon mixture is similarly valued at Hk. Tis. 140 per 
picul. Generally speaking, eve~ picul is' equivalent to thirty-three pi· of 
rayon fabric. At first when rayon fabric was sold at twenty dollars per pi, 
every picul of rayon fabric would be worth 660 dollars.' Consequently, the 
official valuation did not amount to more than one 'half of the market 
value of tllil fabric, and the rate of duty levied was lowered to the same 
extent. At present the situation is reversed. As the rayon fabric is sold 
at six dollars per pi, every picul of Jt is worth only .198 dollars, which 
does not reach even two thirds of the official value. In other words, the 
export .duty is automatically raised to one third· of the official rate, 
and the weaving establishment has to bear a heavier rate of taltation at a 
time when its product is only worth one third of the original value! The 
weaving establishments, therefore, . have recently united in presenting a 
petition to the Commissioner of Customs in Tientsin, requesting him to 
order a new assessement of the value of rayon fabrics. Such request, 
however, has not yet been granted up to the present. It bases its claim 
not only on the reduced value for rayon fabrics, but also on the reduced 
assessment of rayon yarn by the Customs. The rayon yarn, which was 
formerly assessed at 230 to 240 Haikwan taels per box. of one hundred 
pounds, has now been reduced to about one hundred taels. 
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Chapter IV. Workers and apprentices 

NeKt to -earpErt weaving, rayon and cotton weaving' comployed the 
largeet B'llmberoi workers among the handicraft industries in Tientsi~ 
6ft 1929. Wbereas there were 308 1!Stablishments employing 11;568 
~"kers m the fanner, the 'latter employed 7,873 workers inS27 establish
ments." This !!Umber of workers in 'rayon and cotton weaving industrt 
iti 1929, 'however, .showell a decline from that of 'the preceding year, 1928. 
lit 1928, 'according to the im'estigation f)f the Social Affairs Bureau llf 
'the S)'lecial lIIunieipality 'Of Tientsin.fl there were in that industry 464 
oestahlishment9 employing a total of 8,m Workers. This decline, eausea 
tfl·iefly by the ftuetnating Iltate of market conditions for the Indostry, 
eiffected IlIr~ the 'll'Urkers in smaller establishments. As shown in the 
following table, the percentage -distnnution of establishments' employing 
teD 1)1" fewer workers decreased from 34.1 percent in Hl28 to 25.1 percent 
in' 1!r.!9;!!imilarly, that 1)f establishments -employing twenty or fewet 
WM'kers 'CI~reased from M.lt percent in 192!1 to 83.3 percent in 1928. 
For the . eiltablishments' employing more than 'twenty work-ers -each. 
bo'Wever,' the percenta~ distribution showed an increase: those wIth 
~1..s0 workers 'increased from 14.6 to 16.2 percent, those with 81-40 
~ers from 9.0 'to 1~.6 percent, those with 41-5~ workers from 8.9 to 
1.2 pe!ocent, those with 151-HlOworkers from 2.1 to 4.'6 'Percent, and thOSe! 
'With more than one hundred workerS from 0.8 'to 2.1 percent . 

TabHI 3Q. . Tienteia . _iog estaDlish_ts tlDssilft by 

the lIumber ef ... rkers e.,Joyed, 1!I28-29 

Workers per Estab1ishmenta 

1928 1929 

establishment No' ~ No. ~ 

'1 - 10 1111 O' 34.1 82 l!6.1 

11 - 20 '1011 34.9 109 88.3 

'21 • 30 69 14.6 58 16.2 
111' - 40 88 9.0 44 13.6 

oil - 60 18 3.9 17 U 
61 -100 11 2.7 15 ' &.6 

AboVl> 100 '3 0.8 7 U 

Total 404 100.0 82'1 100.0 

No. workers 8,576 7,873 

2tl. The n~ber of establishmenta should be 328, but one establishm"';t had suspended. 
, --. ,..,pOJ''''C ... worirer at u.e l.i ... of tM CeM,._'. iaftlltiptio"; 

ci:" A " .... al Report (Aueu"'- 1928 to Ju4r. 111211), Social Affairs Bureau of tIM ~ 
, Municipality at Tif!htaiD, 11/29. 
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The ,workers., .. 

Of the total working force in' the Tientsin weaving industry, 35 
,percent, or ?,756, are \iVorkers" not apprentices. The Committee has not 
attempted to make a complete investigation of these workers. Instead, 
it has resorted to the ,process of sampling. for an economical and practical 
analysis. GenerallY speaking, its criterion is to select one out of every 
nine workers for actual field investigation. Thus, it,has selected 317 out 
·of 2,756 workers and 550.out of 5,117 apprentice~ total of 867 O\l.t 
pi 7,873 workers for investigation. First of all, the worj!:ers may 
be analY;led according .to their place of birth, age, length of residence in 
Tientsin, marital status, size and composition of family., ,Of the 317 
,worker.\! investigated by the Co~mittee, only 12 are natives of Tientsin. 
Among the other 305, 244 arel)orn in JIopeiprovince, 55 in Shantung, 
and 6 in Liaoning and Shansi. Of ,those born in Hopei (256), three fifths, 
or 151 workers" belong to 17 Hsien, while the other two fifths, or 105 
workers, belong to 48 hsien. ,Of those ,born in Shantung (55) two hsien 
alone claim one half; or 27, workers; mqnely, 15. from Chang Chiu and 
).2 from Ch'~ng Shan., in' Table. 31 the detailed distribution of workers 
,according, to place, ,pt ,birth, is give!!; It. may be ,noted, that those 
who are not natives of· Tientsin, 305 in number, have resided in Tientsin 
tor various, years: ,136" of,44,~ percent, from one to jive ,Years; 127, or 
41.6 percent, from six, to ten years; 4g, ,or ,13.8, percent"from eleven. to 
twenty years.' , ,. 

Table 31 •. Workers in Tientsin' weaVing' industrY 
'~I3ssifled bY"place' 'of' birth,' 1929 "'. 

Place of . 
birth 

Hopei 
Wu Ch'ing 
:Yenshan 

Tientsin 
CW 
,-Tsing Hai i j 

. Ching ; I 
,Tsao Chiang 
Shen 
Ning T.in 
Ch'ing Wan 
Ho Chien 
Jao Yang 

j .\ 

No, 
workers 

256 
16 
12 
12 
11 
10 

, 
" 

9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 . " -~ . ' 

, 
Place of 

birth 
, . Nankung 

An Tz'e 
Hsien 
Shu Lu 
Ts'ang 
Other 48 

Shantljng 
Chang Chiu 
Ch'",ng Shan 
Other 18 

i 
Shans,i 
Liaoning'''' 

:rota} ,," ! , 

No., 
workers 

8 
'I 
6 

,Ii 
,6 
10~ 

p5 
j, I' 15 

12 , t', 

~8 
" 5 

f/. 
31'1 

~ ", 'JI \ -,_: 

'The age of 317 workers varies from the lowest of 15 to the highest 
M'1I4. '282; or ninetY percent 'of thJ workers,faJJ~ wi~hin th~ag~,~roup 
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of 18-31. 189, or sixty percel)t, falls within the age group of 18-25. With 
regar!l to marital status, it may hi! noted that taking 20 as the marriable 
age for workers, only'163 out' of, 265 marriable workers, or 61 percent, 
have married, the rest 102 workers being single.' Of those who are 
married, 88 have as yet no children, 43 have one child each, 22 have two 
children each, 7 ,have three children each, one has four children, and two 
have five children each. In Table 32 the detailed distribution of workers 

, with regard to age and marital status is shown. Of these 317 ,workers; 

Table 32. Workers in Tientsin weaving industry 'classified 

by age and marital status, 1929 

Age MatTied 

15 
16 
17 
18 '8 

15 

Singl~ 

1 

3 
6 

15 
17 
17 
20 
14 

19 
20 
21 
22 

'23 1:, 9' r: If is!! 

Total Age Married Single' Total 

1 26 8 8 11 
3 27 , '11 7 18 
6 28 12 7 19 

1S 29 . 9 4 13 
24 30 10 4 14 
23 31 12 6 18 

.. 28 32 , "0 D 
29 33 1 - 1 
2~'! ,1 '34 ,\, 5,1:" "z _ "it 

., 'fl· ., 24,h ) 15' ''23'·' ";~5~44':" i 12\! '\ _':"': I 'I) f 
"25" ,'" 15'" ""'7'''' "'22" "'rotal' "168'" '\.\;l·" :i~7 

" 'j i , ': ,'''' I -,; II fl or i;,~ -",., T"", !' - :' '. J.: " 

'188, 01"57.1 percertt, 'first entered' into gainful' employment at'16 years 
of ageol'beli>wf3 at'10, "6' a't' 1'1. '19 at 12, 82 at'13, 29 at 14, 44' at 11> 
and 50" at ISo" The'other; is¥ workers entered' into' gainful 'employment 
chiefly below twenty years'of age: 41 at '17, '25 af'lS, 35 at 19,' 8 'at '20, 
7 at 21 Sat 22 '7 at 23; a:nd 8 at 24: " ',:, ," '"" t '"" " , .. I 

"'J!'; "\ . !..<:~ r:.:, ,j,~ .1 -·· __ ;:~.i r_,~ '~"I ~: •. ',' 

The size of workers' farrlllie,s .varles f!om the smalles~ of one person 
to the largest of fourteen persons, the average being 5.9 persons. The 
size for 230 of them, 72.6' percentrva:ries'froih three to seven persons. 
,Here it 'may be noted that the, word 'family' ,is employed in an economic 
'sense,"ih th~ sense thitt'the members ,'of 'the ~ame family live under one 
,ho~seliold econoJPY \ : A,'cias~\fication, ()(~h~ .1l).embers of these ~17 families, 
1,560 in numbe~i a~c:O~d,i,\~. to ,t~eiF s~t,\,IS in;.thefamily\ sh,oVls tha,tthere 
.re .8 grandfathers,l~, $l",andmothers. ,~lJfathers, 250, mothers, ,,{ \,IncleJ:l, 
~ Il.\,Int~,163 Vlives\'7Q ~ons, 43!1aughter~604"l>rother~.13 si~t~s.in-laws, 
248 ,sistfjl"s. ~,peph!l'l\'s,,3 "ier,~, 1 grandpephew anj:\, ~ ~anQnieces.,; In other 
;,,{ords, most o{ t~e,.y.'orkers. ,about,tw(\ thil"!is. ,have,parents~ ,:whilecon!y 
.one, jlalfhav~, Wives., '~EI\!i<;les. A, ~est 1I11JPl/er;Qf "them., have !>rQthers 
.011. sister,S. ' 
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Table 3'3. 'Workers in Tientsin weaving industrY' 
- ""'" I 

'Classified 'by size' of, tamil,y. 1929 

No. llersons Families' No. persdna 
per family ·N ... %. 

1 >6' 1.9 6 
2 U .8.8 24 
3 29 9.J. 87 
4 43 18.5 172 
/; 47 14.9 235 
6 60 )9.0 360 
7 51 16.1 357 
8 .26 ti.2 268 
9 20 ,a.3 180 

10 . .14 4.4 140 
11 4 1.3 44 
12 2 0.6 24 
13 2 0.6 26 
14 1 ·0.3 il4 

Total 817 100.0 1,877 

In two thirds of th~ workei·s' fam.i1ies, namely, ~15, other member 
or members of the family •. besides the worker himself, are also gainfully, 
employed. In 113 families there is one other member gainfully employed; 
in the remainder 102, the distribution of other members gainfully employ
~d rlillil flS follows: ~,iRJ)' tamiliE\ll;B iIl.0tamilies, 4 in il2 families, and 
i i8 1 family_ Altoge~l' there .are .374: ather members .&f ,the families 
gainfully empltlyed. UIcluding 147 father.s, 216 br.others, Ii uncles, 3 wi:ves, 
and 3 .901111. Of these 3!l4 _mber.s 230 are farmers,,8l workers, ~4 
'traders, and 19 public servants. Their age ,distribution dS8S foIlOiiVs;2il 
in 15-20 group, 120 in 21-30 group, 62 in 31-40 group, 69 in 41-50 group, 
'80 m !5'1-'OO 'gI'mIp, 'limi 'l~ 'in above '61l group. 

, J" .(';', ".' •• 

; ,!Ilenn& ,of employment.' 

Among the t~s of e~PIOymeDt fo~ workers ~ay be mentio~ed 
the system .of em,ploymeut, system, of wage pa,yment, working hours ang 
'Working conditions, . The system' of employment in Tientsin weaving 
'industry is'in DO ease unifolTli,'butan introduction from some .one, related 
to the employer one way w the other, is often required. Thus, of the 31,7 
twWkersmvelitiga1Je4 'by 't'he '{Jarnmi'ttiee, 1>nly '28 present thetttse1ves' 'far 
fo1!J 'lVithotlt tI'IIY 'itltroa12dtioil, 'WiJi'le the other "289 'llI"e introituC'ed 'by 
wriOUll 'PeI"ll1!ll18~ {V8 1>7' \frienils, 5S by M1ew !lames, '28 by mirtives,' 16 
~ I084PprentiOflEl, , '1h>y f&mil, Iliemlber9;tlmI! W 'lleig'hbfllrs.' These 
persons who introduce the applicants to the employers are· t'Remselv@ 
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,employed in various occupatians, chiefly iii! weaving, (250)", but also' ill 
other branches of i,ndustry (10). trade' (35), agriculture (10)arullpubli4 
service (12). The applicants, meantime, are also employed in various 
occupations before their admission into weaving establishments. of: which 
weaving claims the largest number. Illlmely, 190. Qi the remaining 12.7. 
29 are employed' in industry, 39 in agriculture" 3 iu t~ade. 56, applicant", 
including 211 pupils" are not gainfully employed., Those who were- prfllo 
'~iously employed in weaving require no further traini.ng after admissiOlll 
While those who were not so employed have to do so. Some of the latta 
class, however, are not employed as weavers, but as preparers including 
winders, reel'ers, spoolers, warpers, etc. These occupations, it may be. 
noted, can be more easily learnt than w~ving itself. 

With regard to tbe length of service, 233 GUt of 317 workers, or 74 
percent, have been with the employer for three years or less: 100 far 
half a year, 53 for one year, 23 for one year 'and half" 22 fol' two years, , 
and 35 for three years. .The length of service' for the other 84 workers 
IS as follows: 21 for four years, 16 for five years, 89 for 6-10 years" and 8 
for above ten years. That 74 percent of the workeri investigated have been 
with their employers for three years or less indicates the fluctuating 'state 
of employment in the industry. The workers do not !!tall' long with the 
same employer, but work for new employers quite frequently. The re
sponsibility for this state of affair-high labor mobility-lies more with 
the employer than with the workers., The employer, because of the 
fluctuating state of market conditions for the industry, can seldom keep 
the new worker over a long period of, time. Unemployment, therefore; 
becomes a recurrent experience with the worker, which took place quite 
sarlously during 1929. III that year, the outbreak &1 Sino-Russian eon
troversy over the Chinese Eastern Railway created a great deal of dis
turbance in Manchuria, and thereby affected considerably the market for 
rnyon and cotton fabrics in that region. Before the coming of the' Moon 
Festival (September 17), many weaving establishments had already con., 
tracted their scsle of operation or suspended it entirely. After the MooQ 
festival, the situation became more serious. The Committee. in filing ou1 
the blank form for the number of workers employed by the weaving 
establishment, had to ask for two returns, namely, that employed beforll 
the Moon festival and that employed after it. Thus, the Committee found 
to its surprise that of the 1153 establishments investigated after the Moon 
Festival, 67 had reduced their working force. while another 6 had dis
pensed with It entirely. Consequently, whereas before the festival these 
7S establishments, employed a total of 2,34S workera including 913 apo 

• prentices, the latter had been reduced to one of 907 (including 743 ap
prentices) after it. In other .vrds, in these 73 establishments, 82 percent 
of the warkera and 48 percent of the apprentices were dismissed. 'The 
pereentage of the workerl dismissed is higher than th~t of the apprentices 
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for the simple reason that the apprentices are paid no wages arid must 
remain for work until the term of apprenticeship is completed. 

The reduction of the working force of 73 establishments from 
2,348 before the festival to 907 after it, a reduction of 1,441 workers 
including 170 apprentices, is indeed a serious problem for the workers. 
But it must be remembered that this reduction did not take place simul
taneously, but extended over almost half· a year. This is true because 
of the fact that the Committee's investigation of these 73 establishments 
did not take place at one time, but extended from September 28, 1929 

(11 days after the Moon festival) to February 14, 1930, a period of 
about five months: 2 establishments investigated in September fired 14 
workers, 21 in October fired 309 workers, 30 in November fired 641 
workers, 15 in December fired 348 workers and 5 in February fired 229 
workers. 

The Committee, as indicated in the above paragraph, required only 
153 but not all of the 328 weaving establishments to make two returns, 
namely. the number of workers employed before the feliltival and that 
afte~ it. The number of workers dismissed. therefore, would have been 
greater if complete statistics could have been secured from 328 instead 
of 153 establishments. To repeat the same process of investigation from 
one establishment to the other. however. is too costly, and one has to 
satisfy himself by inference. That is- to say. if 153 establishments re
duced their working force by 1.441 workers after the festival. 328 
establishments would have reduced their working force by 3,089 workers. 
Taking a conservative estimate of 50 percent of these fired workers to 
be re-employed in the same or other industry, the other fifty percent. or 
1,545 workers. must have been unemployed. 1,645 workers, it may be 
reiterated, constitutes about one fifth of the .total number of workers in 
the Tientsin weaving indUStry, 7,873 . 

. In this connection, it may be pointed out that Chinese mentality, 
especially that of the small manufacturers in Tientsin weaving industry, 
is never exact. The term 'before the festival' as employed above, of ten
time denotes 'one month before the festival' or 'one half month before 
the festival'. That such is the case may be confirmed by the number 
of workers already dismissed before the festival. On the first of Septem
ber the four branches of the Weaver's Union reported a total of 261 mem
bers to be unemployed: 94 for Brai~ch No.1. 82 for Branch No.2, 22 
for Branch No.3, and 63 for Branch No.4. During the four days from 
September 10 to 13, when the Social Affairs Bureau of. the Special Munici
pality of Tientsin called a Conciliation Conference between the Employers • 
and the Workers in the Tientsin weaving industry, it was again reported 
that 37 establishments had dismissed a total of 347 workers, of whom 
only 64 were restored to work, while the rest 293 were sent back home 
with different amount of travelling allowances l for 70 workers dismissed 
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with good reason: one dollar each for Tientsin resident. six dollars each 
for non-resident; for 223 workers dismiss~d because of the close-dowll 
of the employer's establishment. fifteen dollars each for natives of Shansi. 
Honan and Liaoning. twelve dollars each for natives of Hopei and Shane 
tung." Two weeks before this Conference. however. the extent of dis
missal had already been great enough as to demand relief for the dismissed. 
Of the total amount of relief fund expended during the fifteen days from 
August 28 to September 11. namely. 447 dollars. 350 dollars were contri
buted by the municipal government. and the rest by the Match Workers 
Union ($40). Tramway' Operators' Union ($37) and Telegraph Operators' 
Union ($20). This relief fund was distributed to about two hundred 
dismissed workers per day. at fifteen cents each. The actual number of 
dismissed workers receiving relief during each of these fifteen days is as 
follows: 174. 220. 213. 217. 217, 218. 220. 207, 196. 201, 190. 187, 168, 
192, 160,2· 

In the same month of Septeinber. the 'Central Labor Union of 
Tientsin orgapized a relief show in behalf of the unemployed workers in 
the weaving industry for three days, from September 27 to 29. 12.430 
dollars' worth of tickets were distributed among various individuals and, 
institutions. but only one third, or 4.366.2 dollars. were sold. The gross 
receipt was even less, totalling $3.483. from which were deducted $639 
and, $130 for the renting of showground and costumes respectively .. 
$233.3 and $785 as remunerations to actors and amateurs respectively. 
and $417.73 for miscellaneous expenses. The net receipt from the show, 
therefore. amounted only to $1,27,.97." Unfortunately. this sum of 
relief fund raised from the show was poorly spent in organizing a weaving 
establishment on the 28th of December. The latter employed twenty 
workers for a shOrt while. but failing an attempt to raise more fund for 
circulating capital Oft February 16. it closed down on the sixth of March,2· 
The proposal of organizing a weaving establishment for the relief of 
the unemployed. however. had its origin in the unsuccessful attempt of 
the workers to form a Society for the Study of Figured Weaving. in the 
month of September. This Society. as proposed, was. a profit-making 
organization. to be composed of share-holders who were also weavers above 
sixteen years of age. There were to be two thousand shares of one dollar 
each. for which no share-holder could hold more than twenty shares. The 
latter could have only one vote irrespective of the number of shares and 
must pay for his purchase from the Society on ,cash basis. The Society 
was to be managed by a Board of Five Managers, and supervised by a 
Board of Three Inspectors, both of which were to be elected by the share
holders at, their annual meeting, ,for a term of two years. There were 
22. Ta Kutl-g· Pao, Tientsin, ()ct. 13, 1929. 
28. 'Social W.lf ...... Tientsin. Sept. 12. 1929. 
24. '1' .. Ku"ll P .... Dec. 27, 1929. ' " 
25. Ibid, Nov. 16, Dec. 6, 24. ~9.1929; March 7, 1930; Social W.I/ ..... Oct. 29, 81, 1929; 

Feb. 8, 17. 1930. " 
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to be five seetion& including-business, organization, marketing, resea,rch', 
and editing, far which the Boll-rd of Managers was to be responsible. The 
Society, if necessary, might also organize a school, a library, or a 
gymnasiUmi, fO'!' the welfare of the _ weavers. This Society, ill short, 
possessed most of the features of a producers' c<H>perative, namely. the 
democratic principle of one man one vote, the- limitation placed up&J11 
share-holding,. the humanitarian .objects, and the principle of cash sale 
to members. 

The system of wage payment is based on time or piece, or botIr. 
Time wag'e is paid to the heads of different departments, or to janitors, 
cooks .. and worke-rs· on odd jobs; while piece rate is paid to weavers and 
others. The littet: however, may be paid on the basis of time and pIece; 
A worke!' may receive It fixed rate of wage for the month, which is sub
ject to addition- of dedtiction according to the amount of work performed. 
Thus, in one of the weaving establishments, one kung or one day's work 
l!f cOJ'iIposed (jf weaving I, &/6, 3/4, 5/7, or 2/3 pi of diffe-rent kind of 
fabrics; dependent upon the raw materials used, the number of Jacquard 
needles, the length pe't pi, whether 52 ch'ilt or 76 ch'ih, and the kind of 
design, whether plain or figured. One kung is,. also equivalent to the 
executlori of anyone of the' following operations: winding three pounds 
of No', 100 rayo'n' yarn, 01' 2.5 pounds of No. 150 rayon floss; reeling nine 
pounds (jf No. 100 fayon floss or yarn, Or 120 small bundles of 32's or 42's 
cotton thread i warping 40' pound of No. 150 rayon yarn, 30' pound of No. 
150 rayon flOlls, 30 pounds of IIiIo. 10'0' or No. 120' rayon yarn, 01' 23 pounds 
bf No. 10'0' or No-, 120 rayon tloss; idrawing-irt 2,60'0' healds for figured 
weaving bi 8,0'0'0 heaIds for plain weaving i perfarating- 180',0'0'0' holes on • 
the cards; ttiicitlg 60'0 pairs of flowers on the ruled graph, Under the 
system of time or of tiine and piece payment, the employer provides for 
free room and board, On the other hand, under tlYe piece system, the 
employer ebaI'ges iiothihg for the toom, but deducts a certain amount 
fbI' the eost of board from the WorkerS' monthly wage. As the piece 
tate fot' weaving vanes witli different factots, such as the raw materials 
used, the Dumb'er ()f Jaequard needles, the length pet pi and the kind of 
Besign' employed/ the piece rates in Table 34 gives but an approXimate 
Plcturtf. . 

Of the fi17 workers investigated by the Committee, only 16, In
tiUding' Jailitors, cooks and wotke'ts OIi bdd jobs, are paid a time wage, 
with free provision til rOom and board. FOr these workej'~ the wagei' 
j'iet mohtll arl! Its foiIdWS: one witli $3 pet Iilontli. oiIe witft $4 per month, 
tMel! with $5 pet iMtttH, ie'fl vl'itb $6 pel' montli and OIie witt! $7 pet 
frilititH. The other sot '\Votiers are mtlstW paid on piece rate basiS, 
although a small number are paid Ilndet the miXed system uf. time arid 
piece rates. For all of them the cost for board is deduded frold thl! 

'ffll1fltTtly wliItM. 1ti'1'ablea SSs atid aSb the monthiy wageli ot thesjj 
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Table 34. Wage rates for rayon or cotton weaving' in Tientsin, 1929 
(dollars per pi) 

Rayon fabrics Wage Cotton fabrics Wage 
or ntixturel Tates rates 

Ke Sheetings 0.36 
Ming Hua Ke 1.00 Mexicans 0.35 
Mei Sun Chi 1.26 Checks 0.4. 
Shang Shih Ke 1.60 Stripes 0.40 

Pongees Patriots 0.40 
Chun Ch'iu 1.00 Figured 0.80 
Fang Ch'iu 0.76 Cam'-as 0.76 

Satins Flour bag 0.35 
Paris Satin 1.20 Serges 0.55 

Other 
Hsien Chun 1.10 
Checks 0.56 
Stripes 0.50 

301 workers are shown, with 01." without dedu\!tion of the cost for board., 
From these tabl~s it may ,be noted that the commonest wages per month 
including board are fifteen \Iollars, applicable to 50 workers; twenty dollars, 
applicable to 30 workers; and twelve dollars, applicable to 29 workers . .184 
workers, a little less than two ,thirds,,, receive Ii monthly wage between 
twelve and twenty dollars. The total monthly wages for 301 workers 
amounts to $4.906. which gives an average of $15.3 per \Vorker. 

Table 85a. ' Monthly wages of workers in' Tientsin' 
weaving industry, 1929 

Wage per No. Total Wage pel' . No. Total 

month workers monthly wages month workers monthly wages 

8 10 80 21 6' 126 
9 20 180 22 17 374 

10 14 140 23 5 115 
11 12 132 24 9 216 
12 29 348 26 6 150 
18 10 130 26 1 26 
14 27 378 27 1 27 
15 50 750 28 2 56 
16 15 240 29 1 29 
17 6 102 80 10 800 
18 15 270 82 2 64 
19 2 38 85 1 35 
20 SO 600 Total 301 4,906 
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Table 35b. Monthly wages of workers in. Tientsin weaving 
industry, 1929 (excluding board) 

Wage per No. Total Wage per No. Total 
month workers monthly wages month workers monthly wages 

4 13 62 16 8 128 
6 27 135 17 - 10 170 
6 26 -156 18 13 234 
7 15 105 19 6 114 
8 38 304 20 2 40 
9 40 360 21 1 21 

10 25 250 22 1 22 
11 12 132 23 1 23 
12 12 144 24 7 168 
13 6 78 25 3 75 
14 25 350 26 1 26 
15 9 135 Total 301 3,222 

For the 301 workers the cost for board varies from the smallest 
of four dollars to the highest of seven dollars and half, but the commonest, 
applicable to 150 workers, is six dollars. For the other 151 workers the 
cost for board is distributed as follows: 21 workers, $4 per month; 51 
workers, $4.5 per month; 42 workers, $5 per month; 34 workers, $7 per 
month; and 3 workers, $7.5 per month. The total monthly cost of board 
for 301 workers amounts to $1,684, which gives an average of $5.6 per 
month per worker. 

The hours of work in the weaving industry are unusually long from 
modern viewpoint. From dawn to dark the workers are engaged, however 
leisurely or inefficiently, in winding, reeling, spooling, warping, drawing-in, 
weaving and many other processes. The customary practice is to start 
early in Summer and Autumn, about 6 or 7 A.M., and late in Winter 
and Spring, about 7 or 8 A.M. They proceed with their work until 7 or 8 
P.M. in Summer and Autumn, and 8 or 9 P.M. in Winter and Spring.'8 
During this long interval about two hours are spent for meals, but no 
other period of rest is provided. The commonest working hours, there
fore, run from ten to thirteen per day. In Tientsin weaving industry, 
284 establishments (86.9 percent) employing 6,568 workers (83.6 percent) 
fall within this class. Only seven establishments (2.1 percent) employing 
231 workers (2.9 percent) work eighthours per day, and measure up to 
the modern standard.' On the other hand, ten establishments (3.1 percent) 
26. Branch Union No.1 has proposed to reduce the working hours to 12, with the 

following arrangement for different seasons: 
Spring 7:30 A.M. to 8:80 P.M. 
Summ... 5:30 A.M. to 6:80 P.M. 
Autumn 6:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M. 
Winter 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. 
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employing 230 workers (2.9 percent)" work more than thirteen hours per 
. day. In Table 36 the detailed distribution of working hours in Tientsin 
weaving industry is shown. 

Table 36. Hours I)f work in Tientsin 
weaving industry, 1929 

Hours Establishments Workers 

per day No. % No. r;(' 

8.0 7 2.1 231 2.9 

8.5 1 0.3 70 0.8 

9.0 18 5.5 375 4.7 

9.5 7 2.1 399 5.1 

10.0 69 21.1 1,650 21.0 

10.5 13 4.0 380 4.8 

11.0 85 26.0 1,919 24.4 

11.5 16 4.9 366 4.7 

12.0 47 14.4 953 12.1 

12.5 29 8.9 681 8.7 

13.0 25 7.6 619 7.9 

13.5 4 1.2 53 0.6 

14.0 6 1.9 177 2.3 

Total 327 100.0 7,873 100.0 

The holidays for the workers in rayon and cotton weaving are the 
same as those for other handicraft industry. For the New Year the 
holiday is the longest, lasting from three, ten or fifteen days, but the 
commonest is ten days. For the Moon and Dragon festivals, there is a 
holiday of one to three days, but one day is the commonest. For the 
Lantern Festival, there may be no holiday or one day's holiday. These 
four festivals are the traditional holidays, but on other occasions such 
as the Double Tenth (i.e. National Independence day), the Labor day, 
and any other day sanctioned by the authorities, there is generally one 
day's holiday. The system of Sunday rest is yet too early for the Chinese 
industries, but some beginning towards that direction has been made. 
On the first and the fifteenth of the month according to lunar calendar, 
the workers are free from work after supper, about 6 P.M., so as to 
have enough time for bathing, hair cutting and running personal errands. 
During all these holidays, the employer as a rule provides for better 
meals. On New Year's holiday, lasting from 26th of December to the 
5th of January according to lunar calendar, many of. the workers return 
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home to celebrate the festival. It is also during this time that their 
contract of employment is cancelled or renewed. 

The working conditions in weaving establishments are generally 
unsatisfactory; in some cases they are miserable beyond description. The 
workroom is not only small, but also filled with damp and dirt: In small 
establishments the ground floor is also used as sleeping space for workers; 
in large ones, another compartment may be built above the looms. by 
means of a few wooden boards, for similar purposes. Neither sunlight 
nor air enters into the room sufficiently to satisfy the normal need of a 
worker, while wind or water visits him with cold or wet at different 
seasons of the year. As the floor is covered with mud, the summer 
flood sometimes even destroys the fabric itself.. The cotton Or rayon 
dust, meantime, saturates the air, and one can hardly breathe without 
being suff.ocated. The worker, under such circumstances, has to operate 
the treadle by his right foot, and move the shuttle by his right hand 
for figured weaving. For plain weaving, he has to apply both feet to the 
treadles. His eyes are constantly fixed upon the loom and the fabric, for 
fear that the warp may break, or that the needle may get out of order. 
Indeed, in visiting one of these workrooms, one can only marvel at the 
power of resistance of a Chinese weaver, and refresh his mind once more 
with the wretched conditions of English handloom weavers in bygone days. 

Workers' Union 

In cotton and rayon weaving there is as yet no central union, 
although four branches of it were organized in the month of July, 1928. 
In April of the following year these four branches had respectively 89, 
114. 152 and 190 members. but in September practically all workers in 
the industry were enlisted in the membership. At that time. the four. 
branches had respectively 874, 1,055. 272 and 614 members, or a total 
of 2,815. This rapid increase in membership was chiefly due to the grow
ing extent of unemployment, for the protest against which unions became 
the only effective agent. Of these 2.815 workers. 2,643, or ninety percent, 
were to be found in 126 establishments of the following sizes: 55 establish
ments with ten or fewer workers. 45 establishments with 11-20 workers, 
13 establishments with 21-30 workers, and 13 establishments with more 
than thirty workers. These branches were all registered with the Munici
pality, the Social Affairs Bureau, the local Kuomingtang, and the General 
Labor Union. In respect of objects, activities and organization they are 
largely similar. The objects of each branch union include the improve
ment of the worker'liI economic conditions, the elevation of his social status, 
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and the settlement of labor disputes. ,The memJ.ership is open to any 
worker in the industry abov~ 16 J earts of age" provided that he be not 
an exploiter of his fellow workmen or al'eactionary against the present 
regime. 'The age requirement: however, . is' nOt often complied with, for 
among the 2,815 members in the 'f~ur branches, 349, or '12.4' percent, 
are 16 years of age or below; After having been introduced by2 members· 
alid signed the letter of/lliegiance, every worker has to pay 'an, admission 
fee of fifty cents and a membership fee of twenty cents per month. 
These two fees, the ,admission fee and:the membership fee, constitute 
the only source of the. unwn's income, which, because of its limited amount, 
restriots its activity for the improvement of the eClJllomic status of its 
members. The union's' work. thuB far, has been confined· chiefly to pro
paganda' and protest. The part that it took in voicing the sufferings of 
unemployment has been described in a previous paragraph. 'Besides, the 
union settles labor disputes with the joint .assistance of the Social Affairs 
Bureau and the General1..abor Union, a~d participates 'in mass meetings 
against imperialist encroachments upon, China, by Japan, .Russia, and 
other nations, or in memorial gatherings :far Sun Yat-sen and the seventy
two ilatriots. Sometimes, it also prints circulars of an educational nature 

'for distribution among members. 
The monthly meeting of the members or their delegates is given 

full authority over the union's policies and activities, while the executive 
committee, composed of a secretary and four sections including business, 
organization, training and propaganda, carries out such policies and 
,acf;.ivities during the interval the monthly meeting ,is not in session. The 
.members pf' the executive I:Qmmittee,are ,paid by the union, and their 
.term of ,1)ffice is limited ,to six months. 

" The apprentices 

The apprentice labor, which constitutes sixty·five percent of the 
,total workers, Is the mainstay of the 'rayon and cotton weaving industry 
in Tientsin. As is the case with workers, the Committee has selected 
650 apprentices, oui of a total of 5,117. for investigation. Of these Z1 
were born in Tielltsin, 442 in other hsien of Hopei, 78 in Shantung, and ,3 

J\l Honan, Shanai and. Anhwei. Of those born in the ,province of Hopei 
,(469), about on.e half (237) came from ten hsien including Tientsin, ,and 
.the .othe.r half (232) from sil..'ty.four hsleD. Of those born in Shantung 
'(:l8), 12 eame from Chang Chiu, 9 from HuiMing, and 67 from other.23 
hsien. In Table 37 the detailed distribution of apprentices .acoording to 
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Table 37. Apprentices in Tientsin weaving industry 
classified by place of birth, 1929 

Place of birth No. workers Place of birth No. work ..... 
Hopei 469 Shen 10 

Wu Ch'ing 81 Nan P; 9 
Wu Yih 30 Hsien 8 
Ching 28 Ku Cheng 8 
Tientsin 27 Ho Chien 7 
Chi 25 An Ping 6 
Ning Tsin 24 Wen An 6 

Tsao Chian« 21 Pa 6 

Jao Yang 18 Pao Ti 6 
Yenshan 17 Other 50 10: 
Heng Shui 18 Shantung 78 
Ts'ang 115 Chang Chiu 12 
Tsing Hai 13 Hui Ming 9 
Ching 13 Other 23 57 
Ta Cheng 13 Other 3 
Nan Kung 10 Total 550 

the place of birth is given. A comparison of this table with Table 31 
shows that the apprentices came from about the same districts as the 
workers. A little more than. one half. of the workers and apprentices, 
453 out of 867. 'came from sil'teen hsien,-fifteen in the province of Hopei 
and one in the province of Shantung. Each of these 16 hsien contributed 
eighteen or more persons: 47 from Wu Ch'ing, 39 from Tientsin, 37 from 
Ching, 36 from Chi, 35 from Wu Yih, 32 from Ning Tsin, 29 from Tsao 
Chiang and Yenshan respectively, 27 from Chang Chiu, 26 from Jao 
Yang, 23 from Tsing Hai, 21 from Ts'ang, 18 from Heng Shui, Ta Cheng, 
Nan Kung and Shen respectively. In Table 38 the detailed distribution 
of the worl<ers and apprentices according to the place of birth is given. 
From an examination of this table it may be concluded that Tientsin 
natives constitute but 4.5 percent of the total workers in weaving 
industry, the other 95.5 percent being supplied by other hsien in Hopei 
and other provinces, especially Shantung. Although a small portion of 
the latter have been in Tientsin for varying number of years and have 
found their homes there, yet the majority came to that place chiefly 

. for making a living. That this is the case may be shown by the fact 
that the family members of the workers and apprentices are chiefly 
engaged in farming. The employer, for the same reason, has to provide 
room and board for the worker,' under what is generally known as the 

. 'dormitory system', " 
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Table 38. Workers and apprentices in Tientsin weaving industry 
classified by place of birth, 1929 

Place of birth 
Hopei 

Wu Ch'ing 
Tientsin 
Ching 
Chi 
Wu Yih 
Ning Tsin 
Tsao Chiang 
Yenshan 
Jao Yang 
Tsing Hai 
Ts'ang 
Heng Shui 
Ta Cheng 
Nan Kung 
Shen 
Ch'ing 
Ho Chien 
Hsien 
Ku Cheng 
Ch'ing Wan 

An Tz. 
Nan Pi 
Hsin Cheng 
Other 

Shantung 
Chang Chiu 
Ch'ang Shan 
Hui Ming 
Other 

Other 
Total 

Apprentices Workers Total 

469 256 720 

78 

3 
550 ' 

31· 16 47 
27 12 39 
28 9 37 
25 11 36 
00 6 M 
U 8 ~ 

21 8 29 
17 12 29 

'18' 8 26 
13 10 23 
15 6 21 
16 2 18 
13 5 18 

10 8 18 

10 8 18 
13 2 15 
7 8 U 
~ 6 M 
8 5 13 
5 8 13 
5 7 12 
9 1 10 
5 5 W 

III M 1~ 

12 
2 

9 
55 

55 

6 

317 

15 
12 

2 
26 

133 

9 
867 

27 

14 
II 
81 

Before the apprentices entered into the weaving industry, a little 
more than one half, or 277, were school boys. Of the other half (49.7%), 

,,144 (26.2%) were engaged in farming" 37 (6.7%) in weaving, knitting 
and dyeing as apprentices. The remaining 92 (16.8%) were idle, being 
neither schooled nor employed. 1\1ost of these apprentices, 448 (80%), 
fall within the age group of 14·18: 70 apprentices are 14 years of age; 

'102, 15; 125, 16; 98, 17; 53, 18.' The age distribution for the other 102 
apprentices is as follows: I, 11 years of age; 12, 12 years of age; 21,' 13 
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years, of age; 35, 19 y\llll'lI !1t age; 15,,20 years of age ; 18, above 20 years 
of age. , 

The size of' apprentices' families varies from the smallest of one 
person to the largest of fifteen persons, the average being 5.9 persons. 
The size for 418 of them, or 75.9 percent, varies from four to eight persons. 
A classification of the members of these 550 families, 3,271 in number, 
according to their status in the family, shows that there are 53 grand
fathers, 86 grandmothers, 462 fathers, 475 mothers, 63 uncies, 45 I\unts, 
835 brothers, 203 sisters-in-laws, 497 sisters and 2 wives. 314 apprentices 
have both parents, 49 have fathers only, 62 have mothers only, while 26 
have neither parent, being orphans!: ' .. 

Table 39. Apprentices in ;I;ientsin weaving, industry 
c\aasified by size ~41f family, 1929 

No. persons Familie$ No. persons 
per family No. y(' 

1 2 0.4 2 

2 17 3.1 34 

8 62 9.4 156 
4 79 14.4 316 

6 92 16.7 460 

6 107 19.4 642 

7 81 14.7 567 

8 69 10.7 472 

9 25 4.6 225 

10 19 3.4 190 

11 4 0.8 44 

12 9 1.6 108 

13 2 0.4 26 

14 1 0.2 14 
16 1 0.2 16 

·Total 650 100.0 3,271 

In ninety percent of the apprentices' families, namely. 504. other 
member or members of the .family,besides the apprentice himself, are 
also gainfully employed. III 309 families there is, Qne other member 
gainfully employed; in the remainder 195 families the distribution of other 
memilerl! gainfully employed runs .as followlI:2 .in 1'85 families, 3 in 53 
tamilies and 4 in 7 families, Altogether there are 766 other members of 
the families gainf\lllyelOl1ploy;ed, including 419 fathers. 299 brothers, 38 
,\lllcles, II gr~ndfatherll ,and 2 mothers. Among these 766 members thee 
,are .94 :farmers, 120 .worjters, 110 traders. and 42 others. Their age distlli
~\J.tiQn is as .followill 101 in '12-20 group, 213 i021-30 group, 180 in 31-40 
JfI'Oup, jl,811 in ~U.-$ grQ\lP, M 41 51-60 group, 15 in 61-'10 group, and 4 in 
~1-1l0 jP1lUP. ' 
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Terms of apprenticeship 

The tenns of apprenticeship in Tientsin weaving industry are 
similar to those in other handicraft industries, especially in carpet 
making;27 they are officially approved by the employers' association in 
the industry, hamely, Weavers' and Dyers' Association. Under these 
terms any applicant for apprenticeship must be introduced by somebody, 
and guaranteed by another one for the faithful fulfillmel!t of apprentice
shi~ He is given a trial period of five to fifteen days, during which period 
he may either resign on his own account, or be dismissed by his master 
for failure to meet the requirements. The term of apprenticeship lasts 
over three years, or three years and four months (that is,' three years 
and one festival as commonly called), during which period the apprentice 
is given an opportunity to learn the craft of weaving, and is obliged to 
stay "'ith his master until the completion of his term. The living expenses 
of the apprentice, including room, board and other miscellaneous items, 
are paid for by the master, provided that the apprentice complete his 
term of apprenticeship; otherwise, the apprentice, or the person who 
guaranteed him, is held responsible for refunding the master with the· 
cost for board, at $6.00 per month. This provision also applies to an 
apprentice who i8 dismissed because of disobedience or.poor conduct. The 
apprentice. receives the. customary. vacation. of one day. each for the 
Dragon Festival and the 1\100n }'estival, 'lDd five .to ten days for the 
New Year. At other times he must lIot. ask for . leave of abSence el<cept 
in CRse of marriage .(D" death in the. apprentice's, family, which period, 
of leave must be made.up before completing the term of apprenticeship.r 
Finally .on the completion pf ,the term of apprenticeship, the master may 
request the Wea\'ers' and Dyers' Association to issue. a certificate of 
journeymanshil? to the apprentice., ~d .may then employ him at his 
establishrnen~ as a full-fledged worker. . . 

'I·' • ' 

Such. then, are the official terms of apprenticeship, Their practical 
application may bl! .nellt examined.· The persons who recommend the 
apprenitices to the employers may, be fellow natives. friends, relatives, 
family members. etc. . Of the 650 apprentices investigated by the Com
mittee. 176 are recommended by friends, 170 by fellow natives. 133 by 
relativea, 42 by family members, 29 by others. Those persons who re
commend the apprentices are mostly engaged in weaving themselves, 
totslling 308. Of the other 242. lZS are IIIlgaged in trad~ 58 in industry. 
37 in agriculture, 24 in professions and public service.. 

,The term of apprenticeship, according to the official regulations 
given above, may be three years or three yearl! and one festival. Of the 
550 apprentices investigated. 890 are subjeCt to three years, and 151 
to three years and one festival. The remalning 9 are subject to four. 
YMrs. At the time of the Committee's investigation, the 550 apprentices 
£7. Fong. f'it'1ttcin C(f"'Jf~t fnrindt·yo Tienuin; 19%9. Chi V. 
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have already completed a part or all of their. term of apprenticeship: 
170 apprentices have beel) with ,their employers from one month to half 
a year, 117 from seven months to one year, 90 from thirteen months to 
one year and half. 47 from nineteen months to two years, 85 from twenty. 
five months to two years and half, 33 from thirty-one montl\s to three 
years, and 8 from three to four years~ . 

Generally . speaking, the apprentice is given to learn the pre· 
paratory processes of weaving during the first half year or first year. 
During the rest of the term he is taught to weave, with different arrange. 
ments for wage payment. The commonest arrangement, of course, is. 
not to pay him any wage; but to take·.careof his room,.board and misceL-. 
laneous expenses, with the gift of /lome pocket money during one of the 
Chinese festivals. But as a means of promoting his efficiency, the ap. 
prentice may be given a wage rate one half or one third of the worker's. 
Again, he may be. required 'to perform a certain quantity of work per 
day, in excess of whi~h he is' given full wage like the worker. Under 
still another arrangement, he is paid the same wage a,lI the worker, but 
may have to pay more for the cost of his board, which is sometimes twice 
as much as· the worker's. 

In large· establishments the apprentice is taught the craft of 
weaving by the instructor, oftentimes a skilled weaver who has stayed 
long enough with the employer so as to enjot his confidence. In small 
ones, however, the arrangement is not so systematic. The apprentice is 
asked to run errands; it is only at slack times that he gets an opportunity 
to learn from the employer, worker, or elder apprentice. His work is 
principally one of dovetailing, not of performing any particular process. 

On the whole, the system of apprenticeship is far from being 
satisfactory. Having been deprived of its educational character, it now 
becomes an instrument of exploitation which should be more serious in 
consequence than child labor under the worst modern conditions. The 
apprentice labor, which is so extensively found in handicraft industries, 
is not regulated by the FactorY 'Law like the child labor in modern 
factories. The Factory Law, ftowe\1er ineffective be· its enforcement, 
applies only to· power driven· mills· employing thirty or more persons. 
The apprentice, working as he does under the wretched physical condi. 
tions described in a previous paragraph, has no chance for bodily deve· 
lopment. Mentally speaking, he has practically nothing to nourish his 
mind except the vulgar influences of his fellow workers and apprentices. 
Most of the apprentices 1Ire illiterate; those who have learnt to read 
are very seldom able to write. Taking for granted that the masters 
have been quite faithful in giviQg their apprentices an adequate training 
in the craft of weaving at the :eempletion, of the term, the former do not 
consider it profitable to keep the latter as· workers at full wages. The 
apprentice, having learnt his cr~ft after a period of three or four years, 
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has no opportunity' -to exercise it in order to make a living. That this 
is the case has been shown by the employer's preference for the apprentice 
in a period of business depression. The apprentice, to the employer, is 
not so costly; he is more easily managed than the worker, who has 
recently become quite recalcitrant with his union's backing. The un
employed worker, meantime, has seen enough of this paradox, an ap
plication of which becomes his only solution. With the assistance of a 
small loan from his friend or relative, or of a small fund raised from 
the sale of his own personal effects, he soon sets himself up as an em
ployer, resorting to apprentice labor for his working force. He offers to 
execute orders for larger employers as a middleman or contractor, and 
works for smaller wages as an inducement. The working conditions in 
his shop, therefore, must be worse than those of his employer in order 
to eke out a -living for himself. His apprentices receive poorer treat
ment. Thus, the evH goes round- and round the circle, and becomes more 
intensified each time. As a result, the industry is now flooded with ap-_ 
prentices on the one hand, and unemployed workers on the other. It 
has thus come to a standstill, and yet the employer, the worker and the 
apprentice are all helpless i~ improving their present position. 
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The industry of weaving, which has been greatly revol'utionized 
by the inventions of Cartwright' and ~thers, is still carried on as a 
handicraft industry in China ell;cept for cotton. The power loom weaving 
of cotton, which is .now carried on In nine provinces of China, chiefly 
in Kiangsu, Shantung, Hupei and Hopei, is not the subject for the present 
report, which is confined to the handloom weaving in Tientsin. In the 
latter place handloom weaving is applied to rayon as the chief textile 
fibre, although supplemented by cotton to some extent. The fabrics 

1- woven, furthermore, are figured rather than plain. According to the 
Committee's investigation, there were 328 weaving establishments in 
1929, of which 163, or fifty percent, employed rayon; 91, or 27.7 percent,. 
employed rayon and cotton; and 74, or 22.3 percent, employed cotton as 
the raw material.' In term of value, these establishments consumed 
3,515,210 dollars' worth of rayon yarn, or 68.5 percent ;1,253,211 dollars' 
wo!·th of cotton yarn, or 24.4 percent ; and 359,804 dollars' ~orth of cotton; 
thread, or 7.1 percent. '159 of them employed 2,011 figured looms, 91 em-' 
ployed 980 plain looms; and 78 employed 1,814 plain and figured looms. 

As the industry is carried on chiefly under the master craftsman 
and merchant employer systems, but partly under the- factory system, it 

') is operated on a small scale. In respect of the capital invested, the weav
ing establishments may be divided into three classes, namely, the small 
class employing a capital of 1,000 dollars or less, the medium class em
ploying a capital of 5,000 dollars or less, and the large class employing 
a capital of 5,001 to 100,000 dollars. According to this classification, 67.7 
percent of the establishments are small, employing 15.8 percent of the 

<- total capital invested; 27.3 percent of the establishments are medium, 
emploYing]"2.I percent of the total capital invested; and 5 percent of the 
establishments are large. employing 52.1 percent of the total capital 

I, invested. In respect of the number of 100Jlls employed, the plain and 
figured establishment is the lIirgest--in ~ize, employing 23.3 looms; the 
figured weaving establishment is the second, employing 12.7 looms; and 
the plain weaving establishment is the smallest, empolying 10.8 looms. 
Or, to express it in still another way, the largest number of establish
ments, 115, employ from six to ten looms each. The next largest number, 
63, employ from eleven to fifteen looms each. The average number of 
looms per establishment. however, is 14.6 looms. 

That the weaving establishments are generally small may be fur-
t ! ther confirmed by the prevalence of establishments employing thirty or 

fewer persons. 244 establishments. or 74.7 percent, belong to this class. 
employing altogether 44.9 percent of the workers. or 3.540. In these 
establishments the apprentice labor predominates, occupying as high as 
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75.4 perceni; of the total working force in establishments with 10 or fewer 
workers, 73,7 percent in establishment~ .. with. 11, to 20" workers. '65.'1 
percent in establishments with 21 to SO workers. For the industry as a 
whole, apprcnticII labor occupies about two thirds, namely, 5,117 out of a 
total of 7,873 worker!!. 

In respect of the raw materials consumed there is the paradox! 
t)1at the smaller the establishments in .capital. investment, . the greater! '1 
the amount of raw materials consumed per unit of capital invested., For' 
the smallest establishment in respect of ~ital investment, that. employ
ing one hundred or fewer dollars, the raw· materials cOnS!lmlld for _every 
dQll!!LQfs.apital inyest~!!..~Il1_~s tOlO4.10. , 'fh. exatio decreases in favor I 
of capital investment as the size of establishments, in term of capital 
investment, increases: 29.64. for $1014',200, establishment, 12.32 for' 
$901-$1,000 establishment, 6.54 for $4,001-$5,000 establishment, 4.66 for 
$5,001-$10,000 establishment, /!ond finj\lly, 1.87 fOr the establishment with 
a capital above $10,000 .• This psrs,dox may be explained by two factors. 
Most of the small establishments, in the .firstplace, are simply middlemen 
executing orders for the large ones; and secondly. the large establishments 

. not only have to provide raw matel'ials for their middlemen establishments, 
but also to undertake marketing in. IIddition to p~oduction. 

As is commonly expected, the distribution of. weaving eBtablisft
ments in Tientsin by the value o~ l'aw materials consumed coincide» with 
that by the value of output. , Thus, for large establishments, 9.8 percent 
of establishments consume 40.7 percent. of l'aw materials,. while 10.2 
percent of establishments produce 43.2 porcont· of output. For small 
establishments, 69.9 percent .of establishments consume3lM. percent.of 
raw materials, while 67,6 percent of establishments produce 29.3 percent 
of output. For the 328 establishments as a whole, the ,total value of 
raw materials consumed amounts to $5,128,22G, which is 73.S percent of 
til" total value of fabrics produ~ed, namely, $9,991,103. 

. . . 
, . Because of the prevalence of. small establishments in TIentsin \ 

weaving industry, any attempt at organization for common ends is hal'dly .
feasible. The Weavers' 8,m! Dyers' ~J\!h'!Qci.!l.tion, ,first formed in 1914, is 
an evidence-Ofthis--aifficulty. The Association has. been verr' inactive 
ever since its establishment, .and haa alrno~i..gonll ,out. of existen('" but 

, for the recent attempt at:l'esuscitation.:, .. ' \.; ., 
. ,A,lthough weaving .constitutes the. \lrincipaLoccupation .of allYl 

weaving establishment in Tientsin, yet the \lr~p!U'9.tory· processes except 
spinning, and thl! finishing processes, are also carried on nnder thesarne: 
roof. The. preparatory processes inolude' winding,l spoolinlf,' .1'eeling, 
warping,' sizing, drawing-in and. designing. while the . finishing processes 
include d~ eing and. calendm·ing. Dyeing, it JIlay be noted, is considered 
as II Jlreparatory' process ,when the yarni3 dyed before weaving, but 'a 

,finishingproces~ ,,,,hell ,the. fabric ill ,woven with nndyedyara andha3 
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','to tJe4yed ~rwanls. ,SGIIlilitimel,winding is 'given< out' to' home workers, 
while siziftg, dyeing and' calendering ,are "detegated to' independent 
estaoli.sb.ments, especiailybY·l!mall 'weaving' Shops. All these processes, 
whether .. preparaWry 'or :;ftnishing, 'are exeeuted "without· the aid of 
machinery, but under the old native method, the . only . exCeption being 
made to the twin p~CI!8sesof dyeing and 'calendering' i'n model'n -dye-works, 

The process of' weaving for' plain or figured fabrics is essentially 
.similar, except. in the em!>loyment of a Jacquard for' figured weavilag. 
The loom employed, as well as the Jacquard, were at first imported from 
Japan; but gradually 'the Chinese manufacturers could also produce 
imitations at a price lower than that for the Japanese make. The Jacquard 
and the loom are produced by the 'same 'establishment, but the former 
is more expensive .than the latter. According to the Committee's 
investigation,. the cost for 3.140 figured looms, including Jacquard attach
ments, reaches 251,281 dollars, which gives an average of 80 dollars per 
loom; while the cost for 1,665 plain looms 'amounts only to 42,113 dollars, 
which gives an average of 25,6 dollars per loom. The cards required of 
a Jacquard may be perforated 'by the weaving establishment, under the 
charge of a skilled workman. But for the smaller ones, this process of 
card perforating is' also delegated to independent shops. 

I As indicated above,'the five processes in connection with weaving, 
i namely, loom making, card perforating,sizing, dyeing and calendering, 
lare often delegated to the independent establishments, and give rise to the 
subsidiary industries of weaving in' each of these processes. In Tientsin, 

. there are altogether B6 establishments engaged in these processes, employ
. ing 971 workers, and a total capital of $118,950. Of these establishments, 

15 are engaged in loom making, employing 285 workers and a capital 
of $56,050; 6 in card perforating, employing '18 workers and a capital 
-of $970; 16 in sizing, employing 1l0wor-kers and a capital of $4,200;' 39 
in dyeing, employing 481 workers and a capita! of $56,350; and 10 in 

-calendering, em'ploying 77 workers and a capital 'of $1,380. In respect 
of the capital invested as :well as of ·the workers employed, therefote, 
·dyeing is the first in 'importan~e, loom making second, sizing third, 
ealendering fourth, aJideard perforating, fifth. 

The :fabricsproduced 'may 'be rayOn, cotton, or mixed; they may 
be plain or figured. Generally speaking, th'e plain fabrics are chiefly 

Lcotton, and the, figured 'fabrics chieflY rayoDor mixed. In 1929 the total 
'output for 828 weaving establishments amounts 'to $6,991,108; which gives 
.an average of $21,S14per 'establishment. Of ,this'total '$4;831,775, Cor 
.more than two thirds, are fabrics woven of rayon or of rayon and cotton 

, -together. Of the cotton fabrics amounting to atatal of $2,1'59,328, canVas 
.cloth occupies 42.1 '!o ; flour·bag, 8.9%; plain fabrics, 15.9% ; figured fabricis, 
·6.6% ; stripes and checks, 1.8.9%; 'andcither fabrie!'!, 7.6%."Ofthe i'ayon 

. ,fabrics or mixtur.es 'amountingtoJi total· 'Of$4,B81,775, about <{)ne 'fifth 
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>are .m'i~U1'es .. lth'e rest 'beihg 'fabrlcs'wovtmof' rayon o'nly. These ;fabrics 
',are '~hlef\yfigured, but may' also be 'Plain, 'striped or checked.Gene~~llY 
. speaking, :Jthey -can be classified ·into three categories; namely,pongees, 
'satins &nd tte. 'Of these 'the last group 'occupies the '\argestportion, . or 
"ninety percent;' while the 'first and' Mcond occupy eight and two percent 
respectively. Among the 'different' !dnds of ke, Ming Hua Ke ell.ioys the 

. ,'widest market, occupying about eighty percent of the total output of 
ke. Mei Sung 'Chi, and 'Paris satin are also well 1<:nown, but being more 

',eXpensive,' they command a'narrower market. . , , 
'As the rayon and cotton fahrics depend more upon other localities I 

. than: Tientsin for consumption, the marketing method is better developed \ 
''in dealings with what Is called eastern or western merchants, the former· 
coming from Manchuria, and the latter from Shansi, Shensi, and Kansu. 

, According to one'method, these merchants come to Tientsin and establish 
their temporary offices in native hotels for the purchase' of these fabrics, 
,through the medtum oftnnners dispatched by tlie'weaving establishments, 
in term 'of credit rather than of cash. . According to another method, the 

''Weaving 'establishment starts a sales office in some of these provinces, in 
order to market the fabrics at the place of consumption, such as Taiyuan 
;or Harbin. . In ,marketing the fabrics in Tientsin, runners are also em
ployed to secure· orders from' piece goods 'finns,' department stores or 
bazaars, but small peddlers have to come to the weaving establishments 
Jar ~1irchase, mostly in term of cash. 

The eoiton fabrics produced by 'Tientsin' weaving' establishments 
-did not obtain the priveli~ge of payirig only the export duty of five percent 
'IUt' valorem until '1915. r,he'rayon' fabricstlr mixtures, however, were 
; not given this priVelege,as they' did·not-come into existence until'many 

.. '¥ears after the' grant. 'As' a result,rayon fabrics today have to pay' riot 
«Ily'an export duty' -of' ftw percent ad valorem, but also an export surtax 
.of two' and half j:lIircent'since the first 'Of February, "l:929,as a result of 
the increase in the' new i'inport tariff. In addition, they have to pay a 
,coast trade duty of two and half percent 'when imported into another 
~rt such ascHa'nkower Shanghai,' as weI\' as a' coast trade surtax uf'l.25 
,percent. But If it is 'exported to the illterior, It bas to' \lay either a native' 

, ,customs duty or 'a parcel' post duty in Tientsin, 'at tbe rate of twenty cellts 
"per pi'forrayoo tlabricl!,'\c)r' thirtyeents' per pi for rayon mixtures. 

In TientSin 'weaving industry there are altogether 7,873 workers 
i.ncluding '5,11'7 apprentices, not. co.unti.ng' 9.11 wor .. kers. and appren.tic.es i~ 

, the subsidiary industries of loom' making, card perforating, sizing, dyeil'lg 
and calendering. Of ' these workers' the Committee has, made Il sample 

.. investigation of S17workers' and 51>0 apprentices, a total of 867; Both 
apprentices and 'WorkerS are natives' of differerit hslen ~ the two 'provinces 

'of Hopei and Shantung, only SlI, Or '4.5iiercent;'belng natives of Tientsin. 
"53'out of 867 'workers '8t'e'natiV'es 'from sixteen hsien, '15 in Hopei and 
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1 in Shantung, each of which contributes from 18 to, 47 persons. ,The 
age of the workers varies from the lowest of 15 to the highest of 44. 282, 
tor ninety percent, falls within the age group, of 18-31. The age' of " the 
'apprentices varies from the lowest of ll,t,o the highest of 22 .. 448, or 
eighty percent, falls within the age group of 14-18. Both workers and 
apprentices come from large families,the average size of which being 6.9 
'persons. That their economic statu~ is generally low may be indicated by 
. the inability of marriable workers. to marr,;and the 'early age at which 
'the workers and apprentices entered into gainful employment., Thus, 
taking 20 as the marriable age for workers, only 163 out of 265 marriable 
workers, or 61 percent~ have married. The age during which the ap
prentices and workers first entered into gainful employment is commonly 
16 or below.' . 

Among the terms or employment may be mentioned the ,system of 
employment. system of wage payment. hours of work and conditions of 

I work. The hours of. work are the same fQr workers and apprentices, of 
: which the commonest ru'n frOll). ten 'to thirteen per day, applicable to 86.9 
'percent of the establishments emp!oying. 83.6 percent· of workers· and 
apprentices. Only 2.1 percent of. the establishments employing 2.9 percent 
of the workers and apprentices work eight hours per day, whileB.1 percent 
of the establishments employing 2.9 percent of the workers and apprentices 
work more than thirteell, hours per, day. 

For the workers the system of wage payment is based on time 
or piece, or both. Time rate is paid to the heads of different departments. 
or to janitprs, cooks, and workers on odd jobs; while piece. rate is paid 
'to weavers and others •. The latter, ,however, may be paid on the basis 
of time and piece, receiving a fixed rate of wage for the month which is 
subject to addition or deduction according to the amount of work per
formed. Of the 317 workers investigated by the Committee, the majority, 
301. are paid under piece or time and piece basis, only 16 being paid under 
time basis. For the former ,the cost for .board is deducted from the 
monthly wage, but the provision of room i~free; while for the.latter no 
charge is made even for, board. For the former, the commonest wage per 
month including board is fifteen dollars. appliCable .to 50 workers; ,twenty 
dollars, applicable to SO workers; and twelve dollars per month, applicable 
to 29 workers. 184 workers; a little less ,than two thirds, receive II monthly 
wage between 12 and 20 dollars. The total monthly wage fOf 301 workers 
amounts to $4,906, which gives an average of $15.3 per worker. For the 
'apprentice, the commonest al'rangement is !lotto pay him any wage, 

.' but to take care of his room; 'board, and miscellaneous expenses, with. the 
'gift of some pocket money during'one,of,the Chinese fes~ivals, But as a 
'means of promoting his ,efficiency, ne may be givel\ the wage one .half 
or one third o~ the worker's. He. ~ay be required to perform; a certain 

,Juantity of work pel; day~ in ~~ess,. qt, whic:4he isgive1\ ~un w!1ge like 
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the workers ;ot else, he may be paid the same wage as the worker, but 
may have to'pay more for the cost of his board, which is sometimes'twice 
as much as the worker's. 

, Thesystemo{ 'employment iIi Tientsin weaving industry, whether 
for workers or for apprentices, is iII nO case uniform; but an introduction 
from some one, related to the employer one way or the other,' is often 
required. Such persons, mostly' employed in weaving, 'may be friends, 

, fellow natives, relatives, 'family members, neighbours or cO-workers. The 
worker, once hired by the employer,' is given no contra~t or employment, 
although it is commonly understood that he shall not be fired except 
during one of the three festivals. 'The apprentice, on the other hand, 
is employed for the customary term of three years and one festival. 
For failure to complete this term of apprenticeship, the apprentice, or 
the person who introduced him to the employer, must be held responsible 
for refunding the latter with the cost for board, at $6.00 per month. 
This provision also applies to an apprentice who is fired because of dis-
obedience or poor conduct. " " ' , 

The ~orking conditions in weaving establishments are generally J 
unsatisfactory; in some cases they are'miserable beyond description. The 
workroom is not only, small, ,but also filled with damp and dirt. In small 
establishments the ground floor is also used as sleeping space for workers l 
in large ones, another compartment may be built above the looms by 
means of a few wooden boards" for similar purposes. Neither sunlight 
nor air enters into the ,room sufficiently to supply the normal need of a 
worker, while wind or, water visits him with cold or wet at different seasons 
of the year. As the floor is covered with mud, the summer flood some
times even destroys the fabrie itself. The cotton Or rayon dust, meantime, 
saturates the air,and one can hardly breathe without heing suffocated. 
Under such working conditions, it is no surprise that both workers and 
apprentices suffer from tuberculosis to a quite large extent. The weavers, 
furthermore, have to operate the treadle by his right foot, and move the 
shuttle 'by his right hand for figured weaving. For plain weaving, they 
have to apply both feet to the treadles. Their eyes are constantly fixed 
upon the loom and the fabric, for fear that the warp may break, or that 
the needle may get out of order. Trachoma, therefore, is another common 
disease. . Indeed, in visiting these workrooms one can ,only marvel at 
the power 'of resistance in a Chinese weaver, and refresh his mind once 
more with the wretched conditions of English handloom weavers in by, 
gone days. 
, The workers ln the weaving industry were not organized into any 1 
union until the northward advance of the Nationalists in 1928. In that JI 
year four branches were organized, with no central headquarter however. 
The membership, meantime, was very small, for in April of the following 
year these four branches had but a total of 645 membere&. It did not 
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include. the majority of workers in the industry until the spread of un
employment before the Moon festival (Sep. 17) in 1929. At the beginning 
of the month, the membership had been swollen to the huge figure of 2,815. 
The union, therefore, became the active agent for protest against the 
wholesale ·dismissal of workers. It helped to settle the disputes that 

. arose from such dismissal and organized means for relief. A public per
formance of Chinese drama was staged successfully for three days, from 
September 27 to 29, reaping a net sum of $1,277.97. At the same time a 
fund of $447 was raised from the municipal government and other unions 
to tide over the financial strain of the unemployed for a period of half 
month, from August 28 to September 11. In December a weaving establish
ment was organized with the aid of the fund raised from the show, em
ploying twenty workers; but unfortunately,. the amount was not sufficient 
for the successful operation of the enterprise. The establishment, there
fore, had to close down on the sixth of March in 1930. 

Causes for decline 

The weaving industry in Tientsin, which reached the peak of deve
lopment from 1927 to 1928, was followed by rapid decline in 1929, especially 
in the figured weaving branch of rayon fabrics or mixtures. Ming HU8 
Ke, the most noted variety of rayon fabrics, was sold at twenty-six dollars 
per pi when first invented in 1926, but in the course of one year's time 
it was reduced to ten dollars per pi because of the redundancy in output. At 
the beginning of 1929, it could still command a market price of nine dollars 
per pi, but since then it had steadily declined, until it was lowered to 
seven dollars per pi in July and to six dollars per pi in September. 
The last price, which was the lowest ever reached in the history of rayon 
fabrics, not only brougbt no profit to the manufacturer, but inflicted upon 
him a loss of more than one dollar. This is due to the fact that for every 
pi of Ming Hua Ke woven, the cost for four pounds of rayon yarn. at 
$1.40 per pound, reached $5.60; that for sizing the warp, at six cents per 
pound for 2.5 pounds, reached 15 cents; that for winding, spooling, reeling, 
warping and drawing-in, at ten cents per pound, reached forty cents; that 
for weaving reached one dollar per pi; and that for fixed charges reached 
twenty cents. The total cost, in other words, reached $7.35. Because of 
this loss, many of the small establishments went out of existence, while 
the medium and large ones alone had to continue their operation with a 
part of unpaid apprentices, hoping meantime for an improvement in 
market conditions. In both classes of establishments, therefore, there 
was a wholesale dismissal of paid workers and unpaid. apprentices. Thus. 
in 73 establishments investigated by the Committee after the Moon 
Festival, 82 percent of the. workers and 48 percent of the apprentices 
were dismissed. 

This rapid decline in the industry, which resulted in the loss of 
market for rayon or cotton . fabrics, is anolltcome of many factors, of 
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which some are more remote than the other. In the first place, the • 
facility to become a small master, due chiefly to> the absence of capital 
requirement and the system of unpaid apprenticeship, results in the 
prevalence of small establishments. The small masters, which are the 
least organized, . are most prone to accepting orders at reduced price, and. 
weaving fabrics of an inferior quality. Having neither skill nor capital 
to devise new fabrics or to build up the market, they are ready enough to 
imitate or reproduce the latest or most profitable output of large manu
facturers. These imitations. tend not only to flood the market with re
dundant output, but also to destroy whatever merits of the original fabric 
by inferior workmanship. In other words, the large manufacturers pay 
the cost of experimentation, while the small masters reap the profit. Nay; 
the latter may even bring discredit upon the former's success by unfaithful 
imitation. Such method of cut-throat competition, indeed, is suicidal to 
the industry, but so long as the facility to become small master exists, 
the industry is confronted with a powerful factor for its decline. Secondly, 
the competition of fabrics imported or produced elsewhere, especially in 
Kaoyang, is another factor for the decline. Thus far, we have no statistics 
regarding the output of Kaoyang' fabrics, but statistics on imported fabrics 
are given in detail in the customs' returns. According 'to' the latter, there 
were in 1928 a total gross import of artificial silk piece goods amounting 
to Hk. TIs. 5,693,059, of which 43.370 were contributed by Japan, 25.5 % 
by Great Britain,17.2% by France, and 14% by other countries including 
Italy. The net import of artificial silk piece goods in the same year, mean
time, amounted to HI\:. TIs. 5,534,331, of which Shanghai claimed 52.6%; 
Dairen, 20.1~1,; Amoy, 5;·~; Hankow, 3.4%; and. other .ports, 18.9~'. 

These ports, especially Shanghai, DarIen and Hankow, are important 
markets for Tientsin fabrics of rayon make. As a. result of the foreign 
fabrics there, Tientsin fabrics have to sufi'er not only from the competi
tion in price as well as in quality, but also from the burden of taxation. 
Tientsin fabrics pay two taxes, namely, the export duty of 7.5~; ad valorem, 
and the coast trade duty of 3.75~; if sent through the maritime customs. 
This, . nevertheless, is still .a light burden. fOr the manufacturers 
to bear, provided that the valuation Of these fabrics; for the purpose of such 
tax be not excessively high. But rayon fabric is valued at Hk. TIs. 230 pel' 
picul. As one picul is equivalent to 33 pi, which, if valued at the market 
price of six dollars per pi, is worth only 198 dollars, or two thirds of the 
value set by the taxing authority, the tax rate is automatically raised to 
one third of the official .rate by means· of an excessive valuation. The 
export duty is raised from 7.5~'· to 10i{, and the coast trade duty from 
3.75::; to 570. 
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RAYON.J1NDC(}TTON WEAVING IN TIENTSIN 

The last three factors for the decline in Tientsin weaving industry 
are more immediate than the first three, and strike a .final death ·blow to 
the industry. The Sino-Russian dispute over. the Chinese Ea. stern R. ail-

o '.' _', ' , ,. • 

way, which lasted throughout the second half. of 1929, resulted in open 
warfare between these two, nations in ,Manchuria,-{)I!e o~ the principal 
markets for Tientsin fabrics. The renewal of civil war .between the South 
and the North, and the'recurrence of flood and famine in the' Northwest, 
both of which took place seriously in the first part of 1930, and are still 
pending', not only closed up the channels of communication, ·but also taxed 
heavily the purchasing power of the consumers for Tientsin fabrics. 
Finally, the rapid increase in the exchange' rate in favor of gold-using 
countries, which was due chiefly to the sale of demonetized silver by 
European or Asiatic eountries that have either returned to the gold 
standard or have adopted it in preference to silver,'" resulted in a drastic 
increase in the silver. price for rayon yarn,-the chief raw material for 
the weaving industry in Tientsin. The increase in the exchange rate,as 
it first took place during the end of 1929, diq not affect the weaving 
industry. The rayon merchants, not the importers, .could still sell at the 
old price, with a slight increase, when the stock was not yet exhausted, 
But with the elapse of time, when new orders had to be placed with the 
importers for fresh supply of rayon yarn, it became impossible for, the 
weaving establishments to keep up their operation, with little prospect 
for a drastic change in the price for rayon fabrics. The declineo~ weaving 
industry in Tientsin, therefore, is the most rapid at the present moment. 
As one of the leading manufacturers informed the present writer, in July 
of 1930, at least one half of the weaving industry in Tientsin had dis
appeared at that time, and Jacquard looms, which were sold at one 
hundred dollars a piece a year ago, could now be had for one fifth of their 
original value! He also remarked that the plain looms could be had 
for what they might sell as scraps!· 

Suggestions for revival 

'l;'he rapid decline of the weaving industry in Tientsin, which has 

l' been briefly sketched above, affects all parties concerned-. the workers, 
the employers and the nation at large. The workers lose their job, the 

r employers their capital, and the nation the income from one of its 
'handicraft industries. Some attempt at a revival, therefore, should be 
made in order to relieve the industry from down-right disappearance. 
In view of the fact that handloom weaving constitutes the second largest 
handicraft industry in Tientsin, in respect of the capital invested or of 
the workers . employed, ,such attempt is the more important. 
28. Ho, Franklin L.: ~~ century of' silver; lili b'l'ie';;tal Fm' Trade Review, September, 

1930. 
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The first condition for' revival is of eourse'a return to peace and 
order,-the minimum requirement for the continuous operation' of any 
productive a~tivity. At the moment of the present wrlting(August, 1930) 

, the Sino-Russian dispute has long been brought to a close, while the civil 
war between the North and the South is promising an early end because 
of the exhaustion of men and resources on both sides. But to have peace, 
and order restored in those regions that constitute the principal markets 
of the weaving industry 'in Tientsin is as yet a time-eonsuming process. 
The bandits that have flourished during this interval of the nation's 
unrest are hard to suppress at one moment, as their activities have hearly 
permeated every province, not excepting the richest lands of Kiangsu and 
Chekiang. 

A second condition is.a reduction in. taxation. For the' cotton 
fabrics woven' fnTientsin there has ali"along been one tax, namely, the 
export duty of five percent, if such fabrics be destined for home consump
tion in other parts of the nation. ' For' expoti abroad there is even an 
exemption of this tax. For rayon fabrics or mixtures, however,' the 'same 
'prh'eJege is not granted, for the siniple reason that the Chinese g6vern~ 
'rrient has 'delayed the registration' of these' fabrics as a 'priveleged factory 
'product'; so that the national revenue may not be diminished. ,At present, 
therefore, the rayon fabrics, have to' bear' the bUl'den of several taxes, 
-including ·export duty;'coast';j:rade du~y,' parcel' post tax" native customs 
duty and all kinds of likin, No one of ,these taxes, however, is ·justifiable 
from a modern. point of, view" but ,cripples' the recovery of, 'an already 
declining industry" At least the privelege that has been· granted to the 
cotton fabrios ShbUld also be given, toAhe ,rayon fabrics or mixtures. ' ~ 
ii.at eRMa, Raii 9u1!r 18 tao b.",daE if tUHRtiOR iii tllu i.iltutll!j Isa uul, 
'kd* tilt .• 'ail ••• t 8' f kv . 8' to PES Ill; *1 I IIllUlJt ix') III d the 
,enst !t'Sd e riptn "'bie': the irpovtsd nSF 5 f h . ] .. I,int I 11 I I Q 

ClijOJ j is alE8 eEmiR8t;eS. t, j ,:"J r \:' : ,,' .1· 

When ,theSfl'two 'fundamental conditions for' the reVival of the 
industry are fulfilled; a third'step may be taken towards the re-organiZ3:" 
tion· of the; industry itself;',. The small masters,firat,of all, must bel 
eliminated from the industTial scene,' in order to'stop the cut-throatcom~1 
petition thati they hav&'so often practiced. This can ,be ,ilCeomplished' iii 
various ways.' i The employment of apprentice labor,rwhich is the mainstay 

"of small masters;! ,must' be more stJiictly Tegulated,by the government, 
whether' national or l~at ,Its terms should be ·so specified that on the 
'one hand thenpprentieeii might receive an adequate training in the craft, 
and that on' the other ,hand the C()st i of adult labor should at least be 
made equivalen~ to that of apprentice labor. The small master, in other 
'words.; must 'not "be left uncontrolled 'in his exploitation' ot 'apprentice 
labor. SecondlY, the large manufacturers' in' the weaving industry 'Should 
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tesus.citatetheiT. present 1)rga~zation, the Weavers: .and Dyers' Associa
! tion,;<>n ,a.new.~asis,·whose chief object should be to combat against the 

., . small masters because of their c.utc-throat competition .. Such Qrgl\ni.zation 
may lay dQwn certain rulell for,·admission. the fulfillment of w Wch should 
~e rendered impossible for the small masters. By mea.ns. of .close co
operation and active. control over the industry, in respect of the qunlity 
and price of the fabrics woven, it may. eventually exercise a sane ~fiuence 
pver the market, anq weeq out the small masters. ·in their attempt to cut 
the price or to deteriorate the quality. The. large manufacturers, 
mea.ntime, should re-organize their business on a scientific basis. They 
Ilhould have sufficient capital to pay for the fixed and running costs; they 
should not have just enough to spend for· fixed capital, resorting to loans 
for circulating capital. As the business of weaving is quite a complicated 
affair, involving Ii knowledge not only of weaving, but also of sizing, 
.dyeing, pattern designing, etc., each department .should be in charge of 

"\ a skilled workman. The working hours, which run from ten to thirteen 
per day, should be reduced to nine or ten, while the wages, which amount 
.to no more than fifteen liollars per month including board, should be 
raised so as to give the workers an incentive for greater efficiency. The 
working force, meantime, can be reduced if well organized, laying 
emphasis on quality rather than quantity. If resort be made to the 
apprentice labor, such labor should be more systematically trained than 
·it has been until. the present, with a view to keeping him eventually as 
the basic force in the establishment. The working conditions, finally, 

'1 must be considerably improved, providing sufficient space for breathing 
while working,. with sunlight and ventilation. The method of marketing 
may also be improved. Indeed, one of the foremost manufacturers, Mr. 

I 'Chen Ching-tang, the inventor of Ming Hua· Ke, has already proposed 
L t~!!,a.~i~e II pri~e-tixing association, with a view to stopping the inter-

necine practice of price-cutting in the past. . 

I Finally, some attempt should be made towards solving the pro-
, blem of raw materials. The rayon yarn and floss, which constitutes the' 

ehief textile fibre for the weaving industry in Tientsin, has recently 
increased in prioe, because of silver depreciation. Meantime, the prospect 
for producing it at home is very dark in view Of China's lack of wood 
pulp-the chief raw material for rayon yarn and floss. It is true that 
there are forests in Manchuria and Szechuen that.can be used for the, 
production of wood pulp, and of rayon yarn and floss consequently. But 
.theinitial capital, which runs over several .millionsof dollars; is hard 
to raise, especially in view of the unsettl8d political conditions today. 
·The techllical ability is also lacking. Some of the manufacturers in the 
industry, therefore, have suggested a· return to the natural silk, in place 
of the artificial Bilk. This, however,. ill not likely, as natural silk is too 



expensive for the mas8~' 'Another way:'out, ,'under, present circumstances, 
is to utilize the woolen yarn for plain or, figured weaving. As Tientsin, 
is the collecting centre for China's wool export, the nearness to raw 
fUaterials, offers a distinct ,advantage. , TPe problem, nevertheless, rests 
with the process of yarn spinning. It is quite questioDable .whether 

, Chinese manufacturers 'at large, and Tientsin manufacturers hi particular, 
are, technically if not otherwise, in a position to produce sufficient quantity 
of woolen yarn for this purpose; To the present, writer, the most probable 
course of development lies in a return to cotton rather than rayon weaving. 
The cotton yarns used, chiefly ,of the higher counts, are partly imported, 
but partly produced at home in Tientsin cotton mills. The spinning of 

,finer yarns should be encouraged once the civil war comes to an end. The \ 
planting of long staple cotton-the raw material for finer yarns. should, , 
also be promoted, especially in Hopei province where some success has ' 
been achieved towards that direction. 
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Publications of ,the Nanklili, Un~yersitJ' Comm ... !ee 

and Economic Research 

-
. In order to meet the growing demand for the collection' and analysis of SOt 

and economie facts in China in recent years, the Nankai University appointed a C~ 
mittee on Social and Economic Research in the fall of 1927. The results of the CQ 
mittee's' investigation have hitherto appeared in the two weekly publications of, 1 

Committee, namely, "The Nankai Weekly Statistical Service" (English' and Chines 
and "Economic Weekly" (Chinese), as well as in the leading economic and bush), 
journals in China. Arrangements, however, have been made by the Committe: . . 
issue special publications since 1929, some of which have already appeared in' pri~ 
form in the following series;-

I. Price series:-

Wholesale prices and price index numbers in North China, 1913-1928, 
Franklin L. Ho, 145pp. 4° 

Index numbers of the quantities and prices of imports and exports and of t 
barter terms of trade in China, 1867-1928, by Franklin L. Ho, 24pp. 4~ 

n. Industry series:-

Extent and effects of industrialization in China, by Franklin L. Ho and H. 
Fong, 34pp. 4° (out of print) 

Tientsin carpet industry, by H. D. Fong, 77pp. 40 

Rayon and Cotton Weaving in Tbntsin, by H. D. Fong, 79pp. 4° 

III. Economic history series:-

Triumph of factory system in England, by H. D. Fong, 310pp. 4° 
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